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2. Abstract (in Danish) 

Formålet med dette speciale har været at undersøge værdien af at inkludere elementer af Norman 

Fairclough’s (2001; 2003) arbejde med kritisk diskursanalyse i en oversættelsesteori målrettet oversættelse 

af politisk diskurs. Det teoretiske grundlag for opgaven består dels af Juliane Houses teori om ”Translation 

Quality Assessment” (1997), uddrag af Faircloughs tilgang til kritisk diskursanalyse (2001; 2003) samt Anne 

Schjoldagers mikrostrategier for oversættelse (2008). 

Udgangspunktet for opgaven er, at oversættelse af politisk diskurs er et overset forskningsområde 

(Schäffner 2012a), som fortjener yderligere belysning. Datagrundlaget for opgaven består af tre danske, 

politiske tekster som er oversat til engelsk: Den danske statsminister Helle Thorning-Schmidts åbningstaler 

til folketinget i 2011 og 2012 samt Marie Krarups (DF) blogindlæg i Berlingske om hendes oplevelser under 

et besøg i New Zealand med Folketingets Forsvarskomite (2013). 

Mine krav til opgavens empiriske grundlag var, at teksterne skulle være både aktuelle og funderede i en 

dansk, politisk kontekst samt have et formål i "den virkelige verden" (Blommaert et al 2000).  

I min analyse har jeg søgt at kombinere de tre teoretiske tilgange nævnt ovenfor. House (1997) anvender i 

sin teori "register analysis" som grundlag for en komparativ analyse af original og oversættelse med det 

formål at bedømme oversættelsens kvalitet (ibid.). Jeg har fulgt denne tilgang, og foretaget en analyse af 

Thornings åbningstale fra 2011. Jeg har derefter suppleret Houses analysemodel med uddrag af kritisk 

diskursanalysere for at identificere steder i teksten, som muligvis vil være særligt vanskelige at oversætte. 

Jeg har her lagt vægt på at identificere intertekstuelle referencer, "assumptions" (antagelser) samt de 

steder i teksten der trækker på afsender og modtagers fælles baggrundsviden (Fairclough 2001 p118). Jeg 

har valgt at lægge vægt på disse aspekter ud fra en antagelse om, at det er her den tætteste binding til 

originaltekstens politiske kontekst vil findes. 

Jeg har derefter kommenteret de anvendte oversættelsesstrategier i hver enkelt at de tre tekster. Jeg har 

her påvist, at der er mangler i oversættelserne, som kan skyldes at den pågældende oversætter ikke har 

været tilstrækkeligt opmærksom på den politiske kontekst, som originalteksten udspringer af. Et eksempel 

herpå er "fattigdomsydelser" (Thorning 2011a) som oversættes til "poverty relief" (Thorning 2011b), som 

på engelsk dækker over en slags ulandsbistand. Derudover har min analyse påvist at intertekstuelle 

referencer til, for eksempel, debatten om indvandrere i Danmark og den tidligere regerings politik ikke 

bliver gengivet i oversættelsen. Det er derfor tvivlsomt, hvorvidt oversættelserne giver modtagerne et 

brugbart indblik i den danske politiske kontekst. 
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Jeg har derfor foreslået en ny model for oversættelsesteori, hvor Houses teori suppleres med begreber fra 

den kritiske diskursanalyse. Jeg har argumenteret for at bibeholde Houses fokus på originaltekstens 

kontekst og på, at oversættelsen skal kunne indgå i en ny kontekst uden at tabe forbindelsen til dens 

oprindelige, danske kontekst. Jeg har foreslået at udvide Houses arbejde med "cultural filter" (1997) til også 

at omfatte det som House kalder "overt" oversættelse - altså oversættelser hvor læseren er klar over, at 

der er tale om en oversættelse, som det er tilfældet med de oversættelser jeg har brugt som empiri i min 

analyse. Jeg foreslår her, at "filteret" vendes mod originalteksten, og at oversætteren anvender værktøjer 

fra kritisk diskursanalyse til at identificere dele af originalteksten, som sandsynligvis vil være særligt 

udfordrende at oversætte. Denne kombination af "cultural filter" anvendt på originalteksten, sammen med 

øget opmærksomhed på de dele af teksten der er specielt forankret i den danske kontekst, vil sandsynligvis 

kunne hjælpe oversættere af politisk diskurs til engelsk til at producere oversættelser, som i højere grad 

formidler den danske politiske kontekst til et engelsktalende publikum. 

Specialets konklusion er således, at kritisk diskursanalyse sandsynligvis vil kunne give oversættere et sæt 

værktøjer, der, sammenholdt med Juliane Houses teori, vil kunne bidrage til udarbejdelse af forbedrede 

oversættelser af politisk diskurs til engelsk. 

     Antal anslag: 4323 
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3. Introduction 

It appears that not only within international political organisations, but also in national politics, there is an 

increased dependency on skilled translators to assist in the communication of political messages across 

languages and cultures (Schäffner 2012a). However, the field of political translation studies appears to have 

been given remarkably little attention in translation research, and Schäffner argues that "[...] the 

complexity of translational activities in the field of politics has not yet seen sufficient attention within 

Translation Studies" (Schäffner 2012a p103).  

With this in mind, it is the hypothesis of this thesis that political translation may benefit from being 

considered a translation discipline in its own right, and that translators working with the translation of 

political discourse may be in need of a targeted, theoretical framework to assist them in the production of 

translations that allow for the target text readers to obtain understanding of the context of the increasing 

number of political texts that are being submitted for translation. At the end of this thesis, I will provide a 

suggestion as to how such a framework may be constructed. 

In order to shed light on the limits of current translation studies for the purpose of translating political 

discourse, this thesis will seek to combine Juliane House's model of translation quality assessment (1997) 

and text and context in translation (2005) with the field of critical discourse analysis as presented by social 

science researcher Norman Fairclough (2001; 2003) in an interdisciplinary study. Fairclough states that, 

“[neither] the dependence of discourse on background assumptions, nor the ideological properties of these 

assumptions [...] are generally obvious to discourse participants” (Fairclough 2001 p118). Accepting this 

premise, which is that our understanding of a text is based on the hidden, common-sense assumptions that 

we share with other members of our discourse community (Fairclough 2003 p55), the purpose of this thesis 

will be to provide an analysis and discussion of the scope for an extended translation theory framework 

with added elements from critical discourse analysis, and whether such a framework may provide useful 

insights to translators working with political translation when it comes to identifying, understanding,  

translating and reproducing ideological assumptions (Fairclough 2003 p55) and intertextual references 

(ibid. p47).  

In my analysis, I will be working with three examples of national, political discourse: Danish Prime Minister 

Helle Thorning-Schmidt’s opening addresses to the Danish Parliament in 2011 and 2012 as well as a debate 

column by Danish parliament member Marie Krarup (2013), all of which have been translated from Danish 

into English and published online. 
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National political discourse is one of the discourse areas that are most deeply rooted in culture and draws 

most heavily on shared background assumptions and “Members’ Resources” (Fairclough 2001 p118). This 

means that in political translation, awareness of intertextuality (Fairclough 2003 p47) and "hidden 

assumptions" (ibid. p55) is of particular relevance, as there is a risk that the intertextual link to these 

references is broken upon translation, resulting in a significant loss of meaning. The point of departure for 

my discussion will be to what extent the ideology, shared background assumptions and intertextuality of a 

Danish, political text are conveyed in the translation into English in cases where it is unclear, whether 

discourse participants share any cultural references – or, as Fairclough puts it, "common knowledge" 

(Fairclough 2003 p55) and “Members’ Resources” (Fairclough 2001 p118). This leads me to the following 

problem statement: 

 

3.1 Problem statement 

What contributions may critical discourse analysis make to the translation of national political discourse, as 

regards the translation of political assumptions and intertextual references? 
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4. Project layout 

In the beginning of this thesis, I have presented my introduction, which contains my motivation for 

conducting this study of the scope for including critical discourse analysis (CDA) in translation studies, as 

well as my problem statement, which will function as the silver lining throughout the thesis. I will then 

move on to providing a few general notes on my use of terminology within both CDA and translation 

studies. Following this, I will present my theory of science point of departure, which is hermeneutic (Paahus 

2003). This will lead me to the theory section, in which I argue why I have discarded functionalist 

approaches to translation theory, such as the Skopos theory, and chosen to apply Juliane House’s 

translation theory framework (1997; 2005) as the translation theory foundation for my research. Here, I will 

also present a few of the general debates within translation studies as well as an overall micro-level 

translation strategy framework as laid down by Anne Schjoldager (2008 p92ff). This will be followed by an 

introduction to selected aspects of Norman Fairclough’s extensive work with critical discourse analysis as 

well as a short survey of previous research within the field of combining CDA with translation studies. This 

survey will include contributions from, among others, Schäffner (2004; 2012a) and Al-Hejin (2012) 

In my methodology section, I will present my method for collection and selection of data, which is 

qualitative, and the relationship between theory and data in this thesis, which is deductive. In my 

methodology, I will also present the structure of my analysis and how I intend to combine the three 

theoretical frameworks presented in the theory section. Following the methodology, I will present the 

three texts that are to function as my empirical data, after which I will be moving on to my analysis. I will 

begin the analysis with dealing with each of the three texts in turn, after which I will discuss what 

consequences my critical discourse and translation strategy analysis have for the scope of including CDA in 

House’s translation theory framework. This will lead me to presenting the possibilities for a translation 

theory framework that includes elements of critical discourse analysis. I will then end the thesis with a 

section of conclusive remarks about my findings, as well as suggestions for further research that were not 

within the scope of this thesis. 

  

5. Terminology 

Before starting out this thesis, it is useful to present a few notes on my use of the terminology related to 

both translation theory as well as critical discourse analysis.  
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I will be applying the standard translation studies terminology of "source text" when referring to the 

original, and "target text" when referring to the translation. I will be referring to the sender of the source 

text as the "source text sender", and I will be using the terms "source text recipients" as well as "target text 

recipients". This terminology is widely adopted among translation scholars, and applied in various forms by 

researchers such as Schäffner (2012a), House (1997; 2005), Al-Hejin (2012), Munday (2008), Schjoldager 

(2008), and numerous others. 

Throughout my analysis, I will be talking about translation “adequacy” and “success”, and I will be talking 

about text parts that are “challenging” to translate. The concept of translation quality is somewhat 

subjective and dependent on both the text type and the purpose of the translation (Munday 2008). In this 

thesis, I will lean towards House (1997 p68), who claims that in cases where understanding of the 

translation depends on understanding of the source text context, a successful translation is one that allows 

for the target text audience to gain access to the context and culture of the source text (ibid. pp67-69). My 

work to identify “challenging” text parts will be based on critical discourse analysis (Fairclough 2001; 2003), 

and I will elaborate on this in the methodology section. 

Fairclough (2001) refers to the understanding process of a text as "interpretation". I will adopt this term 

when working with Fairclough's approach to critical discourse analysis, even though I am aware that 

"interpretation" may also, in other contexts, refer to the process of oral translation. To clarify, I will at no 

point in this thesis be referring to oral translation, and my use of the term "interpretation" is strictly limited 

to referring to the process of understanding a text. I will be referring to the process of transferring meaning 

in writing from one language to another as "translation".  

Both the terms ”discourse” and ”text” have been applied to cover a variety of concepts. For the purpose of 

this thesis, the term ”text” will be applied when talking about both written and spoken examples of 

communication, meaning that I will refer to all versions of the empirical data that I will working with as 

”text”. This is similar to Fairclough’s (2001) use of the term.  

According to Fairclough (2001), text is an element of discourse, and critical discourse analysis includes more 

elements than just the textual one. Fairclough states that critical discourse analysis takes into consideration 

both the textual level, social context as well as interaction (ibid. p91), meaning that discourse can be taken 

to  include both the text itself, the assumptions and common knowledge embedded in the text as well as 

intertextual references to texts and concepts outside the text and its cultural context (Fairclough 2001; 

2003). As such, in this thesis, I will be referring to "discourse" as the entire level of meaning that is 
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contained in human interaction. I will be working with analysis of political speeches and a political debate 

column, and I will be referring to this sub-genre as “political discourse” and talk about "translation of 

political discourse". 

 

6. Theory of science 

Theory of science presents the overall "roadmap" to how academic research should be conducted (Collin et 

al p25). It provides a framework as regards methodology and theory development and the relationship 

between collection of empirical data and theorisation. For this reason, it is useful to lay down this 

framework before beginning the presentation of the theoretical foundation for this thesis.  

Theory of science describes the research traditions within the three scientific approaches: The natural 

sciences, the social sciences and the humanities. (Collin et al 2003). Each of the three traditions have their 

own, distinct theory of science traditions; however, as the study of language and translation is based in the 

humanities, I will limit my presentation of theory of science below to the humanities. 

 

6.1 The humanities 

Humanistic researchers seek to achieve a deeper understanding of matters related to human beings 

(Paahus 2003 p145). Within the humanities, establishing exact answers are not always the purpose of 

research; rather, humanistic researchers tend to accept the premise that the understanding of a given topic 

is both culture-bound, but is also dependent on the time it is being analysed in. The latter is particularly 

dominant within the hermeneutic approach to theory of science (ibid. p140ff), which works under the 

assumption that the understanding of a topic – a text, an event, etc. - is dependent on its historical and 

social context (ibid. p145). 

 

6.1.1 Hermeneutic research 

The hermeneutic approach to theory of science argues that all humanistic research should be concerned 

with interpretation of the meaning of man-made concepts (Paahus 2003 p142). This means that 
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hermeneutic research works with texts and all sub-genres of text, for instance literature, historical texts or, 

as is the topic of this thesis, political texts (ibid.). 

The key concept of hermeneutics is the so-called "hermeneutic circle" (Paahus 2003 p145), in which it is 

argued that texts will always be interpreted and understood against the background of its context as well as 

the time and culture it is being interpreted in (ibid.). The circle refers both to a constant movement 

between sentence and text level and between the text itself and its context. Context includes both the time 

in which the text was produced, the time in which it is being read, as well as any other works by the author 

of the text. This means that in hermeneutic research, all texts are considered part of a greater whole, and 

prior knowledge of context is considered a necessity in order to achieve understanding (Paahus p147). As 

such, understanding may be achieved by looking at the text, then moving to its historical context and the 

life and beliefs of its author, then moving back to reading the text again, seeking to achieve a deeper 

understanding of the text (ibid.).  

It is the assumption in hermeneutics that the reader will begin his or her reading of a text with a hypothesis 

of the topic and message of the text in mind. This hypothesis may then be confirmed or refuted by moving 

in the hermeneutic circle to the background of the author of the text as well as its context; if the hypothesis 

is refuted, then a new one will be made. As such, the hermeneutic approach is deductive in its approach to 

theory formulation and data, in that it starts out with the creation of a hypothesis which is then supported 

or refuted by the data in question (ibid.). 

 

6.2 Theory of science delimitation 

In this thesis, I have chosen to take a hermeneutic approach to theory of science because of its relation to 

the intertextuality and assumptions that will be described in the chapter on Norman Fairclough further 

below. Hermeneutics are also closely related to House's (1997; 2005) work with the role that context plays 

in translation.  

Another relevant choice may have been to take a social constructivist approach to the project, due to 

Norman Fairclough's theory that reality is shaped by the discourse we apply to various concepts (Fairclough 

2001; 2003). Social constructivism is based on the philosophy that reality is, in part, created by discourse 

and shaped by the way we see it (Holm 2010). Lund (2011 p133) even states that the point of departure of 

discourse analysis is not rooted in hermeneutics and presents the two concepts as opposites. On a more 
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general level, this is a challenge when seeking to combine two or more theoretical frameworks, in that the 

specific frameworks relevant to a particular problem or hypothesis may not be rooted in the same theory 

science framework.  

I have chosen hermeneutics as the foundation of this thesis due to its emphasis on context in 

understanding of texts, as I find that this provides a relevant theoretical framework background for working 

with House's model of translation quality assessment and theory of text and context in translation (House 

1997; 2005). As such, my choice of hermeneutics rather than social constructivism supports that the 

emphasis of my thesis will lie with translation and translated political discourse rather than on the role that 

discourse plays in the shaping of our society, such as is Fairclough`s focal point (Fairclough 2001). 

 

7. Translation theory 

For space reasons, the following section will mainly consist of a presentation of the parts of translation 

studies relevant to this project. As such, I will leave the writing of intensive literature surveys to others, and 

only describe the parts of translation studies that I deduce are relevant to the analysis and my hypothesis 

about the usefulness of critical discourse analysis to translation theory.  

I will begin the following section with a presentation of two fundamental concepts within translation 

studies, namely "literal and free translation" and "equivalence". After a short discussion of the relevance to 

this thesis of functionalist approaches to translation and the Skopos theory, I will then present my main 

theoretical framework: Juliane House's model of translation quality assessment (1997) and text and context 

in translation (2005). Following this, I will move on to describing a general micro-strategy framework for 

translation as presented by Anne Schjoldager (2008 p92). 

 

7.1 Fundamental debates in translation studies 

Knowledge and understanding of the concept of literal versus free translation and "equivalence", and the 

debate that these concepts have caused and continue to cause among translation scholars lay down a 

useful foundation for understanding the point of departure for researchers working with translation 

studies. 
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One of the most basic academic debates within translation studies is that of whether translators should 

produce ”free” (sense-for-sense) or ”literal” (word-for-word) translations (Munday 2008 p20). Free 

translation allows for the translator to translate the meaning of the text, but risks a loss of the original 

”form” of the source text. Literal translation retains the form of the text, but runs the risk of the translation 

becoming unintelligible to the target audience, as it may contain links to the structure of the source 

language that the target audience is unable to interpret (ibid.).  

The concept of ”equivalence” is another much-debated topic within translation studies, with many 

prominent scholars arguing that achieving equivalence in a translation is an impossibility and that this 

should not be considered a goal in itself (ibid.). In its simplest form, the debate on equivalence refers to 

whether or not it is possible to find a word or a phrase in the target language that covers the source 

language concept completely (ibid.). "Equivalence" has been applied in a number of variations by 

translation scholars and has had attributed to it adjectives such as "[...] dynamic, formal, functional, 

communicative, connotative, denotative, text-normative, pragmatic, textual, total, approximative, one-to-

one, one-to-many, one-to-nil, semantic, content, stylistic [and] lexicographical" (Leal 2013 p39).  

 

7.2 Functionalist approaches to translation studies 

The functionalist approaches to translation theory emerged in Germany in the 1970s (Schjoldager et al 

p151). The idea of functionalism was first presented by Katharina Reiss, who claimed that equivalence 

should be sought not at word or sentence level, but rather at text level. Reiss finds that ”equivalence” can 

be achieved by ensuring that the target text fulfils the same language function in the target culture as the 

source text did in the source culture (in: Munday 2008 p72). This is what is to be understood as 

"functionalism" - namely that the applied translation strategy should reflect the intended text function of 

the target text for the target text audience (ibid. p72). 

Reiss was the first translation researcher to bring awareness of the text type of a source text as a criterion 

for the success of its translation (Munday 2008 p.71). According to Reiss, a translation may be assessed by 

looking at the following criteria: 

 Intralinguistic criteria: Semantic, lexical, grammatical and stylistic features 

 Extralinguistic criteria: Situation, subject field, time, place, receiver, sender and ”affective 
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implications” (humour, irony, emotion, etc.) (in: Munday 2008 p74) 

As such, Reiss argues that an initial text type and communicative purpose analysis must be the first step in 

the translation process (ibid.). This focus on the effect the translation has in the reader rather than simply 

focusing on linguistic equivalence was an important and - at the time - innovative move in translation 

studies (ibid.). 

 

7.2.1 Skopos theory 

Reiss later moved on to working with Hans J. Vermeer on his ”skopos” theory. In short, the skopos theory 

proposes that the only criteria for determining the success of a translation is whether or not the translation 

fulfils the purpose – or, in Greek, ”skopos” - that the translator has been informed about by the 

”commissioner” of the translation. This results in a rather controversial ”dethroning” of the source text 

(Munday 2008 p79), in that the sole focus lands on the function that the target text is to serve. As such, 

Vermeer finds that the communicative purpose of source and target texts can vary completely, and he 

argues that the same source text may be translated differently, depending on the skopos of the translation 

(ibid.). The skopos theory made significant contributions to translation theory, especially in its emphasis on 

the working conditions of the translator and the recognition that sometimes, the one who writes the 

source text and the one who commissions the translation and formulates the purpose of the target text are 

not necessarily the same person. However, the skopos theory has also been heavily criticised by later 

researchers for its lack of emphasis on the source text (Schjoldager et al 2008 p181). For the purpose of this 

thesis, the main focus of which is the translation of political discourse, the most relevant point of critique is 

the lack of emphasis the skopos theory places on the ”[...] reproduction of micro-level features in the target 

text” (Munday 2008 p81). In the case of political translation, the reproduction of micro-level assumptions 

and intertextual references may be considered of higher importance than within other fields of translation.  

7.3 Juliane House's model of translation quality assessment 

Like Reiss, House bases her criteria for determining translation “success” on a comparative analysis of the 

source and target texts (House 1997). In order to determine the quality of a translation, House applies 

register and genre analysis (ibid. p122). Therefore, the following chapters will consist of both a 

presentation of excerpts of House’s theoretical framework as well as a presentation of register analysis. I 

will be applying House's 1997 re-visited model of translation quality assessment rather than her original 
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1977 framework. I will also be leaning towards House's 2005 about the role that context places in 

translation, as I hypothesise that this emphasis on context is highly relevant to the translation of political 

discourse. 

House bases her approach to translation on the widely accepted tradition in translation that texts should 

be viewed as "units larger than sentences" (House 2005 p338). However, it is her claim that this should be 

taken further than that by including the role that the context of a text plays in its translation, and she 

argues that all translation should be considered an act of re-contextualisation, in which the translator is 

"[...] activating [the text's] contextual connections, by linking the text to both its old and its new context" 

(House 2005 p343). 

House argues that discourse participants are able to communicate across linguistic and cultural barriers 

because they relate the discourse they are participating in to the context they share through that discourse 

(House 2005 p348). Source and target texts relate to different contexts, and a theory of translation as re-

contextualisation must to be able to explain the changes that translators make in the translation process, 

and it must "[...] relate features of the source text and features of the translation to one another and to 

their different contexts" (House 2005 p344). As such, it is House's argument that although there is a shift in 

context between source and target text, the target text must not lose sight of the context of the source 

text, as some link between them need still exist for the target text to be adequate. She states that "[a] 

translation can "[...] be understood as a text that is doubly contextually bound: on the one hand to its 

contextually embedded source text, and on the other to the (potential) recipient's communicative-

contextual conditions” (House 2005 p344). In order to analyse a translation and determine its adequacy, 

House calls upon a dual source text/target text register analysis, which she claims should enable us to state 

the quality of the translation (ibid.). If the register of the text is unchanged in the translation, or the 

changes in register can be explained by the translation type, House (1997) finds that the translation can be 

considered successful. Further below, I will elaborate on House's work with two different translation types, 

which she has named "overt" and covert" translation (House 1997 p111). 

 

7.3.1 Register analysis 

In the following, I will present the area of register analysis as presented by House (1997). Register analysis 

analyses texts based on textual features, and it consists of the following three levels (House 1997 p108ff): 
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1) Field: The topic that is being written or talked about (House 1997). The field is, simply put, 

identified by the researcher looking at its linguistic realisation, which means looking at the 

specialised terminology of the text which may reveal its field (House 1997). It is also concerned with 

lexical choices, which may be either "specialised, general or popular" (ibid. p108), as well as 

repetition of expressions and coherence in the text. 

2) Tenor: Deals with the participants in the communicative events (House 1997 p109). This is related 

to interpersonal meaning, and this is the level where power and solidarity relations are realised. 

This is realised, among other things, in the manner in which discourse participants address one 

another, and from a tenor analysis, the distance between sender/receiver (across both social class, 

space and time) should become apparent (ibid. p109). 

3) Mode: The form of communication. The communication channel relates the text to its context. In 

its simplest form, mode has to do with whether a text is mediated on TV, face to face, on a website, 

etc. However, mode also concerns the effects that the chosen channel may have on the discourse 

(House 1997 p109). For instance, TV creates distance between communicators (ibid.). If much in the 

text is implicit, then it is highly dependent on its context; however, if the text is information-dense 

and much has been made explicit, the chances of the text being understandable outside of its 

context is higher (ibid.).  

House defines translation as “[...] the replacement of a text in a source language by a semantically and 

pragmatically equivalent text in a target language” (House 2005 p345). She argues that the point of 

departure for translation should be that the target text should fulfil the same function as the source text; 

however, she elaborates on this in the following distinction between what she calls “overt” and “covert” 

translation (ibid.). Within the concepts of overt and covert translation also lies House’s explanation of the 

importance of taking into account the context which the translation is to appear in, which is what is 

entailed in the concept of translation as “re-contextualisation” (ibid.). 

 

7.3.2 Overt and covert translation 

Both overt and covert translations constitute a re-contextualisation of the source text; however, the 

strategy and purpose of re-contextualisation/translation is determined by which of the two translation 

types is applicable (ibid.). 
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If a translation is overt, the target text recipients are aware that they are reading a translation. Texts that 

call for overt translation "[...] tend to have an established worth in the source language community" (House 

2005 p347), and they tend to have a very fixed source text audience. House gives as examples works of art 

and political speeches. She argues that an overt translation is similar to a quotation (House 1997 p112), and 

is therefore merely "language mention" (ibid. p112), meaning that the target text should "mention" what is 

happening in the source text. The translation’s function is likely to differ, as the target text will most likely 

not have the same textual function for the target recipients as the source text had for the source text 

recipients. Instead, the target text should allow for its recipients to gain access to the function that the 

source text had in the source culture. In an overt translation, the translator is visible, and s/he is the one 

allowing for the target audience to "eavesdrop" on what takes place in the source culture (House 2005 

p348).  

A covert translation "[...] enjoys the status of an original source text in the target culture" (House 2005 

p347). This means that the target text audience is not aware that they are reading a translation, and the 

translation is not specifically linked to the source culture. The target text is of the same level of importance 

to its audience as the source text is to its audience, and both texts have "equivalent purposes" (ibid. p347). 

Examples are technical manuals and tourist information booklets (ibid.).  

In both cases, House argues that a re-contextualisation takes place, in that the source text is taken out of its 

original context and culture and placed in a new context, in which the translator needs to be aware of the 

role the translation is to play for the target text audience (ibid.). 

It is worth noting that House applies the concept of equivalence as a criteria for translation success, 

although other scholars before and after her have denied the possibility of the concept (see previous 

section). House's point of departure for determining what type of equivalence should be sought after 

comes down to her distinction between overt and covert translations, and she works with different types of 

equivalence, which are all connected to the role the translation is to play in the target culture. As such, she 

applies the framework of register and text function analysis to determine the type of equivalence that is 

possible and desirable (House 1997). 
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7.3.3 Global English and cultural filter 

House argues that in the production of a covert translation, which is to function as an "original" text in the 

target culture, the translator will apply a "cultural filter" (House 2005 p347), which means adapting the 

translation to the target culture. In applying the cultural filter, the translator removes the possibility of the 

recipients of the translation peaking into the source text culture, in order to "[...] preserve the function of 

the source text" (ibid. p354).  

The cultural filter, albeit a useful tool in the production of covert translation, becomes problematic in the 

production of English translations due to the status of English as a lingua franca. This means that with 

translation into English, House argues, a shift is happening towards "cultural neutralism" (ibid. p354). This 

results in a move away from cultural filtering and towards a strategy in which cultural aspects of a covert 

translation become neutralised for a global audience rather than altered for a specified target culture 

(ibid.). 

 

7.3.4 Choice of House 

I have chosen to apply House's theoretical framework, in part because of her emphasis on the source text 

and the context of the source text (House 1997; 2005), and in part because her theory already draws on 

aspects that have also been applied in discourse analysis. She applies register analysis (House 1997; 2005), 

which is an analytical framework also applied by researchers within critical discourse analysis, and she finds 

that the cultural background of the recipients of the target text will influence their interpretation of the 

translation. Furthermore, her distinction between "overt" and "covert" translations may prove useful, in 

that they, as well, stress the importance of the translator being aware of the source text context and the 

status that the source text enjoys in the source community. And lastly, House's framework is relevant 

because she has incorporated the dimension of English as a global lingua franca (2005 p354), which is an 

aspect that I find is not possible to ignore when working with texts that have been translated into English 

for publication online. 

House's model of translation quality assessment (1997) is more extensive than that which I have presented 

here. I have, in line with the deductive approach I have chosen to apply to this thesis, chosen to describe 

and apply only the parts of the theoretical framework that I have deemed relevant to my analysis. House 

argues that genre is what connects a text to its cultural context (ibid. p161). She also argues than in 
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translation, the genre of the target text should not differ from that of the source text, particularly not in 

what she calls "overt" translations (ibid.).  

I have chosen to be very selective as regards the theoretical concepts I apply for two reasons: First of all, I 

wish to emphasise context and role that it plays in translation. Secondly, the scope of this thesis is limited, 

and I wish to be able to dedicate as much space as possible to my main hypothesis of whether CDA may 

provide useful insights to translation studies. I have therefore chosen to focus on House's work with 

context in translation (2005), her application of register analysis as the determinant for translation success, 

and her use of "cultural filtering". I will furthermore be including her work with cultural filtering in 

translation into English and the role of English as a "lingua franca" (House 2005 p354). 

In the process of choosing the translation theory applicable to this project, I looked into whether 

functionalist translation theory as presented by Vermeer (in: Munday 2008) would serve the purpose of the 

project. However, I deemed that the tradition among functionalist scholars to "dethrone" the source text 

(ibid. p79) and focus mainly on the function that the target text is to serve for the target readers would 

make functionalist theories less useful to this thesis. Munday furthermore criticises functionalists for their 

lacking emphasis on "[...] the reproduction of micro-level features in the target text" (2008 p81). This has 

been a relevant part of my considerations as regards discarding functionalist translation theory, as the focal 

point of my thesis is the translation of hidden assumptions and intertextual references which are, if 

anything, "micro-level features" of a text. 

 

7.4 Translation micro-strategies 

There are a number of micro-level translation strategies that are widely accepted, referenced and applied 

by translation scholars of various orientations. A micro-strategy is applied at sentence and word level, as 

opposed to a macro-strategy, which constitutes an overall strategy for the translation of a text as a whole 

(Schjoldager et al 2008). In order for me to be able to comment on the translation choices and strategies 

that have been applied to the data, I will apply Schjoldager’s taxonomy of micro-level strategies 

(Schjoldager et al 2008 p92ff). Schjoldager's work is inspired by, among others, Vinay and Darbelnet, Van 

Dijk, Chesterman, and others, the work of whom she has compiled and combined to create an extensive 

micro-strategy framework (ibid.). 
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Translators apply the strategies below to some extent in all texts. Often, a skilled and experienced 

translator will not be aware of the choices that s/he makes during the translation process (Schjoldager et al 

2008). The strategies below are also not mutually exclusive - a wide variety of them will appear in any 

translation, depending on the nature of the translation, its purpose and its context. 

7.4.1 Figure 1: Translation micro-strategies 

Strategy Description 

Direct transfer Transfers something unchanged. Often referred to as "borrowing", meaning 

that a source text expression is transferred directly. This is often applied to 

expressions deeply rooted in the source culture, for which no direct translation 

exists in the target language. 

Calque Transfers the structure or makes a very close translation. May result in an 

unidiomatic or even incorrect translation. 

Direct translation Translates in a word-for-word procedure. Seeks for a structure that is as close as 

possible to the source text without producing errors, as may be the case with a 

calque. 

Oblique translation Translates in a sense-for-sense procedure. Seeks functional equivalence and 

reproduction of the contextual meaning of the source text. 

Explicitation Makes implicit information explicit. Elaborates on concepts that may be foreign 

to the target audience 

Paraphrase Translates rather freely, in order to render the meaning and produce a 

translation that fits the genre in the target culture 

Condensation Translates in a shorter way, which may involve making explicit information 

implicit 

Strategy Description 

Adaptation Recreates an effect, entirely or partially. Seeks to understand the thinking 

process of the source text sender. May ignore some aspects of the source text 

Addition Adds a unit of meaning that cannot be directly inferred from reading the source 

text 

Substitution Changes the meaning 
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Deletion Leaves out a unit of meaning 

Permutation Translates in a different place for linguistic or stylistic reasons 

Source: Schjoldager et al 2008 p92ff 

 

8. Critical discourse analysis 

Critical discourse analysis is a branch of discourse analysis that emerged in the 1980s (Blommaert et al 2000 

p447). It is a social research framework that argues that social research needs to include linguistic aspects 

through the analysis of discourse (Fairclough 2003 p2), and does, as such, contain elements of 

interdisciplinarity. 

Critical discourse analysis and discourse analysis are frameworks that apply textual analysis as an element 

in social research (Fairclough 2003 p2). What sets them apart, however, is that critical discourse analysis as 

presented by Fairclough (2001; 2003) is concerned with the linguistic realisations of ideology in language. 

Fairclough finds that "[social] scientists working [with discourse analysis] generally pay little close attention 

to the linguistic features of the text" (Fairclough 2003 p2). This means that the main difference between DA 

and CDA is that CDA emphasises linguistic features of the text (ibid.) as well as "[...] the relationship 

between language and society (Blommaert et al 2000 p448) and "[...] the relationship between analysis and 

the practices analysed" (ibid. p448).  

 

8.1 Fairclough's framework 

Fairclough states that it is the aim of CDA to include more than text in social analysis; it is a framework that 

seeks to link linguistic features, context and "networking of social practices" (Fairclough 2003 p3). This is 

what makes critical discourse analysis rather than discourse analysis relevant to this thesis, as I wish to 

emphasise the role that context and intertextuality plays in the understanding of translations and 

supplement House's theoretical framework (1997; 2005), which already places emphasis on context. As 

such, the focus on context would appear to be a link between Fairclough's and House's frameworks. In 

what follows, I will provide a presentation of selected aspects of critical discourse analysis in the framework 

of Norman Fairclough (Fairclough 1992; 2001; 2003). 
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8.1.1 Fairclough's relevance to this thesis 

Fairclough's research seeks to renew and supplement social research by adding the element of textual 

analysis (Fairclough 2001 pp1-3). He argues that social science researchers analysing social structures tend 

to focus only on macro structures in society, ignoring the structures in society that may be uncovered 

through micro-level textual analysis (Fairclough 1992).  

Norman Fairclough's work is relevant to this thesis because, among others, of this micro-level approach to 

political studies, which is deeply rooted in linguistics. This approach was innovative to social sciences when 

Fairclough first began his extensive research in the 1980s. It is Fairclough's emphasis on intertextual 

references and hidden assumptions in political discourse (2001; 2003) that may be of interest to translators 

working with the translation of political texts. Furthermore, his work with the role that shared "Members' 

Resources" (Fairclough 2001 p118) play in the interpretation of discourse may also be of relevance to 

translators working with political translation. 

Below, I will present the parts of Fairclough's framework that I have hypothesised may be relevant to 

include in a translation framework for the purpose of political translation. However, I will  begin my 

presentation of Fairclough's framework with some of the basic premises that he bases his research on. 

Although I will not be drawing extensively on Fairclough's work with power relations and orders of discourse 

(see below) in this thesis, I find it necessary to mention them in order to provide some background as to the 

nature of Fairclough's research. I find that this is necessary because Fairclough's point of departure is 

somewhat different from that of translation studies, and I find that in this thesis, which is concerned with 

political discourse translation as a research area, I cannot  defend to let the parts of Fairclough's work that I 

will be applying to my analysis stand alone without providing some of the context that they originate in. 

This is, among other things, based on my hermeneutic approach to research, which argues that the 

understanding of texts builds upon knowledge of other, related texts. As such, I find that deducing aspects 

of Fairclough's research without providing context would not be neither beneficial nor in line with my 

approach to research. 
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8.1.2 Power relations in discourse 

It is the declared purpose of Fairclough's work with critical discourse analysis to investigate hidden power 

relations in society. He places ”[...] emphasis upon ”common-sense” assumptions which are implicit in the 

conventions according to which people interact linguistically, and of which people are generally not 

consciously aware” (Fairclough 2001 p2). Often, such power structures are hidden in the linguistic patterns 

that we take for granted in our everyday interactions. Fairclough's stated objective is to ”[raise] 

consciousness about exploitative social relations, through focusing on language” (ibid. p3)  

In his definition of ”power”, Fairclough distinguishes between two concepts: ”Coercion”, which includes 

physical violence, and ”consent”, which is achieved through the use of ideology in language (ibid. p3). 

"Consent", according to Fairclough, takes place when those in power in a democracy - i.e. politicians - use 

discourse that is covertly oppressive or manipulative. This means that certain structures in society are 

backed and supported by the way in which they are being described linguistically, without discourse 

recipients being aware of it (ibid.). Critical discourse analysis seeks to unravel and challenge these orders of 

discourse which discourse participants take for granted, in order to change society to what discourse 

analysts perceive as the better (ibid. p19). 

 

8.1.3 Orders of discourse and reproduction of discourse 

Fairclough defines ”orders of discourse” as ”[...] the manner in which actual discourse is determined by 

underlying conventions of discourse” (Fairclough 2001 p23). Such orders of discourse come in sets or 

networks and contain particular ideologies (ibid. p23). This concept is closely related to habits and how we 

normally talk about and understand the subject of our discourse. According to Fairclough, orders of 

discourse will retain us in particular thinking habits, even when we ”reproduce” or ”interpret” discourse 

(ibid. p32). As such, we draw upon the orders of discourse known to us whenever we are exposed to and 

try to understand new discourse. Discourse is constantly being reproduced in manners that may or may not 

cause change (ibid. p32).  

 

8.1.4 Intertextuality 

Intertextuality is a much described concept within critical discourse analysis, and one that has previously 

been adopted by translation researchers (see House 1997; Farahzad 2009; Schäffner 2012a). Intertextuality 
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argues that all texts contain references to and are dependent on previous texts as well as the context in 

which they are being interpreted (Fairclough 2003 p47). As Fairclough puts it, "[...] intertextual analysis has 

an important mediating role in linking text to context. What intertextual analysis draws attention to is the 

discursive processes of text producers and interpreters, how they draw upon the repertoires of genres and 

discourses available within orders of discourse, generating variable configurations of these resources which 

are realized in the forms of a text" (Fairclough 1992 p213).  

Fairclough goes on to saying that says that "[...] intertextual analysis shows how texts selectively draw on 

orders of discourse - the conventionalized practices (genres, discourses, narratives, etc.) which are available 

to text producers and interpreters in particular social circumstances" (ibid. p194). As such, according to 

Fairclough, intertextual analysis is an element of textual analysis that is of equal importance to linguistic 

analysis, which focuses on intratextual features such as grammar and morphology. The main argument of 

intertextuality is, as such, that all texts are context-dependent, both in their production as well as their 

analysis (ibid.). The main argument of intertextuality is that no text can be understood and interpreted in 

its own right - it will always be a piece of a bigger picture, "[mediating] the connection between language 

and social context, and [facilitating] a more satisfactory bridging of the gap between texts and contexts" 

(Fairclough 1992 p195). As such, there would appear to be close links between intertextuality and 

hermeneutics (Paahus 2003). 

Within the field of political discourse analysis, intertextuality becomes visible in that political texts - be they 

spoken or written - are often prompted by a previous political text. As such, political texts will typically be a 

response or comment to a specified text or a topic of public debate (Fairclough 2003). 

 

8.1.5 Assumptions 

Intertextuality is, according to Fairclough, closely related to “assumptions” (Fairclough 2001 pp127-128; 

Fairclough 2003 p55). Assumptions are the intertextual references in a text that the text producer assumes 

that s/he shares with the “ideal reader”, that is, the perceived intended recipients of the discourse (ibid.). 

As such, they are references to actual events, texts or discourses which are not explicitated by the text 

producer. Assumptions may also refer to what the text producer considers background or common 

knowledge – or what the s/he wishes to generate and construct as background/common knowledge 

(Fairclough 2001 p128). By applying the same reference over and over again, the text producer may 

“manipulate” the audience into assuming the same ideological position as the text producer (ibid. p128). As 
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such, there is a clear link between intertextuality and assumptions: According to Fairclough, "[what] is 

"said" in a text is "said" against a background of what is "unsaid", but taken as given (2003 p40). As such, 

intertextual references may refer to assumptions on behalf of the sender as well as to other texts (ibid.). 

Through the use of assumptions of text recipients' knowledge about text genres and orders of discourse, a 

text producer may “[draw] upon a mixture of two or more discourse types – two or more conventions, 

traditions – as a means of making creative use of the resources of the past to meet the changing 

communication needs of the present” (Fairclough 2001 p129).  

Fairclough states that “[...] interpretations [of a text] are generated through a combination of what is in the 

text and what is “in” the interpreter” (ibid. p 118). He talks about “Members' Resources” (ibid. p118), which 

include the ideology of the interpreter as well as his or her background knowledge. In the following, I will 

present Fairclough's "Members' Resources" and their relation to "coherence" which, Fairclough argues, is 

not necessarily restricted to referring to intratextual coherence, but also to coherence with what the 

Members' Resources of the discourse participants expect of the discourse. 

 

8.1.6 Members' Resources and coherence 

Fairclough talks about “coherence” (Fairclough 2001 p65) as the key to understanding how the recipient of 

a text interprets it. Coherence refers both to the connections the interpreter automatically makes to the 

outside world when reading a text, but also to the intertextual connections the reader makes throughout 

the reading process. While interpreting a text, according to Fairclough, the recipient automatically draws 

upon his or her “common-sense assumptions and expectations”, or what Fairclough refers to as “Member's 

Resources” (ibid. p118). This means that any interpretation of discourse is individual, and rooted in the 

understanding that the discourse participants have of the world. These common-sense assumptions that 

are taken for granted within various groups of people – for instance family, colleagues, gender, social class, 

or national affiliation – are not only a matter of efficiency, as they prevent people from having to spell out 

what everyone already assumes (ibid. p70). The “common-sense assumptions” also underline that those 

who share the same assumptions belong to the same group, which is something that most people will 

unconsciously strive for (ibid. p71). When reading a text or engaging in discourse, participants automatically 

fill in the gaps in the text with missing links that are provided by their own common-sense assumptions and 

Members' Resources. Fairclough talks about “[...] an automatic fitting of text to world” (ibid. p71), which is 

a purely mechanical mental process. The more automatic, mechanical and common-sense an assumption 
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is, the less likely it becomes that anyone will question these assumptions. However, once awareness has 

been created about assumptions, people may, according to Fairclough, use this awareness to question 

power relations in society (ibid.). 

 

8.1.7 Common sense 

Above, I have used the terms "common sense" and "common/background knowledge". These are also 

introduced by Fairclough. He states that, “[...] common sense in its ideological dimension is the effect of 

power” (ibid. p76). This means that common sense is determined and upheld by those who hold power – 

be it in society or in a social institution. The next step for a common sense term is then what Fairclough 

calls “naturalisation” (Fairclough 2001 p76), meaning that a common-sense discourse that is inherently 

ideological ceases to be perceived as such because those in power have naturalised it through repeated use 

in their everyday discourse. When this happens, those in power have thoroughly established the position of 

the term, and it becomes increasingly difficult for the interpreters of a text to uncover and question the 

hidden “ideology” that lies in such a common-sense assumption (ibid.). If this knowledge is to be of any 

assistance to discourse participants, some tools for uncovering or revealing common-sense assumptions 

are necessary. Firstly, Fairclough mentions that common-sense assumptions will automatically be revealed 

in cases where there is a “[...] sufficiently large social or cultural divide between participants in an 

exchange” (ibid. p88), meaning that the common-sense assumptions of another culture will seem arbitrary 

and expose social relativity. Secondly, Fairclough points out that a breakdown in discourse may bring 

common-sense elements into the open, and thirdly, he points towards deliberate interventions in discourse 

as an element of uncovering ideology (ibid. p88). 

 

8.2 Choice of Fairclough 

When working with Norman Fairclough and his approach to critical discourse analysis, it is important to 

note that Fairclough's critical discourse analysis is political (Fairclough 2001). He is a declared socialist and 

anti-capitalist, and a central topic within his research and theoretical framework is a critique of British 

society in the 1980s under Conservative Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher (Fairclough 2001 p29). 

Fairclough's work is relevant to this thesis not because of his declared political affiliations, but rather 

because of his theory that discourse is more than text and that extratextual elements are automatically 
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included in the interpretation of texts. Although his main area of study is Great Britain, Fairclough does not 

limit his theory to be applicable only to Great Britain, and, as such, there should be no problems applying 

his overall framework to a society such as Denmark. 

With my choice of Fairclough, who is an established and quoted researcher, I am accepting that the 

concepts presented in the chapters above exist to some extent in political discourse. I have chosen to apply 

them to this study of political translation because it is my hypothesis that current translation theories have 

not been sufficiently aware of the role that aspects such as intertextuality and hidden assumptions play in 

the interpretation of political discourse. 

 

9. Interdisciplinarity in translation studies 

Munday (2008) states that the recent trend within translation studies points towards interdisciplinarity. 

One of the characteristics of interdisciplinarity is that it ”[...] challenges the current conventional way of 

thinking by promoting and responding to new links between different types of knowledge” (Munday 2008 

p14). Lambert (2013) presents translation studies as inherently dependent on other disciplines, and argues 

that interdisciplinarity enhances the visibility of translation as a research discipline (Lambert 2013 p86). In 

this thesis, I will be looking into whether critical discourse analysis may be useful to political translators. As 

such, I will be continuing the tradition of interdisciplinarity within translation studies. 

 

9.1 Critique of interdisciplinarity 

Not all translation scholars, however, embrace interdisciplinarity unconditionally. There may, for instance, 

be the risk of translation studies being smothered by the ”other” discipline when attempts are made at 

interdisciplinarity, risking a weakening of the status of translation studies (Munday 2008). I will attempt to 

avoid this pitfall by placing my main emphasis on translation studies and the contributions that CDA may 

make to translation in order to make for improved translations. However, I do not agree with the idea that 

translation studies as a discipline is ”weakened” or watered out by the inclusion of other theoretical 

frameworks. Instead, I lean towards Munday (2008), who ultimately argues that translation studies is 

dependent on other disciplines, as a translation will  always be concerned with the translation of a text that 

lies within another academic tradition, be it literature, economics or political translation (ibid.). As such, I 
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consider the investigation of possible interdisciplinarity between political translation studies and critical 

discourse analysis, which is a political and social science framework, highly relevant. 

 

10. Previous research on CDA in translation studies 

The following chapter will consist of a review of previous research on the scope for combination of CDA and 

TS for the purpose of translation studies. Major contributors include Christina Schäffner (2004; 2012) and 

Bandar Al-Hejin (2012). Others have included elements of (critical) discourse analysis in their work with 

translation studies. Such examples include Farzaneh Farahzad, who has worked with manipulation in 

translation and the effect that the translator's personal opinions may have on the target text (2003). 

Farahzad has also conducted a study of "Translation as an Intertextual Practice" (2009), in which she argues 

that due to intertextuality, the idea of source and target text should be abandoned (ibid.). Ayyad (2012) 

also draws on critical discourse analysis in his study of ideology in translation, exemplified by translations of 

the "Roadmap Plan" (ibid.). Farahzad's research (2003; 2009) differs from this thesis in that she only draws 

on limited aspects of CDA and does not emphasise political discourse. Ayyad (2012) seeks to uncover "[...] 

the impact that the political ideologies at play in the Palestinian-Israeli have on the translation of the 

[roadmap plan]" (ibid. p251). As such, Ayyad's research differs from mine in that it works with the analysis 

of a specific, political event and the role translation played in it rather than making more general 

observations on the use of CDA in translation studies.  

Based on the above, I find that this thesis, with its emphasis on the contributions that critical discourse 

analysis may make to translation of political studies, is still relevant, in part because of its emphasis on 

translation studies and in part because it does not seek to limit its analysis to concerning only a single 

event, as is the case with Ayyad (2012). Instead, I will seek to make some general observations as regards 

the inclusion of CDA in political translation studies, within the limits of the language pair Danish and 

English. 

 

10.1 Bandar Al-Hejin 

Al-Hejin works from the point of view of CDA, seeking to draw attention to the aspects of translation 

studies that may be useful for researchers working with critical discourse analysis of texts that have been 
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translated and presented in the media. He questions the possibility of conducting a CDA of a translated text 

without including in the analysis the fact that the analysis takes place on a translation that has been 

removed from its original context (Al-Hejin 2012). As such, his focal point also differs from that of this 

thesis. 

Al-Hejin applies the theoretical framework of Norman Fairclough. He begins his paper by listing a number 

of features that Fairclough's CDA and translation studies have in common, including the focus on 

intertextuality (Al-Hejin 2012 p313). Furthermore, Al-Hejin argues that CDA shares common ground with 

the part of translation studies interested in translation manipulation, which shares traits with Fairclough's 

idea that all discourse is ideological and those in power will attempt to manipulate others into sharing their 

opinions by their use of certain presuppositions (ibid.).  

Al-Hejin's conclusion is that analysts conducting critical discourse analysis of texts that have been translated 

need to be aware of the ideological implications that translation may have. Al-Hejin focuses on news 

translation and the manner in which the cultural and ideological background of the translator may shine 

through in the target text, thus manipulating the results of the analysis. As such, Al-Hejin criticises current 

critical discourse analysts, who, he claims, analyse translations of political and news discourse, but do not 

take into account the massive level of translation involved in international politics (Al-Hejin 2012). He 

furthermore argues that CDA's interest in intertextuality seems unfocused in global political discourse when 

omitting the role that translation plays in the intertextual chain. As such, Al-Hejin strongly encourages 

further research on the role that translation plays in CDA. 

 

10.2 Christina Schäffner 

The most extensive research with combining the frameworks of CDA and translation studies have been 

provided by Christina Schäffner (2004; 2012a; 2012b). She argues that the field of political discourse studies 

would benefit from an increased understanding of the role that translations play in international politics 

(Schäffner 2012a). She furthermore emphasises the power of the media in laying down the political 

agenda, and criticises the lack of awareness of the role that translation plays in the media's presentation of 

political topics. She furthermore argues that although there are, obviously, text genres that are 

prototypically political, "[...] what is considered "political" depends on the participants in the 

communicative context" (Schäffner 2004 p119).  
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Schäffner's hypothesis is that translation provides "[...] a bridge between various discourses" (Schäffner 

2004 p120), and that reactions to political statements risk being made to a translation rather than to the 

original source text (ibid.). Schäffner argues for interdisciplinary cooperation between translation studies 

and CDA; however, her emphasis differs from that of this thesis, as her focus lies with the implications that 

lack of awareness of the consequences that translation may have for critical discourse analysis of political 

texts, rather than to what extent CDA may make useful contributions to translation studies. To back her 

claims, Schäffner provides a number of examples of mistranslations having caused political disturbances 

across borders (ibid.), and she draws attention to the problematic aspects of recipients and analysts of a 

translated text not being aware of the text being a translation. She goes as far as to argue that an analysis 

of a translation as regards word choice and the link of words to cultural context should be applied very 

cautiously, unless the analyst has access to the source text (ibid. p137). Schäffner states that "[once] 

produced, translations as texts lead a life of their own, and are the basis on which people acquire 

information and knowledge" (ibid. p125). This is problematic, especially in cases where a translation 

contains errors, either due to a lack of political awareness on behalf of the translator, or due to the 

increasing practice of journalists translating quotes for news stories, or political officials acting as 

translators (ibid.).  

Conclusively, Schäffner argues that researchers doing critical discourse analysis (as well as any other 

recipients) should realise that translations "[...] have their own profiles, which came about by decisions that 

were taken by a translator who was working in specific conditions" (ibid. p138). Such decisions are rooted 

in various translation strategies and may be perfectly legitimate, seen from a translation studies point of 

view, but may obscure the discourse seen from  a political discourse point of view (ibid.).   

In her 2012 research article "Unknown agents in translated political discourse", Schäffner shifts her focus 

slightly, arguing that attention to political discourse as an increasing, global translation field may be 

beneficial to translation studies. She claims that "[...] political discourse in translation has been 

underexplored in the discipline of Translation Studies" (Schäffner 2012a p104). According to Schäffner, the 

increasing globalisation of the political arena adds to a complexity of political discourse, in which re-

contextualisation across time as well as linguistic and cultural borders should be a concern of translators 

working within political discourse. She states that "[...] the translational practices in the fields of politics 

have not yet been sufficiently investigated" (ibid. p121) and argues that such research is much needed and 

long overdue, in a world that is both "[...] more global and more fragmented" (ibid. p120). 
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11. Methodology  

11.1 Application of hermeneutic theory  

My theory of science point of departure is, as mentioned at the beginning of the thesis, hermeneutic. The 

hermeneutic approach and the hermeneutic circle are relevant to this project because of the emphasis they 

place on the interpretation process of text understanding (Paahus 2003). The constant move from text level 

to context and society is particularly relevant to political discourse, as scholars such as Fairclough (2003 

p47) argue that political speeches and the understanding of them builds on the pre-understanding that the 

reader of the text already has. 

 

11.2 Interrelatedness of theoretical frameworks 

In my analysis, I will follow the tradition of Fairclough (2001 p2), who claims that interdisciplinarity is 

beneficial for all of the involved research traditions. This constitutes another a hermeneutic aspect of my 

research (Paahus 2003), in that I will be considering the theories that I have chosen to apply in the context 

of other theories. This is necessary in order for me to combine the two theoretical frameworks of critical 

discourse analysis and translation studies, which, although they do share some common ground (Al-Hejin 

2012), originate in different research traditions. For instance, Fairclough's critical discourse analysis, which 

works with background assumptions and intertextuality (see Fairclough 2003 p47ff) holds links to House's 

model of translation quality assessment (1997) as well as her theory of text and context in translation 

(2005). For instance, the application of register analysis (House 1997; Fairclough 2003) is an example of such 

interrelatedness. Intertextuality in particular is closely related to hermeneutics, as both theoretical 

frameworks argue that a text's intratextual features, its historical context, references to other texts, as well 

as the values and assumptions of the sender need to be included when looking to understand a text. As 

such, the focus on context as well as what is "in" the recipient of a text are common denominators for both 

hermeneutics, Fairclough's CDA and House's theoretical framework. 

 

11.3 Data collection and choice 

My method as regards the collection of data is qualitative (Collin et al p278), as I will be analysing a limited 

corpus of texts. This is a common method within the humanities, as this research tradition emphasises the 
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subject of the study rather than general observations (ibid. p278). As regards the process of gathering and 

selecting data, I have kept the following considerations in mind: 

Use of the English language is widespread, and many politicians and/or their employees are able to read 

and write in English to some extent (Schäffner 2004). This means that often, also within the political field, 

texts meant for publication in English are either produced in English by the person responsible for the text, 

or it is translated in-house, limiting the access to the original source text, if this ever existed (ibid.). For the 

purpose of this thesis, this has meant that locating political texts that are rooted in a Danish political 

context and have been translated into English has been of some difficulty. Many of the translated speeches 

that I have come across in my search for empirical data have been texts that Danish politicians have held in 

an international context, which meant that they were beyond the scope of this thesis, which is to look into 

translations of national political discourse. 

As such, my search for the empirical data on which to base my analysis was based on the following criteria: 

 Source text must fulfil a function on the Danish political scene 

 Both source and target text should be “real” discourse (Blommaert et al 2000 p448), rather than 

translations made for the purpose the thesis 

 Both source and target texts must be available to the general public 

 Source texts should not be older than five years, as I wish to emphasise current texts, the topics of 

which were still part of my "Members' Resources" (Fairclough 2001 p118)  

 

I have chosen the texts listed below as the data on which to base my analysis. They all live up to the criteria 

mentioned above. In all cases, both the Danish source texts as well as the English-language target text are 

available online. Further below, I will be providing a more extensive presentation of the three texts as well 

as their contextual background. 

 Danish Prime Minister Helle Thorning Schmidt’s opening address to the Danish parliament, 4 

October 2011 (appendix) 

 Danish Prime Minister Helle Thorning Schmidt’s opening address to the Danish parliament, 2 

October 2012 (appendix) 

 Blog post by Danish MP Marie Krarup on her experience of Maori traditions in New Zealand, 6 

March 2013 (appendix) 
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11.4 Relationship between theory and data 

There are two, fundamentally different methods of approaching the relationship between theory and data. 

This is ultimately related to which method researchers believe is the ideal manner in which to create 

hypotheses and formulate theory (Lund 2011 p39). 

When working inductively, the researcher's point of departure is his or her empirical findings, which are 

often extensive (Lund 2011 p132). In a purely inductive methodology, no theoretical assumptions are made 

before the field work is done. The researcher attempts to describe the world without any prior prejudices 

and without having made any categorisations before beginning the gathering of data (ibid.). 

In the other end of the scale, the deductive method begins with the formulation of theory, the validity of 

which is then tested through the application of data (Lund 2011 p49). This means that this method, as 

opposed to the inductive method, argues that it is not possible to collect knowledge of the world (empirical 

data) without some prior knowledge or assumptions about where to look or what to collect. The argument 

among deductive researchers is that the researcher will not know what to look for, unless s/he has at least a 

basic knowledge of the subject matter (ibid.). 

 

11.4.1 Deductive research 

The hypothesis of this thesis is that CDA may prove useful to already existing translation theories, which 

means that my research method is deductive (Collin et al 2003). I have begun my work with theory and data 

by gaining knowledge about relevant aspects of translation studies and critical discourse analysis, after 

which I will be presenting an analysis of the empirical data, which consists of three examples of Danish 

political discourse. I will then provide a discussion of which aspect of critical discourse analysis may possibly 

be helpful to translation of political discourse. After this, my conclusion will be based on whether or not my 

analysis supports my hypothesis that critical discourse analysis may be relevant to the translation of political 

discourse. As such, my point of departure will be already existing theories within critical discourse analysis 

and translation studies, from which I will deduce and combine relevant theoretical aspects. This is also in 

line with the hermeneutic approach to research described above, in that I will be entering the "hermeneutic 

circle" (Paahus 2003) with a set of expectations for the texts I am about to analyse. My hypothesis about 

critical discourse analysis in political translation is, as such, part of the pre-understandings with which I am 

entering the understanding process and hermeneutic circle. I have furthermore applied my own knowledge 
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of Danish politics in my data selection process, which meant that I have collected data with a set of 

assumptions about which texts may be useful in mind. 

 

11.4.2 Critique of the deductive method 

A pitfall of the deductive method is the risk of the new hypothesis being too similar to the original theory 

for the hypothesis to be relevant (Holm 2010). If the hypothesis does not bring new aspects to the already 

existing theory, the news value of the research decreases and there is a risk that the new hypothesis will be 

superfluous (ibid.). As this thesis will be working with two already existing theoretical frameworks that 

other researchers have worked to combine previously, it is important to consider this pitfall throughout  the 

thesis in order to avoid such similarities. This is why I have provided a survey of already existing research 

articles on the combination of CDA and translation studies in order to identify the parts where further 

research is relevant and avoid for me to work from the same hypothesis and with a methodology similar to 

that of others before me. 

 

11.5 The researcher's role in hermeneutics and critical discourse analysis 

Fairclough argues that discourse participants will always understand discourse based on the assumptions 

that they share with their fellow discourse participants (Fairclough 2003 p55). This means that I, in my 

capacity of a native Dane, will automatically be sharing some of the underlying assumptions in the Danish 

source texts with their senders. I will be drawing on my own knowledge of Danish society in order to obtain 

understanding throughout the reading and interpretation process of the source texts. According to 

Fairclough, this is not, however, the challenging part. Rather, the challenging part of the process of 

identifying hidden assumptions is to be able to understand the parts of a text that are naturalised as 

"common knowledge" (Fairclough 2001 p118), although not everyone may agree with the assumptions. 

Fairclough claims that the method to obtaining understanding of such "common knowledge" or 

assumptions is to be critically aware that they exist - which is what critical discourse analysts seek for the 

general public to become (Fairclough 2001). I am following this methodology in that I have studied 

Fairclough's work with critical discourse analysis extensively before beginning my analysis, and I have 

worked with the premise of hidden assumptions and common knowledge to the extent that I accept that 

they exist in our everyday discourse. However, I am applying this knowledge for the purpose of 
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investigating the scope for inclusion of CDA in translation studies and not for the purpose of uncovering 

"oppressive" power relations, which is what Fairclough seeks to achieve (ibid. p27) 

This is consistent with the hermeneutic framework, which argues that the researcher enters the 

"hermeneutic circle" (Paahus 2003 p145) with both the text's context as well as the researcher's own 

context in mind. This means that I will be reading the data with my own cultural background, the time and 

context in mind, and it is, according to Fairclough, awareness of this that enables me to take a step towards 

identifying the assumptions and "common knowledge" hidden in the discourse that I am analysing rather 

than taking for granted that the target audience readers share my - and the source text sender's - 

background assumptions and cultural context. 

 

11.6 Analysis layout and analytical moves 

As I have established above, my approach to this thesis is interdisciplinary. This means that I will be looking 

into whether there is scope for a combination of House's model of translation quality assessment (1997; 

2005) and Fairclough's critical discourse analysis framework, supported by Schjoldager's translation micro-

strategies (2008). 

My data consists of three parts: Danish Prime Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt's opening addresses to the 

Danish Parliament in 2011 and 2012 as well as a blog post by Danish parliament member Marie Krarup. 

House suggests that a comparative register analysis of source and target text will enable the researcher to 

discuss the quality and successfulness of a translation (House 1997). I will follow this model and begin my 

analysis with a register analysis of the 2011 speech source text. However, as the two speeches were held in 

the same setting within a relatively short time frame with the same sender and - presumably - the same 

recipients, I have chosen to limit my register analysis of the speeches to the 2011 speech in order to avoid 

repeating myself. I will, as such, begin the analysis with a full register analysis of the Danish version of the 

2011 speech. I will then present a chapter in which I identify the parts of the text which I find will present 

particular problems in the translation process. In order to identify such critical text parts, I will draw upon 

parts of Fairclough's CDA framework (2001; 2003). I will provide examples of intertextuality, hidden 

assumptions (Fairclough 2003 p47ff), naturalisation of "common knowledge" (Fairclough 2001 p76) and any 

text parts where the sender of the texts draws particularly on the Members' Resources (ibid. p76) that she 

assumes to be sharing with her Danish-language audience. In turn, I will then comment on the manner in 

which the text parts, sentences and concepts have been translated into English. 
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In the analysis process, my point of departure will be that I am reading the text according to my own pre-

understanding of Danish politics, and I will be keeping in mind that I am unaware of the pre-understanding 

(Paahus 2003) of the source text context that the target text recipients may have. The text parts that I 

define as challenging will be identified by looking at intertextual references and assumptions in the text. 

Intertextual references are identified in that they are references to concepts outside the text or other texts, 

and assumptions will be identified based on the Members’ Resources which I, as a researcher, share with 

the sender of the text, in that we both come from the same discourse background. According to Fairclough, 

this enables me to efficiently identify assumptions once I have been made aware that such assumptions 

may exist (Fairclough 2001 p74). In my analysis of translation strategies, I will look towards Schjoldager's 

(2008 p92) micro-strategies of translation. I will then move on to commenting on whether the critical 

discourse analysis of the translation examples indicates that the applied translation micro-strategies 

successfully re-contextualise the challenging aspects of the source text that I have identified. 

After this walk-through and analysis of the translation strategies applied and whether they mediate the 

hidden assumptions, intertextuality and Members' Resources dependency that I expect will be found in the 

source text, I will move on to comment on the register of the 2011 speech target text. Here, I will focus on 

any possible discrepancies in register and comment on whether such discrepancies are explainable due to 

the new context that the text is to enter into, or whether they are caused by other factors, which may have 

been remedied through an application of CDA elements. 

After the analysis of the 2011 speech, in which I apply both register analysis and elements of CDA as well as 

Schjoldager's microstrategies, I will move on to conducting a critical discourse and translation strategy 

analysis of the 2012 speech. Here, I will omit register analysis because of the assumed similarities between 

the 2011 and 2012 speeches in terms of their similar context, the fact that the sender is the same, as well 

as their lack of separation in time. Instead, the shorter analysis of the 2012 speech is intended to provide 

examples to be applied in my later discussion of the relevance of including elements of CDA in translation 

theory for political translation. 

Following the analysis of the two speeches, I will move on to working with Krarup's blog post. I will begin 

my analysis of this text by commenting on the text’s field, as I am working from a hypothesis that this may 

have changed in the translation process. I will then apply the methodological framework described above 

as regards an identification of text parts that may prove difficult to translate because of hidden 

assumptions, intertextuality, and lack of shared Members’ Resources (Fairclough 2003 p118) and comment 

on the translation strategies applied. Based on this analysis, I will then conclude my analysis of the Krarup 
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text with a discussion of the field of the translation. Here, I will be drawing on the reactions that the 

translation received among the New Zealand target text recipients, as they may provide insights as to how 

a translation rooted in a Danish political context is received by non-Danes. 

After the initial analysis of the three texts, in which I will be seeking to combine House's theoretical 

framework with Fairclough's CDA framework, I will move on to providing a more general discussion of 

whether I find that the analysis supports my initial hypothesis that CDA may provide useful insights to 

translators working with political discourse. Based on my findings, I will comment on whether House’s 

translation theory framework (1997; 2005) would appear to be providing the tools necessary for the 

specific field of political discourse translation. 

After this discussion of my findings in relation to House’s (1997: 2005) translation theory framework, I will 

move on to suggesting an extended framework in which elements of critical discourse analysis is included in 

House’s theoretical framework. I will, here, be drawing on the elements of CDA which I initially applied to 

my analysis of the three translation examples and back my arguments with examples from the real-life 

translations that serve as my empirical data. 

 

11.7 Delimitations and critique of methodology 

As the above chapters show, my analysis will bring into play multiple theoretical frameworks, all of which 

share some level of common ground: The emphasis on intertextuality, context and re-contextualisation as 

well as the application of register analysis in order to uncover power relations, hidden assumptions and 

values in discourse. The danger of working with such a multitude of theoretical frameworks - some of which 

even originate in different research traditions - is that I will have too much theory to work with, preventing 

me from going into depth with the various theoretical elements. Throughout my theory presentation, I 

have made sure to deduce from the theories I am applying only the aspects that I deem relevant to the 

analysis. As such I have, both for space reasons as well as not to overly complicate my analysis, been rather 

selective in my theory presentation and left the general survey of translation studies and critical discourse 

analysis as research disciplines to others. 

The above, however, also means that I have chosen the theories and theoretical concepts that I am working 

with based on a prior hypothesis about which theories that may be relevant to the analysis. In the theory 

selection process, I have studied other theoretical frameworks than those I have chosen to apply, and I 
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have deemed that, for instance, functionalist approaches to translation theory as well as traditional 

discourse analysis would be less relevant to my hypothesis than House’s (1997; 2005) and Fairclough’s 

(2001; 2003) frameworks. As such, I have made my choices based on literature studies, but I also 

acknowledge that I have been influenced by my own assumptions about the relevance of the theories. This 

is in line with hermeneutic research, as I have entered my work with the theories with a pre-understanding 

(Paahus 2003 p145) of the relevance that they may hold to this thesis. 

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that due to my choice of qualitative method as well as the limited 

scope of this thesis, my analysis is based on a limited corpus of texts which I have initially deemed relevant 

to my analysis. As such, I need to be careful as regards making general statements regarding the 

applicability of CDA in studies of political translation. I also need to take into consideration that I am 

working with only two languages, Danish and English. These two languages share similarities and are both 

rooted in a Western cultural context. This means that I do not have sufficient empirical data to make claims 

that are universally applicable; rather, my analysis may provide suggestions as regards the language pair 

Danish and English. This is in line with the overall research traditions within the humanities which, 

traditionally, does not seek definitive answers, but rather looks for explanations to man-made concepts 

(Collin et al 2003 p12). 

 

12. Data 

The data foundation for this project will consist of three texts in Danish that have been translated into 

English: Current Danish Prime Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt’s opening addresses to the Danish 

Parliament in 2011 and 2012 as well as a column written by Danish right-wing politician Marie Krarup on 

the role of Maori traditions in New Zealand culture, published 6 March 2013 in Danish newspaper 

Berlingske. All three texts along with their translations can be found in the appendices. 

 

12.1 Opening addresses to the Danish Parliament 

12.1.1 Context 

The Danish Parliament, the "Folketing", opens its session after the Summer holidays on the first Tuesday in 

October each year. During the opening session, the parliamentary assembly chooses its president and 
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speaker and the Prime Minister gives his or her opening address to the assembly. In the speech, the Prime 

Minister presents some of the legislation that the government plans on passing during the year and the 

political themes that it will be working with (ibid.). A few days after the opening speech, the Parliament has 

its opening debate, during which the other parties comment on and discuss the contents of the opening 

speech. The debate often last long into the night. In the opening speech, the PM will traditionally attempt 

to set the political agenda for the following year, and it is therefore of great importance to the Danish 

political climate (ibid.). The speeches will also be a reflection of the current state of politics, as the Prime 

Minister will normally be referring to events and policies of the past year as well as her wishes for the next 

year. The speeches will therefore provide an extensive insight into the current, Danish political climate. 

 

12.2 Marie Krarup column 

12.2.1 Context 

Marie Krarup is a Danish member of parliament for the Danish People's Party (Dansk Folkeparti), a party 

known for its sceptic attitude towards immigrants in Denmark (www.danskfolkeparti.dk). On 6 March 2013, 

Krarup published her thoughts after a study visit to New Zealand with the Danish Defence Committee (a 

parliament committee) in a column in the online version of the debate section of the Danish conservative 

newspaper Berlingske Tidende. During her visit, she experienced, among other things, a Maori dance ritual 

and a tour of a Maori temple. In the column, she expresses a very critical stance towards New Zealand 

(Krarup 2013) 

 

12.2.2 Reception 

On 9 April 2013, an English translation of the column, conducted by native Dane Inger Mortensen, was 

published in the newspaper the New Zealand Herald (Krarup 2013). Until then, various translated quotes 

from the article had occurred in New Zealand newspapers, causing Krarup's column to make head news. 

Especially her remarks of the "powhiri", the reception ritual she took part in upon arrival, caused New 

Zealand commentators to be offended, as the powhiri ceremony is considered a great honour in New 

Zealand. 
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12.3 Critique and delimitation of data 

The translations that will function as the empirical material of this thesis are all “real world” translations in 

the sense that they have been translated by functioning translators for the purpose of being published. This 

means that I, in my capacity as researcher, do not have access to making interviews with the translators, as 

is often the case in translation research (for an example of this methodology, see (Farahzad 2003). As such, I 

break with a common method in translation studies, in which the researcher chooses a text and asks a 

number of volunteer translators to translate it, after which a qualitative interview is made with the 

translators in order to uncover work methods, strategies, problem areas etc. As regards the speeches I have 

chosen to work with, I cannot even be certain that the translations have been made by professional 

translators. 

However, I find that the speeches are still of interest, in that they, although they are not necessarily 

"professional" translations, have still been published as if they were. The work process of the translator is 

often invisible to the target audience, meaning that for the recipients of the text, it is inconsequential 

whether the translation was made by a professional translator or not. The translation will most likely be 

received by the audience as just a translation - and there is no evidence as to the general public being 

aware of or interested in who the translator of a given text is. 

 

13. Analysis of Thorning's opening addresses  

13.1 Common features for both texts 

In what follows, I will begin my analysis with a full analysis of the 2011 speech in Danish, in which I will 

comment on register as well as intertextuality, assumptions and the role that Members' resources may play 

in the understanding of the translation. I will then move on to presenting an analysis of the translation, 

commenting on the text parts I drew attention to in my source text analysis. After that, I will conduct an 

analysis of the 2012 speech in the areas in which it differs from its predecessor. As the two speeches are 

held in the same setting with only a year between them, I expect that there will be some similarities as 

regards tenor, mode and text function, and for that reason, I will not be providing a register analysis of the 

2012 speech. Instead, I will focus on commenting on aspects related to critical discourse analysis and the 

translation strategies applied to the key points that I identify through an application of CDA to the text. 
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13.2 2011 source text register analysis 

The field of the 2011 speech source text (House 1997 p108) is a general walk-through of the political 

climate in Denmark. The text contains a number of sub-fields, all of which are topics within Danish society 

and politics that Thorning has deemed important enough to include in the opening address, which 

traditionally lays down the government's political agenda for the following year. The speech was held only 

weeks after Thorning taking office, and the text is packed with references to the Lars Løkke Government, 

the Thorning government’s predecessors. A sub-field of the text is criticism of the former government's 

policies, including its handling of the financial crisis (Thorning 2011a p2). Other fields are public welfare 

(ibid. p2), Denmark's relationship with the European Union (ibid. pp6-7), and public spending (ibid. p2). 

House (1997) mentions "cohesion", realised by repetition of key concepts, as one of the methods to 

present the field of a text (House 1997 p127). Thorning applies this move in the speech. For instance, she 

repeats the phrase "handling bag ordene" (“action behind the words") five times on pages 4-6 (ibid.). She 

frequently uses the phrase "vi vil" ("we will") and "regeringen vil" (the Government will), which underlines 

her expressed intention to take action (ibid. pp1-10). Both phrases are repeated on all pages throughout 

the text. This would seem as an example of Thorning wishing to assert herself as a Prime Minister of action, 

who is willing to work hard to move Denmark in the direction she finds is the best. 

As regards the tenor of the text, there is a discrepancy in the power relation between the sender and the 

receivers. In her capacity of Prime Minister of Denmark, Helle Thorning-Schmidt is in a natural position of 

power over almost all potential recipients of the source text. However, this is not reflected in her linguistic 

style. She uses standard, non-specialised Danish that is easy to understand for native speakers of the 

language. Furthermore, Thorning angles much of her talk about the state of the Danish economy in a 

manner which places her on the same level as her recipients. For instance, she talks about improving the 

welfare for ordinary people (Thorning 2011a p2), and she talks about solidarity and taking care of the weak 

(ibid. p3). She also talks about normal families' willingness to spend money in times of crisis (ibid. p1), 

which is something that would most likely be easy to relate to for recipients of the text. Her informal style 

is in line with the mode of the text, which is that the text is written to be performed as oral communication. 

In the speech, Thorning shifts between addressing the former government and addressing the citizens of 

Denmark. On page 4 (ibid.), she talks about years of weak financial governance, and the new government's 

plan to change this (Thorning 2011). This is an implicit criticism of the former government's fiscal policy. 
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In at least three instances, Thorning addresses specific groups of Danish citizens: On page 4, she addresses 

young Danes by stating that "I skal være hurtigere til at uddanne jer" (you must take an education faster, 

Thorning 2011a). Here, she takes on the role of parent/leader, addressing the younger generation and 

telling them something that they "must" do. On page 9, Thorning also addresses the youth, telling them not 

to smoke (ibid.). On page 8, Thorning speaks directly to the public sector employees, praising their work 

and assuring that Denmark needs them - thus breaking with a common discourse of scepticism towards 

public sector employees, and on page 8, she praises the Danish soldiers engaged in activities abroad for 

their efforts (ibid.). 

There are two modes at play here: The situation where the speech is given in Parliament, spoken out loud 

by Thorning, and the later publication on the website of the Danish parliament. The written version is of 

lesser value than the spoken version; this is indicated by the sentence "[det] talte ord gælder (Thorning 

2011a p1) printed at the beginning of the speech. The direct translation would be "the spoken word is 

valid", but more often, the phrase is paraphrased in translation, and the English-language standard phrase 

"check against delivery" is written on top of the first page of both the translations of the 2011 and 2012 

opening addresses (Thorning 2011b p1 and 2012b p1). 

 

13.3 Critical discourse and translation strategy analysis 

The speech appears to draw on multiple examples of intertextual references to the Danish political context 

as well as references to assumptions which Thorning would appear to either believe that she already shares 

with her recipients, or wishes to naturalise as common knowledge (Fairclough 2003 p76). In the following, I 

will identify some of the references which I find will prove the most difficult to translate and argue why I 

find it so. Following each reference, I will comment on the translation strategies applied and whether or not 

they appear to successfully re-contextualise the Danish political context in a manner that is understandable 

to target text recipients who may have limited Members’ Resources (Fairclough 2003 p118) in common 

with Thorning. 

The text contains multiple examples of intertextuality - references to other texts or elements outside the 

text (Fairclough 2003 p127). Thorning refers to the financial crisis multiple times (Thorning 2011a pp1-2), 

and she states that "[familier] tøver med at bruge penge fordi de er usikre på fremtiden" (Thorning 2011a 

p1) because of the crisis. This statement contains the background assumption that spending money is good 
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for the economy and can help fight the financial crisis. It is translated into "[families] are hesitant to spend 

money because they are insecure about the future" (Thorning 2011b p1). This is an example of direct 

translation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p96) which means that the translator must have been working under the 

assumption that the target text recipients share this Members' Resource (Fairclough 2001 p118) and the 

assumption that insecurity about the future will cause people to spend less money, which is bad for the 

overall economy.  

Thorning makes an explicit reference to the policy of the former government, in her mention of 

"fattigdomsydelser", which is the Thorning government's term for a set of social benefits that were lowered 

by the former government, in order to create an incentive for recipients of benefits to find employment 

(http://www.folketingstidende.dk/samling/20091/beslutningsforslag/B141/index.aspx). Here, she explicitly 

mentions that she cannot accept these low benefits and that the Thorning government has abolished them 

(ibid. p9).  

Danish context recipients will most likely know that "fattigdomsydelser" is not a positively laden word - 

rather, it is part of the Thorning government's successful generation (Fairclough 2003 p76) of a negative 

discourse around this particular set of benefits. In the target text, this is translated into "poverty relief". 

This is a term normally applied when fighting poverty, which is not what the term in Thorning's discourse 

refers to. As such, in the given context, the use of the term "poverty relief" is a faulty translation, which 

attributes to the Danish, Social Democratic Prime Minister something that few social democrats would wish 

to have attributed to them, namely having abolished attempts to reduce poverty. This translation error 

creates a significant discrepancy in the translation between this result - which is one of the only results that 

Thorning has to present at this early stage of the Government's time in office - and the rhetoric on 

solidarity, welfare and worthy living conditions for everyone that she applies in the rest of the text 

(Thorning 2011a; 2011b). For a target text recipient with no or little background knowledge of the Danish 

political context, this piece of information will seem in direct opposition to the rest of the text, and seem as 

a lack of "coherence" (Fairclough 2001 p65) with the background knowledge that the target text recipients 

may hold of usual Social Democratic policy. It is an example of how the translator may have benefited from 

awareness of the importance that shared background knowledge and Members' Resources, according to 

Fairclough (2001 p118), play in the interpretation of a text. 

In order to stabilise the Danish economy, Thorning talks about living up to EU's 2013 public balance 

recommendation (Thorning 2011a p2). This is an explicit intertextual reference to a specific text, and 
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Thorning does not elaborate on the contents of this recommendation. This means that she assumes that 

the recipients will know the text and agree that it is self-evident that the recommendations should be 

followed. As such, this lack of explicitation of its contents becomes an example of Thorning attempting to 

shape the attitude towards the EU, by not allowing her recipients to question the beneficial nature of this 

set of recommendations. Once again, direct translation is applied in the overall sentence, and "helt 

centralt" is translated into "crucial", which is what Schjoldager (2008 p92) calls a "sense-for-sense" 

translation. "Crucial" reflects that Thorning stresses the importance of following the EU recommendations. 

With the application of direct and sense-for-sense translation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92), the translator 

mediates Thorning's attempt at naturalising her positive discourse on the EU recommendations. However, 

equal to the Danish source text, the translation does not mediate what exactly these recommendations 

contain. This may be somewhat problematic, in that there is no guarantee of neither the source nor target 

text recipients having knowledge of the recommendations. However, it may be argued that the Danish 

source text recipients and the English-language target text recipients are given the same amount of context 

and that the target text audience are, as such, not given any less context than the source text audience. I 

base this on the intertextual reference being to an international context (the EU) and not to the Danish 

context. 

On page 2, Thorning (2011a) mentions "praktiserende læger" (p2). The "praktiserende læge" is the Danish 

family doctor. All Danes have one, and doctor's visits are publicly financed, although the doctor works from 

a private practice. The family doctor is not specialised, and is the one who refers patients to more 

specialised doctors. This constellation is fairly unique to Denmark (www.denstoredanske.dk).  

"Praktiserende læger" is translated into "general practitioners" (Thorning 2011b p2), a term that translates 

somewhat the nature of the doctor's work, but takes for granted that the recipient of the translation is 

aware of the fact that access to health care is tax-funded in Denmark. However, the fact that the cost of 

doctors is a common expense in Denmark is evident by the "our expenditures" (ibid. p2) in the same 

sentence, which provides a piece of context to the reader - namely that paying for doctors and hospitals is 

an expense that all Danes carry together. As such, although the concept of "praktiserende læger" is not 

explicitated in the text, the use of "our expenditures" does provide the target text recipients with a peek 

into the Danish context - it is, as such, a small linguistic clue to understanding the structure of the Danish 

health care system. It is also an example of how the structure of our society may be reflected in language 

use (Fairclough 2003 p3). 
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Another intertextual reference is to Denmark' income from "Nordsøen" (Thorning 2011a p2). This refers to 

Denmark's oil drilling business in the North Sea, but this information is made implicit and Thorning assumes 

that the source text recipients know that oil is the only income from the North Sea that she could be 

referring to. Here, the translator has applied a "direct translation" (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92), and does 

not explicitate what is implicit for a Danish context reader, which is that the revenues are coming from oil. 

There is also a linguistic discrepancy in the translation, in that the Danish version says "indtægterne fra 

Nordsøen", to which the correct translation would be "the revenues from the North Sea". Instead, the 

translator omits the definite article "the", resulting in the sentence referring to a less specific set of 

revenues, writing simply "revenues from the North Sea" (Thorning 2011b p2). This results in even further 

distance between the intertextual reference to the source text context, and that which the translation 

reader is reading about. Without an explicitation that "revenues" are coming from oil, and without the 

definite article specifying that Thorning is referring to a specific set of revenues from a specific income 

source, the translation recipients are not given much context for them to interpret the concept against. 

This can be seen as an example of the translator lacking understanding of what Members' Resources 

(Fairclough 2001 p119) that the source and target text recipients may be sharing. 

Part of the speech is concerned with the Danish employment system, which, seen from an international 

perspective, is quite elaborate and fairly unique. Thorning mentions that "[vi] skal uddanne arbejdsløse til 

arbejde, ikke til at finde deres indre ugle" (ibid. p3). This is an intertextual reference to a number of heavily 

criticised, mandatory courses for unemployed people participating in various "activation" schemes, who 

were asked to find their inner bird in the name of self-development (www.dr.dk). The news story caused 

quite a storm in the Danish media and has later on been used to illustrate what many Danish politicians 

have described as the ridicule of the Danish unemployment system. As such, this is an intertextual 

reference to a rather heated, Danish debate. It is translated directly (Schjoldager et al 2008 p94) into "[we] 

must train the unemployed for jobs, not to find their inner owl" (Thorning 2011b p3). This means that 

Thorning's intertextual reference to the debate about the unemployment system is lost, and the "owl" 

reference loses its meaning. In the source text, Thorning obviously assumes that this is a Members' 

Resource (Fairclough 2001) that she shares with her recipients. However, the translation fails to mediate 

this reference, which means that the Prime Minister's implicit critique of the Danish employment effort is 

lost and a significant loss of meaning takes place. This is a piece of background knowledge that is only 

understandable to a recipient with the Members' Resources of a native Dane - or, at least, someone with a 

high level of knowledge of Danish politics. 
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A basic assumption of the speech is that all Danish citizens should contribute to the welfare state. This is 

evident from sentences such as "[...] alle sammen bidrager solidarisk" ("everyone contributes in solidarity", 

Thorning 2011a p1), "vi kan, når vi står sammen" ("we can, when standing together", ibid. p1), "[...] fælles 

løsning, hvor alle bidrager" ("a joint solution, to which everyone contributes" p3) and "alle danskere skal 

have mulighed for at deltage i samfundets udvikling" ("all Danes must have the opportunity to take part in 

the development of society" p9). These are what Fairclough calls "value assumptions" (Fairclough 2003 

p55), and the use of them is an attempt from Thorning to naturalise the assumption that solidarity is of 

high value. To some of her Danish recipients, this will most likely already be what Fairclough refers to as a 

"shared assumption" (Fairclough 2003 p58) - to others, it will not. The same goes for the target text 

recipients - some will likely agree, others will not, and, as such, the effect of the discourse may more or less 

be the same in the target text audience as is it is in the source text audience, even though the target text 

audience will most likely read the text as directed as the Danish recipients, and not at the English-language 

recipients. Regardless, the translation mediates that Thorning's attitude towards solidarity is positive, and 

her attempts at naturalising this discourse comes across in the translation as well. However, it is somewhat 

more inconclusive whether the target audience may understand that the examples above may also be 

subtle references to the former government's political agenda, which Thorning obviously finds did not 

prioritise solidarity. 

Another piece of "common knowledge" that Thorning attempts to naturalise throughout the text is that the 

former government did not do what was best for Denmark. She makes multiple references to the former 

government's policies through statements such as "[regeringen] vil føre en fair sundhedspolitik" (Thorning 

2011a p9)/"[the] government will pursue a fair health policy (Thorning 2011b p9) and "[vi] er hele 

Danmarks regering"/"[we]are all of Denmark's government" (Thorning 2011a p9/Thorning 2011b p10). 

These references implicitly state that the former government did not pursue a fair health policy, and was 

not the government for all of Denmark. As such, Thorning attempts to naturalise these assumptions in the 

recipient in order to generate "common sense" (Fairclough 2001 p76). 

Understanding these statements about the Thorning government wishing to pursue a "fair" health policy 

(2011b p10) would require that the target text recipients hold background knowledge of the former 

government´s favourable attitude towards private hospitals and private health insurance, and understands 

that this is what Thorning refers to as being not fair (Thorning 2011a/2011b). It also presupposes that the 

reader knows about Denmark's universal, tax-funded health care system and the Thorning government's 

negative stance towards private health care facilitators. As such, there is a risk that the criticism of the 
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former government's health care policy is lost on, say, a target text reader whose Members' Resources 

(Fairclough 2001 p118) contain private health care, and whose background knowledge does not assume 

that universal health care is desirable. 

The above analysis indicates that the text contains both a number of discrepancies in translation as well as 

parts where Thorning's attempts at naturalising discourse risks being lost on the target text recipients. 

There are, however, also parts of the translation in which Thorning's attempts at naturalising discourse 

comes across in the same manner as in the source text - which may or may not be sufficient for the target 

text readers to understand what is going on in the text. A prerequisite for the success of the translated 

assumptions and "common knowledge" will, it appears, be dependent on whether the target text recipients 

share Members' Resources with Thorning. This is backed by Fairclough (2001; 2003), who claims that 

sender and "interpreter" of a text must share some level of background assumptions for the discourse to 

be successful. 

 

13.4 2011 target text register analysis 

The field of the target text is, similar to the source text, the Danish political scene, criticism of the former 

Danish government, and the new government's agenda for the following year. However, there are, as 

indicated above, "lexical mismatches" (House 1997 p127), for instance in the translation of 

"fattigdomsydelser" as well as the lack of explicitation of the bird class incident. The faulty translation of 

"fattigdomsydelser" causes a severe change in the way in which the target text reader will understand the 

translation as well as a lack of "coherence" (Fairclough 2001 p65) with the emphasis that the rest of the 

speech places on welfare and social responsibility. 

There is also a shift in the tenor of the translation. For the target text audience, the text does not concern 

them as it concerns the source text audience. The source text can potentially alter the everyday life of the 

source text audience; for the target text audience, the translation does not hold the same power, and when 

Thorning says "you" to young people, it is not the young people of the target text audience that she is 

addressing. Instead, the parts of the translation where Thorning addresses various groups of Danes, such as 

public sector employees, can be viewed as rather as a “mentioning” (House 2005 p347) of Thorning’s 

address to the Danes. As such, these linguistic cues move from being markers of tenor to be parts of the 

field of the translation (House 1997). 
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The mode of the text is that the speech has been translated from print to print for the purpose of being 

read by the target text recipients. The text was never read aloud by Thorning in English. The English version 

is written to be read online, and it was published approximately a week after the speech was held in the 

Danish parliament. As such, the source and target texts are separated in time and space. Although it is 

presented as a speech, the translated version is not spoken by Thorning, and the English translation is 

closer to an echo of a speech rather than an actual speech. The mode, as such, changes from written-to-be-

spoken to written-to-be-read, separated from the actual speech event (ibid.). However, the mode of the 

text would appear to be blurred by the use of "check against delivery" at the beginning of the text 

(Thorning 2011b p1), as this would indicate that the mode of the text is "written-to-be-spoken" (by 

Thorning) and not written to be read, as is actually the case. This blurring of the mode would indicate that 

the translator has not been sufficiently aware of the context that the text is to enter into. A freer 

translation, in which it is mentioned that it is the delivery of the Danish text that should be considered 

prevalent, could be argued to be preferable. 

 

13.4.1 Main points on register analysis 

Above, I have provided a few examples of shifts in the register of the translation of the speech. This 

indicates that the translation is an overt one (House 1997 p163, which is to serve another function for the 

target text audience than for the source text audience (ibid.). In this case, both the source and target texts 

are to inform about the Thorning government’s political agenda; however, the Danish-language text has an 

element of power and influence over its Danish-language recipients that is not the case for the recipients of 

the target text. This is in line with House's definition of overt translation, which, according to her, is 

normally applied to texts with an established worth in the source text culture (House 2005 p347). The 

above register analysis does not, however, reveal the lack of mediation of context and assumptions that the 

discourse analysis pointed towards. Register analysis revealed only few of the discrepancies that were 

revealed by the critical discourse and translation strategy analysis above, which indicates that a discussion 

of the adequacy of House's translation theory framework as regards the translation of political texts would 

be relevant. Further below, I will provide such a discussion. First, however, I will conduct a critical discourse 

and translation strategy analysis of Thorning's 2012 opening address in order to provide further examples 

of assumptions, common knowledge and intertextuality in Danish political discourse. 
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13.5 2012 speech critical discourse and translation strategy analysis 

Multiple times throughout the text, Thorning mentions Denmark as a great country. She claims that 

Denmark is a good place to live. Examples include "unikt" ("unique”, Thorning 2012a p1) and "[...] det 

særlige og helt fantastiske ved Danmark" ("what is special and absolutely fantastic about Denmark", ibid. 

p2). She also mentions the term "fællesskab" ("community") multiple times throughout the text, among 

others on pages 1, 2, 6 and 10 (ibid.). She mentions the term a total of eight times throughout the text, 

excluding those instances where she uses the word to describe the European community (ibid. p7). These 

are examples of Thorning attempting to "naturalise" this discourse of Denmark being a great place to live, 

which is a piece of background knowledge that she assumes that she shares with her Danish source text 

audience. However, for the non-Danish recipients of the target text, this may come across as nationalistic 

discourse, as the translator cannot be certain that the target text audience shares the assumption that 

Denmark is a great place. For translation recipients with roots in a culture that emphasises individualism 

rather than "community", such statements may seem incoherent with their Members' Resources and the 

cultural background against which they are reading the text. As such, the translation is mediating to the 

translation recipients Thorning's assumptions and attempt to naturalise (Fairclough 2001 p76) 

"community" as a value. 

"Ældrecheck" (a pension supplement paid out to old age pensioners (Thorning 2012a p1) is an intertextual 

reference to a concept that Thorning assumes that her Danish-language audience is familiar with. 

"Ældrecheck" (p1) is translated into "supplementary pension benefit" (Thorning 2012b p1). In the Danish 

version, Thorning uses the everyday term for the concept, and the translator has chosen to translate the 

official name for the concept, which is "supplerende pensionsydelse" (www.borger.dk). This strategy is 

what Schjoldager (2008 p92) refers to as "explicitation", in that the translator has made the official title of 

the concept, which is implicit in the source text, explicit in the target text. It is, however, also a case of 

direct translation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92) of the official title. This can be considered a successful move, 

as the official Danish title provides more context than the everyday, informal "ældrecheck" (literally: elderly 

people's cheque). As such, the translation gives the target text audience a piece of background information 

about Denmark, while possibly mediating a “gap” in the Members’ Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118) that 

the source text sender and the target text audience share. 

The speech also contains an example of simple intertextuality in the shape of a direct quote: On page 7 

(Thorning 2012a), Thorning quotes former Danish Prime Minister Jens Otto Krag on the topic of the 
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European Union. This is a clear example of how Thorning's speech explicitly builds on other texts and the 

context that it originates in. The quote is translated directly, with no addition of, for instance, Krag's 

political affiliations. This means that the target text recipients are not given the same intertextual 

references as most Danish recipients will have, namely knowledge of the political career of Krag. Here, the 

source text builds on the Members' Resources of the source text recipients, and as the text is being 

removed from the Danish context and the intertextuality that it is part of in Denmark, background 

knowledge that is important for the interpretation of the reference may be lost in the re-contextualisation 

process. 

On page 5, Thorning references an episode during which the emergency room at Odense Hospital was 

attacked by a number of men with clubs (ibid.). This is an intertextual reference to a conflict between 

various groups of second and third generation immigrants with Middle Eastern background, now living in 

Odense (www.information.dk). Thorning does not state this directly. Instead, she refers to immigration 

policy, border controls, points system and "fattigdomsydelser", the latter of which was discussed above. 

Again, it will be part of a Dane’s Members’ Resources that all of these topics refer to the fairly strict 

immigration policy of the previous Danish government and a debate on whether to introduce border 

controls to prevent migrant criminals from Eastern Europe from entering the country. It is also a reference 

to an elaborate system for the collection of points to evaluate whether a foreigner is eligible for a residence 

permit, which was also implemented by the former government. Thorning also mentions forced marriages 

and parallel societies as something that should be fought and prevented (Thorning 2012a p5), which, again, 

presupposes that the reader knows that these are topics that are debated heavily in Denmark because they 

are not a natural part of Danish culture. It also presupposes a shared assumption (Fairclough 2003 p55) that 

forced marriage is unacceptable. Understanding these statements would most likely require that the target 

text recipients are aware that Denmark has experienced immigration from non-Western countries, and that 

this has given cause to a number of culture clashes within past years. However, as there is no guarantee 

that the target text recipients are aware of this, an explicitation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92) of the topic 

may have been beneficial, as the translation (Thorning 2012b) in its current shape does not successfully 

allow the target text readers to "eavesdrop" (House 1997 p112) on the Danish debate on immigration. 

An example of oblique translation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p97) in the text is the translation of "[...] vi skal 

ikke spænde ben for (literally: We must not stick a leg out", Thorning 2012 p6), which is translated into "[...] 

we must not be a stumbling block" (Thorning 2012b, p7). Both the Danish and the English versions are 

metaphors for not wanting to be an obstacle to technological development, although there is a slight shift 
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in that the Danish version is active - a verb - and the English version is more passive in the use of the 

infinitive "to be a stumbling block". From a political standpoint, this is relevant because the passive, English 

version may be in discrepancy with Thorning's otherwise very action-oriented rhetoric, which is repeated 

throughout both speeches and can be understood as Thorning's attempt to naturalise (Fairclough 2001 

p76) her discourse that the former government was inappropriately passive, see above. 

 

13.5.1 Partial conclusion 

The intention of the translation would appear to be to inform readers with an interest in Denmark about 

the Danish Prime Minister’s opening address to the Danish parliament. The above analysis would indicate 

that the translation of the 2012 opening address, to some extent, allows the target text audience to 

“eavesdrop” (House 1997 p112) on the source text political context, although the analysis has also 

demonstrated a few instances, in which the target text rendering of source text concepts and references 

may not be useful to English-language recipients who do not share Members’ Resources (Fairclough 2001 

p118) with Thorning. 

House states specifically that political speeches will normally be translated overtly due to their established 

worth in the source community (House 2005 p347) and that the translation should aim at enabling the 

target audience to "eavesdrop" (ibid. p348) on the source culture, rather than seek to recreate the effect 

that the source text had in the source audience (ibid). As such, the text should be re-contextualised in order 

to be adapted to fit the intended function that the text should serve for the target audience. In the case of 

both speeches, however, the translator(s) have opted for a very direct translation, with little to no 

explicitation. An example of such a word-for-word translation, which would have benefitted from 

explicitation, would be the "owl" case described above (Thorning 2011b). This indicates a lack of awareness 

of the target audience and the new context which the target text will enter into. The translator would seem 

to expect that the recipients of the text hold a very high level of knowledge of Danish society. At least, this 

would appear to be the best explanation for the translator's lack of use of explicitation of the intertextual 

references and assumptions in the text that are deeply rooted in Danish culture. 

However, with our knowledge of English as a lingua franca (House 2005 p354), this strategy presents a 

problem. In applying no cultural filtering to the text, the text becomes targeted at no specific audience - 

neither native English speakers, people with a light interest in Danish politics, foreign politicians, the 

international press, etc., all of whom could be considered relevant target audiences for a translation of a 
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speech by the Danish Prime Minister. With a higher level of explicitation, the translated speeches could 

have provided a unique insight into the current political climate in Denmark to foreign readers; however, 

due to the translator's lacking attempts to recreate the hidden assumptions and intertextual references 

found in the texts, my estimate is that the translations will not provide much insight to Danish politics to a 

non-Danish audience. The only exception, it would appear, would be foreigners residing in Denmark and 

who have thus gained a native-level of knowledge of Danish society, or foreigners with a high level of 

interest in Danish society. 

The above analysis has indicated that there are some difficulties related to the translation of national 

political discourse into English. To supplement the above analysis, which has worked with two very similar 

texts, I will now move on to providing an analysis of a somewhat different type of political text; that is, the 

2013 column by Danish politician Marie Krarup on Maori culture in New Zealand. 

 

14. Krarup column 

The column was published both as a translation without the original as well as in a version in which the 

source text and the translation were woven together. The latter (Krarup 2013) is the one I will be quoting 

from here. I have chosen to conduct a short analysis of Krarup's text in order to provide examples of 

assumptions and intertextuality in an example of recent Danish-language political discourse that differs 

from the two Thorning speeches that I analysed above. I will touch shortly on the topic of "field" (House 

1997 p) as I find that this aspect of register analysis may be of interest to the analysis of the blog post. 

 

14.1 Critical discourse and translation strategy analysis 

The field (House 1997 p108) of the text appears, at first, to be Krarup's visit to New Zealand and her 

thoughts on the visit as well as her observations about the status that Maori culture holds in New Zealand 

culture. She talks about Maori culture and her view of it, which appears negative – she refers to the culture 

as “less civilised” (Krarup 2013 p2) and mentions that the Maori rituals that she participated in made her 

feel like an “idiot” (ibid. p2). However, she also draws a parallel to Denmark, in that she states that “[lad] 

aldrig Danmark komme dertil” (“let never Denmark come to this” (ibid. p3), in reference to the high status 

that Maori culture appears to hold in New Zealand culture. As such, what is “going on” (House 1997 p108) 
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in the text is also a warning from Krarup against Denmark becoming "multi-cultural" like New Zealand. It 

becomes an expression of Krarup’s hostile attitude towards non-Western cultures, which, in Denmark, is 

demonstrated by sceptic rhetoric towards Muslim immigrants (www.danskfolkeparti.dk). I will return to 

this hypothesis later in the chapter. 

Krarup mentions that "[...] New Zealands forsvarspolitik lyder i det hele taget som lidt af en drøm for Det 

Radikale Venstre" (ibid. p1). This is translated into "[...] New Zealand's defence policy sounds like a bit of a 

dream for "Det Radikale Venstre" (Danish Social-Liberal Party)" (ibid. p1) This is an intertextual reference to 

the political opinions of the Danish Social-liberal Party, who are known to take a softer stance on defence 

policy than the Danish People's Party (www.danskfolkeparti.dk). As such, she draws upon the "Members' 

Resources" (Fairclough 2001 p188) of the source text recipients, assuming that they are aware of the 

political opinions of the Danish Social-Liberals. The statement also contains a reference to a naturalised 

discourse among politicians on the right side of the scale of Danish politics, who often bash the Danish 

Social-Liberals for being soft and "pacifist". In the translation quoted above, the translator has applied both 

"direct transfer" (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92), in that she transfers the Party's Danish name to the 

translation, as well as "addition" (ibid. p92), as she adds the official English translation of the party name 

(Krarup 2013 p1). However, it is unclear whether this strategy mediates the assumptions about the Danish 

Social-Liberals that would appear to be embedded in the statement and Krarup's assumptions about the 

party. For an English-language recipient of the text with little or no knowledge of Danish politics, it will 

most likely not come across, and there is, as such, a risk of this piece of this intertextual reference being 

lost to the target text recipients 

Another, similar translation challenge is found in the mediation of the role that the Danish People’s Party 

(DF) plays on the Danish political scene. Danes will know that DF is known for its rather hostile attitude 

towards immigrants as well as somewhat nationalistic defence policy (www.danskfolkeparti.dk). As such, 

source text readers who are based in a Danish context and posses the Members’ Resources (Fairclough 

2001 p118) of a Dane will be reading the source text with this in mind and understand the text against this 

contextual background. 

The translator applies the strategy of “addition” (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92) at the beginning of the text, 

adding that Krarup is a member of an "[...] ultra rightwing party in Denmark" (Krarup 2013 p1). This can be 

taken as the translator's attempt to mediate the role that DF plays in Danish politics. However, for a reader 

with roots in a Danish context, such as myself, it would seem that the term "ultra rightwing" does not 
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necessarily encompass all the political opinions and qualities that are normally attributed to the Danish 

People's Party. For instance, the current news story on the party's website mentions the party leader taking 

part in a televised debate on whether DF is to be considered a left-wing or a right-wing party 

(www.danskfolkeparti.dk, 23.02.14). This indicates that not all Danes consider the party right-wing, let 

alone "ultra rightwing". By placing Krarup politically as “ultra rightwing”, the translator attempts to provide 

the non-Danish reader with a piece of the source text's context, seeking to allow the target text recipient to 

"eavesdrop" (House 1997 p112) on the Danish context. However, with the added information being 

imprecise, this translation strategy would appear to be inadequate and fail to mediate the context of the 

source text. 

With this translation strategy, the translator appears to be imposing what would appear to be, in the social 

institutions that she frequents, the shared assumption - which appears to be that DF is a right-wing party. 

This indicates that the translator has had a lack of understanding of the context that the target text is to 

enter into. Being critical to non-western cultures may traditionally be what places a political party on the 

right wing in Denmark; however, in other countries, this would have to be accompanied by the wish for 

lower taxes, for instance, which is not the case of DF (www.danskfolkeparti.dk). In its current shape, this 

piece of addition may add to clouding the readers' understanding of the source text's context and create 

bias against Krarup. It indicates that the translator has not had sufficient awareness of neither her own 

perceived "common knowledge" and Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118). 

The above examples indicate that the field of the source text may not be to criticise the way Maori culture 

is represented in official New Zealand. Rather, Danes, who are reading the text against a Danish context 

and hold the background knowledge of the role that DF plays in Danish politics, will most likely understand 

the text as a warning against the role that Muslim traditions are playing in Danish culture due to 

immigration from Muslim countries. This is, in particular, indicated by the last sentence of the text: "Lad 

aldrig Danmark komme dertil"/"let never Denmark come to this" (Krarup 2013 p3). This statement may be 

interpreted as if Krarup is not in fact concerned with New Zealand  - rather, she uses the example of New 

Zealand to back her warning to Denmark. 

It would appear from the reactions to the blog post (www.b.dk) that in New Zealand, it is “common sense” 

(Fairclough 2003) that the type of criticism that Krarup expresses is unacceptable. This means that this will 

most likely be the background knowledge that New Zealand readers of the text enter the reading process 

with - it is part of the context in which the text is being read. Furthermore, the English-language readers do 
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not share the background knowledge of the Danish People’s Party’s role in Danish politics, which means 

that the text is perceived only as a criticism of the Maoris and not as a warning to the Danes. The Danish 

political context is not part of the target text recipient's Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118) and 

they are reading the text against their understanding of the world, which, it would appear, gives the target 

text another perceived field than the source text has. The gaps in the text that are caused by lack of shared 

background knowledge (Fairclough 2001) with the sender are then filled with the New Zealanders' own 

background assumptions (ibid.). 

 

14.2 Summarising remarks 

The above examples indicate that a change of field takes place when the blog post is taken out of its 

original context and translated into a new context, where the intertextual references lose their original 

meaning, and the target audience reads the text against a different set of assumptions and a different 

cultural and political background. In the translator’s use of addition, where she adds the label "ultra right 

wing" to describe Marie Krarup, she imposes what would be her own Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001 

p118) regarding DF on the target text readers, rather than applying a neutral description and allowing for 

the recipients to make their own conclusions as to the political viewpoint of the text. Awareness of DF's 

political opinions can be viewed as the key to understanding that the field of the text is not a critique of 

New Zealand policy on neither Maoris nor defence strategies; rather, for Danes, the text will most likely be 

read as a warning against immigration from non-Western countries and abolishment of the Danish military. 

Although the description "ultra right wing" may be associated with a strong defence policy, it also entails 

some other aspects, such as the wish for lowered taxes, that are not necessarily accurate as regards the 

Danish People's Party. 

When looking at the text in the context of House's framework (1997), it can be argued that the translation 

fails at allowing the target text audience to "eavesdrop" on the lingua-culture of the source text (ibid. 

p163). The translation is obviously intended as overt (ibid. p163), in that the translator is visible and it 

appears from the context that it is a translation (Krarup 2013). However, the text would appear to have 

created a different reaction of indignation in the New Zealand target text audience, whereas to the Danish 

source text audience, the text would, as mentioned above, have been read as a warning to the Danes. This 

discrepancy and lack of functional equivalence (House 1997 p163) may have, as the above analysis 

indicates, have been avoided if the translator had applied elements of Fairclough's approach to CDA during 
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the translation process, as the change in register was, in the analysis, revealed through an analysis of 

Members' Resources and intertextuality.  

Fairclough states that “producers in mass communication […] have a rather effective means of 

manipulating audiences through attributing to their experience things which they want to get them to 

accept” (Fairclough 2001 p128). Translators have the same power, as they may add or omit ideological 

cues, or they may simply be unaware of how to identify and/or explain common-sense assumptions. The 

translation of the Krarup text is an example of how the translator takes on the power that mass media 

producers traditionally have, in that she omits to mediate the intertextuality connected with the text as 

well as the assumptions that a Danish context recipient may make about the text really being a means of 

scaring the Danes into fearing losing their own culture to Muslims rather than an actual critique of Maori 

culture in New Zealand. I am inferring that this may be the actual function of the text based on my own 

basis in Danish culture and the assumptions that I - as a researcher - have become aware of in my study of 

Fairclough's work with critical discourse analysis. As such, I acknowledge that my analysis and conclusions 

as regards the assumptions and orders of discourse that the text draws upon is based on my own position 

as native Dane. This is line with Fairclough (2001) who argues that researchers working with critical 

discourse analysis cannot do so without knowledge of the assumptions and shared common knowledge 

found in the culture that they are analysing (ibid.). 

 

15. Discussion of the relevance of CDA to political translation 

Above, I have established that political discourse presents challenges as regards the translation of the 

assumptions, naturalisation attempts and common knowledge that play a significant role in political 

discourse (Fairclough 2001; 2003). Political discourse participants would appear to be drawing on shared 

Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118) in their interpretation of discourse, and it can be argued that it 

is up to the translator to ensure through application of various translation micro-strategies (Schjoldager et 

al 2008 p92) that target text recipients understand the translation, even if they do not share the sender's 

Members' Resources. 

From the analysis of the three Danish-language source texts and their translations presented above, it 

appears that there are aspects of the source texts that are so bound to the Danish political context that the 

target text readers are not able to obtain insight into them based on the translations at hand. For instance, 
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it would seem that Krarup's column has "lost" its implicit criticism of immigration policy in Denmark during 

the re-contextualisation process. When detached from its Danish context, the" field" of the translation has 

then appeared to shift to being a criticism of New Zealand policy on Maori culture, because the New 

Zealand recipients of the text do not necessarily have knowledge of the Danish political context. 

Furthermore, it would appear that the translator's attempt at mediating a Danish context through addition 

(Schjoldager et al 2008 p92) of a description of Krarup's political affiliations is a representation of the 

translator's own, personal Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118), in that it would appear to be the 

translator's opinion about the Danish People’s Party rather than a neutral description of the party's political 

stance. 

As regards the two speeches, their translations, too, contain losses of their connection with their Danish 

context. For instance, the faulty translation of "fattigdomsydelser" in both speeches (Thorning 2011b; 

2012b) leads to Thorning’s message coming across as completely different from the source text message. 

Another example lies in the translations of Thorning’s multiple attempts at generating a negative common-

sense discourse (Fairclough 2001 p76) about the government that preceded her. Here, her subtle 

references such as her use of the word “fair” to describe her government's health care policy will most 

likely only be understood by target text recipients whose Members’ Resources contain knowledge of the 

politics of the former Danish government. 

On the lexical level, I did, however, also indentify a few examples of applied micro-strategies that appeared 

to render the source text context more precisely than the overall translation. For instance, the translation 

of "ældrecheck" to "supplementary pension benefit" (Thorning 2012a p1; 2012b p1) provides the target 

text recipients with more context than, for instance, the "inner owl" example (Thorning 2011b p3).  

When looking at the examples analysed above, it would appear that the translators who did the three 

translations would have benefitted from an analytical "toolbox" for the specific purpose of political 

translation. This toolbox could function as a supplement to House’s (1997; 2005) translation theory 

framework, and I suggest looking towards critical discourse analysis for a set of analytical tools for use in 

political translation. I have, in the analysis, drawn on elements of Norman Fairclough's CDA to identify 

examples in the texts that were particularly dependent on shared Members’ Resources, assumptions and 

intertextual references (Fairclough 2001; 2003). I have also commented on the translations for the purpose 

of determining whether or not the applied translation strategies would appear to allow for the target text 
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recipients to “eavesdrop” (House 2005 p348) on the source text political contexts, which, according to 

House, should be the purpose of “overt” (ibid. p348) translations of, for instance, political discourse. 

Based on the above, it is my claim that translation of political discourse may benefit from applying selected 

aspects of critical discourse analysis, especially as regards the identification and translation of intertextual 

references and assumptions as well as the role that Members’ Resources play in the understanding of 

discourse. I would argue that CDA may provide the necessary links to obtaining awareness of these aspects. 

In this context, it is important to mention that CDA is not necessarily relevant to all types of translation. 

Political discourse would appear to present a number of translation challenges that do not occur in less 

ideological or context-dependent texts, for instance technical manuals or tourist booklets (House 2005 

p348). As such, my research and my findings are limited to political discourse, which I believe would benefit 

from being treated as a separate research area with a specified theoretical framework. 

It is also important to mention that the translation theory applied to political discourse should, as House's 

framework (1997; 2005) does, emphasise the source text and the context of the source text rather than the 

function that the target text should have for its recipients. This is highly relevant because politicians - in 

general - do not wish to be "misquoted" or having attributed to them opinions that are not theirs. An 

example of this would be the "fattigdomsydelser"/"poverty relief" example of Thorning's 2011 and 2012 

speeches. Here, a linguistically correct translation is nonetheless incorrect because of the source culture 

context. This translation error may have been avoided if the translator had held sufficient awareness of 

what the term "fattigdomsydelser" covers in Danish, as well as the generation of common knowledge 

(Fairclough 2001 p76) process that the Danish left-wing parties have conducted regarding this topic. As 

such, I would argue that it is of high importance that the translator is aware of the context that the political 

source text originates in, as lack of awareness may result in translations that do not allow for the target text 

recipients to gain insight in the source text culture. 

 

15.1 House's framework and political translation 

In the presentation of her theoretical framework, House applies examples from different genres. This 

means that she applies her theory broadly, to texts with different functions, from different times and in 

different contexts (House 1997 p121ff). However, my analysis above raises the question as to whether it is 

beneficial to work with such a "general" translation theory in political translation - or whether new 
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translation theories developed in the future may benefit from moving to a more narrow level, in which the 

translation theory framework is specified according to the type of text that it is to be applied to. For 

instance, the analysis in this thesis has indicated that the translation of political texts will benefit from 

applying elements from critical discourse analysis, especially awareness of the challenges related to the 

translation of hidden assumptions and intertextual references (Fairclough 2003 p47ff). Translation within 

other fields will, necessarily, contain different challenges that will require different analytical tools to solve. 

In my analysis, I have applied House's theoretical framework as regards the part that emphasises register 

analysis as part of the tools to evaluate the "quality" of a translation (House 1997; 2005). However, as my 

analysis indicated, I found only minor changes as regards the field, tenor and mode of the 2011 opening 

address, which I have focused my register analysis on. The discrepancies I found in tenor appear to have 

been caused by the shift in context, during which Thorning moves from being a Prime Minister with power 

over the source text audience, to being a foreign politician with no power over the target text recipients. 

This would appear to be a natural shift in tenor, which is in line with the re-contextualisation that takes 

place in an overt translation (House 1997 p347). I also established that a shift in the mode of the speech 

has taken place, but again, none above what is to be expected due to the new context that the translation 

enters into and its move from spoken to written text (Thorning 2011a; 2011b). This means that register 

analysis does not appear to indicate that there are any “problems” with the translation of the speech. 

However, the critical discourse and translation strategy analysis indicated that there are parts of the 

translation in which the Danish context and the underlying intertextual references to, for instance, the 

politics of the former Danish government, are not coming across in the translation.  

In the analysis of Krarup’s (2013) blog post, I argued that a shift in field took place, as the translation did 

not mediate the implied warning against immigration in Denmark and the role that the Danish People’s 

Party plays in Danish politics. This conclusion was based on a combined analysis of field as well as 

intertextuality, context and assumptions (Fairclough 2001 p47ff) and Members' Resources dependency 

(Fairclough 2001 p118), which would indicate that when looking to assess whether a translation of a 

political text mediates the political context of the source text in an manner that is useful to target text 

recipients, register analysis alone may not be sufficient. 

Below, I will elaborate on my suggestions as to how elements of critical discourse analysis may be included 

in House’s translation quality assessment framework (1997; 2005) for the purpose of political discourse 

translation. 
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15.2 Application of CDA to House's framework in practice 

Above, I have argued that CDA holds potential for improving translations of political discourse because it 

may help create awareness of intertextuality and assumptions as well as of the role that shared Members' 

Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118) play in the successfulness of discourse. The examples included in my 

analysis above as regards the assumptions (Fairclough 2003 p55) and intertextual references (ibid. p47) 

that were not conveyed in the target text would support this claim. 

Based on the above analysis and discussion, my argument is that political translation needs to be accepted 

as a separate translation field along with areas such as technical, legal, financial and literary translation. I 

also claim that the consequence of this would be to acknowledge that political discourse translation would 

benefit from a specified, targeted translation theory framework.  

Translators working within other specified fields will normally seek knowledge of the topic that they are 

translating about. I am not claiming that the translators of the three texts I have been working with here 

have not sought to do so – however, cases such as, for instance, the faulty translation of 

"fattigdomsydelser" (Thorning 2011b; 2012b) and the "addition" (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92) of Krarup as 

"ultra right-wing" (Krarup 2013) would indicate that the translators who conducted the translations did not 

have sufficient understanding of the Danish political context to mediate it to a non-Danish target text 

audience.  

I will therefore argue that we should begin to accept that although political discourse cannot be said to 

hold an extensive, specialised terminological framework like technical or legal translation, it requires 

another type of knowledge and a different skills set. It requires awareness and understanding of the 

underlying power structures in society (Fairclough 2001 p41), and it would appear to require the ability to 

identify ideological discourse that has been "naturalised" (Fairclough 2001 p76) and is accepted as common 

knowledge among discourse participants, even though it is inherently ideological (ibid. p76).  

Awareness of the CDA elements listed above may have enabled the translators of the two speeches and the 

blog post to adapt their translations more adequately to their international target audiences. In this thesis, 

I have adopted elements of Norman Fairclough's approach to analysis of political discourse, and I find that 

this has been helpful in my work to identify source text elements that were heavily dependent on context 

and therefore particularly difficult to translate. Below, I will present a framework in which I incorporate 

parts of Norman Fairclough's critical discourse analysis (2001; 2003) in House's framework of translation 

quality assessment (1997; 2005) for the use of translators working with political discourse. 
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15.3 Suggested framework for translation of political discourse 

Initially, I chose to apply House's framework (House 1997; 2005) to this thesis because of its emphasis on 

the source text context and the context that the target text is to enter into. However, the above analysis 

indicates that as regards the translation of political discourse, House's framework may benefit from having 

added to it a toolkit for identification of shared assumptions and intertextuality (Fairclough 2001; 2003). I 

therefore suggest adding attention to the following CDA elements to House’s framework of analysis of 

source and target text: Intertextual references (Fairclough 2003 p47) and hidden assumptions (ibid. p55) as 

well as naturalised common sense in discourse (Fairclough 2001 p76) and awareness of the Members' 

Resources that discourse participants hold (ibid. p118).  

Applying the CDA elements mentioned above may give the translator an insight into the parts of the text 

that are particularly dependent on the source text culture and which may therefore prove particularly 

challenging to translate. House mentions that in overt translation, which political texts will normally call for 

(House 1997), a balance between “preservation and altercation” (ibid. p68) must be sought, in order to be 

true to the source text while, at the same time, amending the text to mediate the source text cultural-

historical context (ibid. p69) to the target text recipients. Based on the text analysis above, I would argue 

that this is where CDA elements may be helpful as regards the translation of political texts, as an increased 

understanding of the political context would enable the translator to identify the key points in the text that 

may call for strategies such as addition or explicitation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92ff) in order to allow for 

the target text recipients to gain insight to the source text political context. 

I suggest beginning the translation process with identifying challenging, assumption-dense text parts and 

intertextual references in the source text, applying the framework of Norman Fairclough described in the 

chapters above. After an initial translation draft is produced, I find that it would be beneficial to return to 

the challenging text parts identified in the source text, in order to ensure that the translation allows its 

recipients to "eavesdrop" (House 2005 p348) on the source political context. As such, I support House's 

focus on the source text and the status it holds in the source culture throughout the translation process, 

while keeping in mind that the translation should allow for the target text audience to "eavesdrop" on the 

political context of the source culture (House 2005 p348). In order to achieve House's (2005) 

"eavesdropping" on the culture of the source text, a high level of "cultural filtering" (House 2005 p161) 

would appear to be necessary in the translation, as political texts can be very assumption-dense. 
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House’s work with cultural filtering, however, has been limited to be concerned only with covert 

translations (House 1997 p71), and the “filter” is, according to House (1997) usually applied to adapt a 

covert translation to the culture of the target text. This requires a high level of awareness of the target 

culture and the manner in which various types of discourse are realised in the source language (House 

1997). It requires that the translator knows the genre conventions of the target linguaculture and is able to 

apply those in practice (ibid.). As such, cultural filtering in House’s framework is target text-oriented and 

not usually applied in the making of overt translations (ibid.). I would suggest extending House’s cultural 

filter (2005 p356) to include also overt translations, such as the examples of political discourse that I have 

analysed above, as I find that this aspect of House's framework, if slightly modified and combined with 

elements of CDA, may provide useful to translators translating political discourse.  

Based on the above, I suggest "reversing" the cultural filter to focus on elements in the source text and the 

source linguaculture that may be drawing particularly on intertextual references, assumptions and 

Members' Resources. This means that instead of focusing on what the target text recipients know, which is 

an unknown factor when working with translation into English, the translation would benefit from the 

translator focusing on the parts of the source text that are specific to the source text political context, and 

which would therefore need a high level of addition or explicitation in the target text (Schjoldager et al 

2008 p92ff). This would seem to require that the translator - especially if s/he is translating from her or his 

native tongue - is able to identify the parts of the political discourse in which the translator shares 

Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118) with the sender of the text, but not necessarily with the target 

text recipients. Such Members' Resources and hidden assumptions will, according to Fairclough, be hidden 

to discourse participants and revealed in a situation where a discourse is taken from its original context and 

placed in a new one, as is the case with translations (ibid. p118). As such, translation contains the risk of 

lack of shared assumptions being revealed in the re-contextualisation process that takes place in 

translation, and I would argue that it is necessary for translators of political discourse to be able to identify 

these parts of the source text in which there is a risk that the discourse may fail due to lack of shared 

assumptions and Members' Resources. Once such critical places in the text have been identified through a 

"reversed" application of House's cultural filter, the translator should take steps to compensate for the lack 

of shared Members' Resources through micro-strategies such as "addition" or "explicitation" (Schjoldager 

et al 2008 p92), thus preventing target text recipients from filling in the "gaps" in the discourse with their 

own Members' Resources and clouding the context of the source text. The translator should therefore 

activate his or her knowledge of the source text linguaculture to identify aspects that require cultural 
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filtering in order to allow target text recipients to gain insight into the source text political context, which is 

House's definition of the success of an overt translation (House 2005 p347). 

As such, I am deducing from House's theory her focus on context in translation, I am acknowledging the 

relevance of register analysis although it is my argument that it cannot sufficiently stand alone in 

translation of political texts, and I am claiming that cultural filtering should be applied not only in the case 

of covert translations, as House claims (1997; 2005), but also, in a "reversed" manner, to political 

translations which will almost always be overt translations. 

 

16. Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the potential for including elements of critical discourse 

analysis as presented by Norman Fairclough (2001; 2003) in Juliane House's model of translation quality 

assessment (1997) and text and context in translation (2005) for the purpose of presenting a suggested 

framework for political translation. Working from a hermeneutic and deductive point of departure, I have 

selected elements of both theoretical frameworks and sought to combine them in an extended version of 

House's translation theory framework. I have based my qualitative analysis on translations of three political 

texts in Danish that had been translated into English for publication online.  

In my analysis, I have drawn on both House's application of register analysis in a comparative analysis of the 

register of source and target texts as well as her work with translation as re-contextualisation and overt and 

covert translation. For each of the individual texts, I have also applied a combined critical discourse and 

translation strategy analysis, in which I have identified those text parts that I find were particularly 

challenging because they were either context-dependent or contained hidden assumptions or intertextual 

references (Fairclough 2003 p47) to the Danish political context. I have commented on the translation 

strategies applied using Schjoldager's (2008) framework of translation of micro-strategies, and based my 

comments on the fact that, when working with translation into English, the Members' Resources 

(Fairclough 2001 p118) of the target text audience may be unknown (House 2005). 

House's framework is, as mentioned above, based on register analysis (House 1997; 2005), a theoretical 

framework that has also been applied in (critical) discourse analysis (Fairclough 2003). However, my 

analysis has indicated that in conducting a translation analysis using House's framework, a more in-depth 

understanding of political translation can be achieved by including elements from Norman Fairclough's CDA 
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in the analysis. It is my argument that applying concepts from CDA and increasing the emphasis on 

assumptions and intertextuality in House's already existing framework holds the potential of elevating this 

theoretical framework to a valuable tool for translators translating political discourse. As such, this thesis 

should not be seen as a critique of House's translation theory; rather, it is my intent for it to be an 

elaboration of her framework for the purpose of the specialised field of political translation. 

As the topic of study is political discourse, drawing upon elements from political research may be beneficial. 

In my analysis, I have exemplified how an analysis of intertextual references, hidden assumptions and 

Members' Resources (Fairclough 2001; 2003) indicates losses of meaning between the source and target 

text, and I have provided examples in which the translation strategy applied results in parts of the 

translation losing all meaning because no context is provided. The translation of "finde sin indre ugle" 

(Thorning 2012a) is an example of this. 

Throughout the thesis, my emphasis has been on the scope for including elements of critical discourse 

analysis in a translation theory framework specifically for translation of political discourse. As such, my 

point of departure has been translation studies. This has been demonstrated by, among other things, my 

choice of the hermeneutic approach to theory of science rather than, for instance, social constructivism, 

which would have pointed towards an emphasis on critical discourse analysis. With my main emphasis 

having been with translation, this study has differed from other research within the field of 

interdisciplinarity between CDA and translation studies. Researchers such as Schäffner (2004; 2012) and Al-

Hejin (2012) have placed their emphasis on the role that translations play in politics and political research 

rather than on the contributions that critical discourse analysis may provide for improving translations. As 

such, the emphasis of this thesis has been on the translation process rather than on political translations 

and the political consequences that the use of translations may have. This means that I have sought to 

provide translators working with translation of political discourse with a "toolbox" for conducting 

translations that enables them to mediate the political context of the source text to a higher degree than 

has been the case with the examples applied in this thesis. I have promoted House's emphasis on the role 

that the context of the source text should play in the making of overt translations, and I have worked under 

the assumption that translation is a re-contextualisation process, in which intertextual links to the source 

text context may be lost. As such, I have argued that it is the translator's responsibility to obtain awareness 

of the source text's dependency on intertextual references to concepts in the source text culture and apply 

translation micro-strategies that allow for the target text recipients to "eavesdrop" (House 2005 p348) on 

the context of the source text. In order to enable such eavesdropping, it would seem that a higher level of 
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addition and explicitation (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92ff) than that which has been applied in the analysed 

examples is necessary. 

I have furthermore argued that political translation would benefit from being considered a separate 

translation field along the lines of other areas such as technical or legal translation, and that political 

translation would benefit from a targeted translation theory framework. 

In terms of suggesting such a targeted framework, I have proposed to extend House's idea of "cultural 

filtering" (House 1997) to be applied to overt translation as well covert translations. I have proposed that, 

for the purpose of translating national political discourse to English for a global audience, the cultural filter 

could be applied to the source text rather than the target text. This means that instead of focusing on the 

Members' Resources of the target text audience, which are virtually an unknown in the translation into 

global English, the translator should focus his or her cultural filtering on understanding the Members' 

Resources (Fairclough 2001 p118) that s/he shares with the source text sender. By doing so, the translator 

may obtain awareness of the parts of the source text that are "naturalised" assumptions and common 

knowledge (Fairclough 2001 p76) to members of the source text discourse community. Such assumptions 

are, according to Fairclough, difficult to identify for discourse participants, and in cases where a translator is 

translating from his or her native tongue, s/he may be considered a discourse participant as well. It is my 

claim that shared Members' Resources, which the translator may take as common sense, although they are 

actually examples of naturalised, ideological discourse, may cause loss of context, as, for instance, the lost 

references to the policies of the former government in the translations of Thorning's speeches (Thorning 

2011b; 2012b). As such, this, once again, draws attention to my emphasis on the importance of awareness 

of the context of the source text in translation of political discourse. 

It is the conclusion of this thesis that critical discourse analysis may potentially provide a useful toolbox for 

translators of political discourse. Based on the examples I have analysed, it would appear that the 

translators who conducted the translations into English neither held sufficient awareness of the Danish 

political context nor of the potential lack of shared Members' Resources with the target text audiences. As 

such, it would appear that the key to producing translations of political discourse that allow the target text 

audience to gain insight into the political context of the source text would be a high level of awareness of 

the political context of the source discourse community. It is my claim that Fairclough's research has the 

potential to provide such a link to understanding the hidden assumptions, common knowledge and 

intertextual references (Fairclough 2001; 2003) that national political discourse relies upon. It is 
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furthermore my conclusion that if these aspects of CDA are combined with Juliane House's focus on 

translation as a re-contextualisation process, translators working with political discourse may, in this, find a 

theoretical framework that will assist them in the production of translations that do, to a fuller extent than 

in the examples I have analysed here, mediate the political context of the source text discourse community. 

 

17. Suggestions for further research 

I have two suggestions for further research. First of all, I have only applied one translation theory 

framework to this thesis - House's model of translation quality assessment, supplemented by her work with 

text and context in translation (1997; 2005). I discarded the functionalist frameworks such as Reiss' and 

Vermeer's due to their lack of emphasis on the source text, which has proven to be a relevant point, as the 

my analysis has indicated that emphasis on the source text and its context is of particular importance when 

translating political discourse. However, other discourse and register analysis approaches than House's may 

be interesting to "test" in the same manner as I have treated House's framework above - or it could be 

relevant to look  towards, for instance, philosophical or systems theories (Munday 2008), which I have not 

touched upon in this thesis. This means that my research above opens up for a more extensive, general 

study of the applicability of current translation theory frameworks to political translation. 

Secondly, I believe it could be relevant to test my hypothesis in practice. This thesis has been theoretical, 

and the challenging text parts identified above have been based on the methodology for identifying 

assumptions presented by Fairclough (2001; 2003) as well as on my own assumptions about the text parts 

that were particularly rooted in the Danish context. Although I deem that I am qualified to identify such 

assumptions, both in my capacity as a native Dane as well as due to my professional knowledge of 

translation and the English language, I find that it could be interesting to test the challenging text parts on a 

number of non-Danish respondents. This could, for instance, take place in the shape of a focus group 

interview, during which a small number of non-Danes with little or no knowledge of Danish politics are 

presented with a Danish, political text that has been translated into English. Had the scope and extent of 

this thesis been wider, I may have presented parts of Thorning's translated opening addresses to a number 

of non-Danish respondents, after which I could have interviewed them to establish to what extent the 

contents and context were understandable to non-Danish readers, and whether my assumptions about 

which text parts needed particular explicitation or addition (Schjoldager et al 2008 p92) could be 

confirmed. 
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Statsminister Helle Thorning-Schmidts
tale ved Folketingets åbning tirsdag
den 4. oktober 2011
Det talte ord gælder

Danmark har fået en ny regering.

En regering, der vil bruge det enestående ved Danmark til at løfte vores

samfund. Vores velfærd, vores uddannelser, vores fællesskab. Vi skal

tænke på helheden, ikke på særinteresser.

Vi vil gennemføre en moderne helhedsløsning. Hvor vi alle sammen

bidrager solidarisk. Så vi får råd til velfærd.

Vi vil igen placere Danmark dér, hvor vi hører hjemme: På

førstepladsen med grøn teknologi.

Vi vil tage ansvar i verden. For fred og demokrati. Fra Afrika til

Afghanistan.

Vi vil tage ansvar i Europa. For vækst og for en stærk europæisk

stemme i verden.

Vi vil tage ansvar herhjemme. For de fattigste, for de sårbare.

Vores arbejdsform er at involvere mange. Og bygge bro mellem

uenigheder. For beslutninger truffet i fællesskab er de stærkeste

beslutninger.

Jeg vil genskabe det brede samarbejde. Vi er hele Danmarks regering.

* * *

Jeg vil sige tingene, som de er: Det bliver ikke let. Vi skal arbejde hårdt.

Vi skal træffe svære valg.

Regeringen tiltræder på et vanskeligt tidspunkt.

Danske virksomheder har mistet titusindvis af job. Det er benhårdt for

den, der står uden arbejde. Det er svært for familien. Og det koster

samfundet dyrt.

Over hele landet står boliger til salg i månedsvis. Familier tøver med at

bruge penge, fordi de er utrygge ved fremtiden. De unge har svært ved

at finde job. Der mangler praktikpladser.

Den negative udvikling skal vi stoppe. Vi skal genskabe troen på

fremtiden. Vi kan, når vi står sammen.

Ingen skal være i tvivl, om at de nødvendige og svære beslutninger vil

blive truffet. Efter stilstand er tiden kommet til fremgang og forandring.

* * *

Vores første store opgave er at lede Danmark ansvarligt ud af krisen.

http://www.stm.dk/_a_1578.html
http://www.stm.dk/_a_1587.html
http://www.stm.dk/_a_2371.html
http://www.stm.dk/_a_2480.html
http://www.stm.dk/_a_2987.html
http://www.stm.dk/_p_13517.html
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De økonomiske problemer i Europa gør ikke opgaven mindre.

Regeringen vil som sin første store indsats kick-starte dansk økonomi.

Effektivt og målrettet.

Vi vil fremrykke investeringer for i alt 10 mia. kr. De projekter, der var

planlagt til at gå i gang om ét, to eller tre år, sætter vi nu i gang så

hurtigt, som det overhovedet er muligt.

Det vil give mange nye job her og nu.

Og i samme ombæring får vi udført en række opgaver, som vi har brug

for.

Vi får nye veje. Vi kommer hurtigere i gang med at lægge skinner.

Skoler kan få moderne klasselokaler. Og nedslidte boligområder kan få

nye facader eller nyt tag.

Kick-starten vil skabe nye private arbejdspladser. Og vi skal også bruge

den målrettet til at skabe forandring.

Når der sættes offentlige anlægsprojekter i gang, skal det derfor være

en betingelse, at leverandørerne tager elever ind. Virksomhederne skal

bære deres del af ansvaret for at uddanne de unge.

Vi vil give tilskud til, at private boliger kan få et energirigtigt løft. Det

kan fx være nye vinduer, der sparer på varmen. Det kan være

jordvarme eller bedre isolering. Ting, som vil gavne den enkeltes

varmeregning. Og vores fælles miljø. Og som vil skabe job.

Regeringen vil kickstarte dansk økonomi. Så vi får ny vækst og nye job.

* * *

Udfordringerne er enorme. Vi står med en kæmpe opgave – selv når vi

får arbejdet os ud af krisen. 

Regeringen overtager et meget stort underskud på de offentlige

finanser. Det ser ud til, at det bliver på 85 mia. kr. til næste år. Det er

lige så meget som alle vores udgifter til sygehuse og praktiserende

læger. Så stort er overtrækket på kontoen.

Og det skal dækkes ind i en tid, hvor vi bliver flere, der skal forsørges.

Færre til at arbejde. Og indtægterne fra Nordsøen falder.

Presset på den offentlige økonomi er stort.

Regeringen vil gøre kassen op og se, hvor galt det står til. På baggrund

af vores ”kasseeftersyn” vil vi fremlægge en ny og ansvarlig plan for

dansk økonomi frem mod 2020.

Det er vores mål, at der mindst skal være balance på de offentlige

finanser i 2020. Det er et ambitiøst mål. Men det er nødvendigt.

Økonomien må ikke skride igen.

Derfor er det også helt centralt, at vi overholder EU’s henstilling om den

offentlige saldo i 2013.

En økonomi i balance er grundlaget for et Danmark i udvikling. Og for et

Danmark uden store sociale skel. Derfor er en ansvarlig økonomisk

politik helt afgørende for regeringen.

Vi skal nedbringe det store underskud. Det er nødvendigt for at komme

videre.

Regeringen vil udvikle og modernisere Danmark. Vi vil sikre en tryg

velfærd til danskerne. Vi vil give flere penge til sundhed. Vi vil udvikle

uddannelserne. Vi vil prioritere forskning. Vi vil investere i grøn

omstilling.

Det kræver, at vi sigter højt. Regeringen sigter mod at øge

arbejdsudbuddet med omkring 135.000 personer frem mod 2020.

Lad os lige huske på, hvorfor vi skal have mere arbejdskraft. Hvorfor
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det er så vigtigt. Det er ikke for at glæde økonomiprofessorer og

vismænd. Det er for at sikre almindelige menneskers velfærd og

tryghed.

Derfor er der brug for en moderne helhedsløsning for Danmark. En

helhedsløsning, hvor vi tager ansvar. Hvor vi arbejder mere. Og hvor vi

derfor har råd til et godt samfund.

Det er en solidarisk løsning, hvor vi tager hånd om de svageste.

Det er en fælles løsning, hvor alle bidrager. Vi skal alle sammen betale.

Ikke kun enkelte grupper.

Regeringens moderne helhedsløsning består af fire punkter: 

1. For det første forhøjer vi statens indtægter. 

2. For det andet vil vi gennemføre en skattereform, der sænker skatten

på arbejde. 

3. For det tredje vil vi gennemføre en række reformer af blandt andet

SU, kontanthjælp og førtidspension. 

4. For det fjerde vil vi indgå en trepartsaftale om øget arbejdsudbud. 

Lad mig kort gennemgå de fire punkter i helhedsløsningen.

Punkt 1: Regeringen vil skaffe 7 mia. kr. over de næste to år: Ved at

øge skatter og afgifter – navnlig på usunde varer. Ved at fjerne

skattefradraget for sundhedsforsikringer. Og ved at sanere i den lange

række af støtteordninger til erhvervslivet.

Vi vil gå i gang med at genoprette de områder, der trænger mest:

Socialområdet, uddannelserne og det grønne. 

Og vi vil udskyde udløbet af dagpengeperioden med op til seks måneder

for de dagpengemodtagere, som på grund af Genopretningspakken fik

afkortet deres igangværende periode med dagpenge. Forlængelsen

gælder i andet halvår 2012.

Punkt 2: Regeringen vil gennemføre en skattereform, der sænker

skatten på arbejde. Så flere vil arbejde mere. Skattereformen skal

være helt og fuldt finansieret. Og socialt afbalanceret.

Punkt 3: Regeringen fremlægger en række af reformer med det fælles

formål at sikre mere arbejdskraft.

Derfor vil vi have de unge hurtigere gennem uddannelserne. Så både de

unge selv og alle vi andre kan få glæde af deres uddannelser i flere år.

Derfor vil vi have flere indvandrere i job på vores plejehjem, på vores

skoler og i vores virksomheder. For vi har brug for hver og en.

Derfor vil vi reformere førtidspension og fleksjob. Så alle får en chance

for at yde det, de magter.

Derfor vil vi reformere kontanthjælpen og aktiveringsindsatsen. Vi skal

uddanne arbejdsløse til arbejde, ikke til at finde deres indre ugle.

Til sidst det fjerde punkt:

Vi har en fælles opgave. Regeringen vil indgå en trepartsaftale med

arbejdsgiverne og lønmodtagerne. En trepartsaftale om øget

arbejdsudbud.

Vi har før vist, at vi kan tage et fælles ansvar, når det gælder.

Uden trepartsaftalerne i 80’erne havde vi ikke haft et af verdens mest

robuste og brede pensionssystemer. 

Vi skal gøre det igen.

Regeringens helhedsløsning betyder, at flere vil arbejde. Så falder

udgifterne til overførsler, og vi får flere penge ind i skat. Det vil sikre en

solid økonomi. Det vil sikre, at vi har råd til at investere i

efteruddannelse, i folkeskolen og i sundhed.

Og vi bruger ikke en krone, før vi er helt sikre på, at vi kan skaffe
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pengene. 

For efter en årrække med svag styring af de offentlige udgifter har

regeringen opstillet et forsigtighedsprincip: Vi kan ikke afholde nye

udgifter, uden at der er truffet beslutninger om konkrete initiativer, der

skaffer pengene gennem mindst lige så store nye indtægter eller

besparelser.

Det handler ikke om tal i et regneark. Det handler om menneskers

muligheder. Vi vil ikke bringe kommende generationers tryghed i fare.

* * *

En offensiv kickstart, som hjælper os ud af krisen.

En moderne helhedsløsning, som skaffer penge til velfærd.

Den næste store opgave er at modernisere vores samfund, så vi kan

skabe vækst mange år fremefter. Vi skal skabe ny vækst sammen.

Vores børn og unge skal have en uddannelse, en praktikplads og en vej

ind i arbejdslivet. Vi vil satse stort på de kommende generationer. Hvad

skulle vi ellers satse på? 

Regeringen har sat ambitiøse mål:

• 95 pct. af alle unge skal tage en ungdomsuddannelse. 

• 6 ud af 10 skal have en videregående uddannelse. 

• Og hver fjerde skal have en lang videregående uddannelse.

Vi sætter barren højere end den tidligere regering. Vi vil bygge en

alliance med de unge. I skal være hurtigere til at uddanne jer, få et

arbejde og yde et bidrag til samfundet. Til gengæld vil vi arbejde hårdt

for at gøre danske uddannelser til nogle af de bedste i verden.

Jeg vil sige til alle Danmarks unge:

I er fremtiden. Det er nu, I skal tage ansvar for den.

Regeringen har store ambitioner for folkeskolen. Vi skal have en fagligt

stærk folkeskole. En folkeskole med plads til alle børn. Folkeskolen skal

være hele Danmarks skole.

Derfor skal vi udvikle fremtidens folkeskole i et reelt partnerskab.

Lærere og skoleledere, forældre og elever, kommuner og regering –

alle skal forpligte hinanden på ambitiøse krav og på, hvordan vi kan

indfri dem.

Regeringen vil indbyde til et bredt og reelt samarbejde om en ny start

for folkeskolen. Også her i Folketinget.

Alt for mange unge står uden praktikplads. Og får ikke gjort deres

uddannelse færdig. Det hænger ikke sammen. Regeringen vil skærpe

uddannelsesgarantien og sikre praktikpladser, så alle kan afslutte deres

erhvervsuddannelse.

Vi vil styrke hele linjen fra daginstitution, til skole til

ungdomsuddannelse. Derfor har regeringen oprettet et nyt ministerium

for børn og undervisning. For gamle systemer må ikke stå i vejen for

nye løsninger.

I sommer blev tusinder af kvalificerede unge afvist på de videregående

uddannelser. Selvom vi har hårdt brug for, at de uddanner sig. Det

hænger ikke sammen. Regeringen vil oprette flere pladser på

uddannelserne.

Det er ikke kun børn og unge, der skal uddannes. Vi skal sikre mere

uddannelse til dem, der har mindst uddannelse, de mange voksne

ufaglærte.

Viden er grundlaget for vækst. Det er sagt før. Regeringen vil sætte

handling bag ordene.

* * *
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Danmark er stadig et af verdens rigeste lande. I kraft af dygtige

virksomheder og medarbejdere.

Men de nye økonomier som Kina, Indien og Brasilien presser danske

virksomheder. Og vores naboer Tyskland og Sverige klarer sig bedre i

konkurrencen end vi.

Danmark hverken kan eller skal konkurrere på lav løn. Vi skal

konkurrere på viden, fleksibilitet og samarbejde. Vi bliver aldrig billigst.

Vi skal altid stræbe efter at være bedst.

Men det er et problem, at danske lønninger gennem de seneste år er

vokset hurtigere end i udlandet. Det koster danske job.

Eksporten til vores nabolande er vigtig. Men vi skal satse stærkere på

de nye vækstlande i Asien og Latinamerika. Det er her, markederne

vokser for alvor.

Når verden ændrer sig, må dansk eksport følge med. Ellers mister vi

velstand i Danmark. Derfor har vi udpeget en ny handels- og

investeringsminister. Vi vil sætte kraft bag ordene. Vi skal have bedre

fodfæste dér, hvor mulighederne er størst.

Vi skal også målrette forskningen og innovationen. På områder som

energi og velfærdsteknologi vil regeringen indgå i partnerskaber med

virksomheder og organisationer.

Og vi skal skubbe på væksten gennem kloge offentlige indkøb og

intelligent regulering.

Hvis vi fx stiller krav om, at vinduerne i offentlige bygninger skal være

energirigtige. Og samtidig indretter vores lovgivning, så det er dyrt at

fråse med energien. Og samtidig giver forskningspenge til

energiteknologi. Så vil det skubbe på udviklingen af nye og bedre

vinduer.

Nøglen til vækst ligger i samarbejde og nytænkning.

* * *

I 1990’erne gjorde vi Danmark til foregangsland på klima- og

energiområdet. Regeringen vil sætte Danmark i front igen. Vi skal igen

være ambitiøse. Vi skal turde stræbe højt. Vi skal sætte langsigtede og

klare mål. Så vi har klare linjer at arbejde efter.

Regeringen vil sætte det ambitiøse mål, at hele vores el- og

varmeforsyning skal dækkes af vedvarende energi i 2035.

Vi skal skrue op for tempoet i den grønne omstilling. Vi skal have flere

vindmøller i havene omkring Danmark. Mere biomasse i vores

kraftværker. Mere biogas fra vores landbrug. Og vi skal blive endnu

bedre til at spare på energien.

Det er hørt før.

Forskellen er, at denne regering sætter grøn handling bag de grønne

ord.

Den grønne omstilling skal ske gennem et tæt offentligt-privat-

samarbejde. 

Som testcentret for vindmøller i Østerild. Her har staten i samarbejde

med vindmølleindustrien og forskning skabt et af de bedste testcentre i

verden.

Vi satser på stabile grønne vilkår for danske energivirksomheder.

Virksomhederne vil få et hjemmemarked, hvor de kan prøve nye

løsninger af, før de går ud i verden.

Men Danmark har også virksomheder, hvor energi først og fremmest er

noget, der koster penge. Dem vil vi tage hensyn til. Industrien og andre

eksportvirksomheder skal have tid til at tilpasse sig de nye grønne tider.

Energibevidsthed handler også om vores dagligdag. Det skal bedre

kunne betale sig at være energibevidste. Derfor skal det være billigere
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at købe en miljørigtig bil, og flere skal bruge busser og toge.

For at det skal lykkes, er vi nødt til at bruge nye løsninger.

Køerne på vejene ind mod København bliver længere og længere.

Grønne løfter om mere kollektiv trafik gør det ikke alene. Der skal

handling bag ordene. Handling, der får trængslen ned og forureningen

ned.

Derfor vil regeringen fremlægge et konkret forslag til en betalingsring.

Den er en vigtig del af den samlede løsning for, hvordan Danmarks

hovedstad får en moderne og konkurrencedygtig transport.

Og vi vil fremlægge et omfattende energiudspil. Vi vil forhandle med alle

Folketingets partier om en bred og langsigtet energiaftale. Danske

virksomheder, fx i vindmølleindustrien, skal have et klart signal om,

hvilken vej vi vil gå.

Regeringen vil igen placere Danmark dér, hvor vi hører til: På

førstepladsen med grøn teknologi. Som et land, der bidrager med

løsninger på vigtige globale problemer.

* * *

Jeg er stolt over, at Danmark tager et ansvar, der rækker langt ud over

vores grænser. Regeringen ønsker et Danmark med globalt udsyn. Et

Danmark som er åbent over for den verden, vi er så dybt afhængige af.

Vi skal aktivt påvirke omverdenen. Vi skal turde sige vores mening og

gøre vores holdninger gældende. Vi skal fremme en fredelig og

retfærdig verden i overensstemmelse med vores holdninger og

nationale interesser.

Men verden er i hastig forandring. Og vi skal blive endnu bedre til at

varetage vores interesser over for de lande og regioner, der i stigende

grad sætter den internationale politiske og økonomiske dagsorden.

Det er svære og usikre tider for Europa. Der er brug for handling. EU er

her en særlig vigtig ramme for Danmark. Vi skal føre en politik, der

styrker Europas rolle i verden. Og Danmarks rolle i Europa.

Om mindre end tre måneder overtager Danmark formandskabet i EU.

Hovedopgaven for det danske formandskab bliver at sikre, at vi i

fællesskab får lagt den økonomiske krise bag os. Vi skal styrke

grundlaget for ansvarlig vækst og beskæftigelse. Økonomisk vækst skal

gå hånd i hånd med sociale hensyn og miljøhensyn. 

Det danske formandskab skal sætte en offensiv dagsorden inden for

grøn og bæredygtig vækst. Det indre marked skal udbygges. Vi skal

være bedre til innovation og forskning. Og der skal være en stærk

europæisk stemme i de internationale klimaforhandlinger og ved

topmødet i Brasilien om bæredygtig udvikling til næste sommer.

Regeringen vil arbejde for, at EU’s budget i perioden fra 2014 til 2020

prioriterer disse områder. Det er her vores fremtid ligger.

Regeringen vil engagere sig i formandskabet med fuld kraft. Vi vil yde

vores bidrag til et styrket EU. Et EU, der løser de problemer, som

optager borgerne i hverdagen.

Vi vil i det hele taget styrke Danmarks engagement i EU. Jeg er sikker

på, at vi får mere ud af at samarbejde med vores naboer om fx

grænseoverskridende kriminalitet end at opføre nye kontrolanlæg ved

de danske grænser.

Regeringen vil også gøre op med to af de danske forbehold:

Forsvarsforbeholdet og retsforbeholdet.

Forsvarsforbeholdet afskærer Danmark fra at deltage i de vigtige

bidrag, EU yder til fred og sikkerhed i verdens brændpunkter.

Regeringen vil derfor søge forsvarsforbeholdet afskaffet ved en

folkeafstemning.
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Retsforbeholdet forhindrer, at Danmark kan deltage i EU-samarbejde

om kampen mod organiseret kriminalitet, terrorisme, børneporno og

menneskehandel. Det handler om at beskytte vores samfund. Og om at

beskytte de svageste i vores samfund mod grov udnyttelse. Her skal

Danmark tage et ansvar sammen med resten af Europa.

Regeringen vil ved en folkeafstemning søge retsforbeholdet erstattet

med en tilvalgsordning. Altså en ordning, der betyder, at Danmark selv

kan bestemme, hvilke dele af retssamarbejdet, vi vil deltage i.

Regeringen vil indkalde Folketingets partier til drøftelser. Målet er et

bredt flertal for at afskaffe forsvarsforbeholdet og erstatte

retsforbeholdet med en tilvalgsordning.

Det brede samarbejde skal bryde 10 års Europa-politisk dødvande.

Regeringen ønsker, at EU styrker sin rolle som en global aktør, der

arbejder for en mere retfærdig og fredelig verden. Men Danmark er

også klar til at yde vores bidrag.

Globaliseringen har bragt millioner ud af fattigdom, men desværre også

ladt mange tilbage. Danmark skal vise et særligt ansvar for verdens

fattigste. Vi har som nation en moralsk forpligtelse til at hjælpe. Vi har

en dansk tradition for at hjælpe. Og vi har også en klar interesse i at

fremme bæredygtig udvikling og demokratiske samfund.

Derfor vil regeringen styrke dansk udviklingspolitik. Vi skal blive endnu

bedre til at bekæmpe fattigdom. Vi vil styrke udviklingsbistanden, så

den over en årrække kommer tilbage på 1 procent af Danmarks

indkomst.

Verdens fattigste lande rammes særligt hårdt af klimaforandringer. Vi

ønsker at styrke arbejdet for en global klimaaftale, der også tager

hensyn til de fattige landes behov.

Jeg tilhører den generation, der var ung i 80’erne, da Berlinmurens fald

gav nyt håb for demokrati og frihed. Det var om efteråret. Men det

føltes som forår. Nu oplever vi et nyt forår i de arabiske lande, hvor

demokratiet spirer. Vi har et medansvar for, at det kommer til at

blomstre.

Regeringen vil øge den politiske og økonomiske støtte til de lande i

regionen, som vil demokratiets vej. Det gælder også Libyen, hvor

Danmark allerede har ydet en helt særlig indsats.

Men varig fred og stabilitet i Mellemøsten kræver en løsning på

konflikten mellem Israel og Palæstina. Vi vil samarbejde med de øvrige

EU-lande om anerkendelse og etablering af en selvstændig og

levedygtig palæstinensisk stat. Vi vil tilsvarende forsvare Israels ret til

at leve i fred og sikkerhed. Og vi vil, gennem EU, presse på for at få

genåbnet fredsforhandlingerne.

Danmark skal altid være parat til at yde et bidrag for fred og sikkerhed i

verden. Vi kan kun beskytte os selv ved at engagere os i det

internationale samarbejde. FN er en central ramme for dette

engagement. Det er FN, der skal træde til, hvis en stat ikke kan eller vil

beskytte sine borgere.

Danmark skal fortsat levere et markant bidrag til internationale

missioner. Men vi skal ikke kun være med i de hårde militære

missioner. Vi skal også tage ansvar for den bløde sikkerhed. Her har

Danmark rigtig meget at byde på. Derfor vil regeringen afsætte

ressourcer til en ny sikkerhedspolitik, der giver os mulighed for at

reagere hurtigt og fleksibelt, når der er behov for at bringe stabilitet til

skrøbelige samfund.

Og det skal være et klart princip, at danske soldater kun kan udsendes i

internationale militære operationer med opbakning fra mindst to

tredjedele af Folketinget. Når vi beder danske mænd og kvinder om at

gå i kamp, om at sætte deres liv på spil, så har de krav på opbakning

fra et samlet Danmark.

Sådan har det også været i Afghanistan. Vi skal have et bredt
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samarbejde om udenrigspolitikken. Jeg er derfor meget tilfreds med den

brede opbakning her i Folketinget bag Helmand-planen 2011-2012. Vi er

enige om den nødvendige omstilling fra kamp til træning og

kapacitetsopbygning.

Jeg vil også benytte lejligheden til at sige til alle jer, der er udsendt for

Danmark – og ikke mindst til vores udsendte i Afghanistan:

I yder en enorm indsats, som jeg er dybt imponeret over. I står for det

bedste, Danmark har.

* * *

Danmark tager et ansvar i verden. Det gælder også fremtidens

samarbejde om Arktis. Her arbejder Danmark tæt sammen med de

andre nordiske lande. Og naturligvis tæt sammen med Grønland og

Færøerne. Vi skal i fællesskab styrke den arktiske indsats i respekt for

miljøet og i respekt for områdets oprindelige folk.

Regeringen ønsker et stærkt rigsfællesskab. Men det er selvfølgelig det

færøske og det grønlandske folk, der afgør det fremtidige forhold til

Danmark.

Færøerne og Grønland har et forståeligt behov for et eget demokratisk

fundament under deres samfund. Regeringen respekterer fuldt ud de

ønsker om en egen forfatning, som drøftes på Færøerne og i Grønland.

Men vi lægger samtidig vægt på, at en færøsk og en grønlandsk

forfatning skal kunne rummes inden for rigsfællesskabets rammer, så

længe Færøerne og Grønland er en del af vores fællesskab.

* * *

Vi skal bygge vores fremtid på stærke fællesskaber. Det gælder ude i

verden. Det gælder herhjemme.

En veldreven offentlig sektor er en grundpille i det danske fællesskab, i

vores velfærdssamfund.

Jeg er stolt af de små mirakler, der sker hver dag på vores sygehuse,

skoler, plejehjem, daginstitutioner og socialcentre.

I de kommende år skal vi investere mere i vores velfærd. I

uddannelser. I sundhed. 

Men dansk økonomi er ikke i en situation, hvor vi har råd til at opfylde

alle ønsker. Det nytter ikke noget at sukke efter de gode gamle dage.

Ti-erne er nye tider, sammenlignet med halvfemserne og nullerne. Og vi

skal bruge de nye tider som afsæt for nye muligheder. Vi skal have mod

til at prioritere. Vi skal have mod til at gå nye veje.

Vi har ikke råd til, at det offentlige overskrider sine budgetter. Sprængte

budgetter har været normen år efter år. Nu skal de holdes inden for de

rammer, vi har fastlagt. Derfor vil regeringen indføre udgiftslofter for

stat, kommuner og regioner. 

Og vi har ikke råd til at lade den offentlige sektor stå i stampe. Vi skal

tværtimod udvikle. Vi skal luge ud i bureaukratiet. Vi skal modernisere.

Derfor siger jeg til alle offentligt ansatte – til medarbejdere og ledere i

kommunerne, regionerne og staten: Vi har brug for jer. For jeres faglige

kunnen. For jeres kreativitet. I skal fortsætte den flotte indsats. I skal

blive ved med at bruge ny teknologi, få nye ideer og finde nye og mere

effektive løsninger.

Så vi kan frigøre ressourcer til hovedopgaven: Bedre velfærd til

borgerne.

* * *

Den frie og lige adgang til sundhed er velfærdssamfundets kronjuvel.

Alle skal have lige adgang til et godt sundhedssystem. Uanset

pengepung. Det er en grundlæggende tryghed og livskvalitet for os alle

sammen.
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Der er sket fremskridt på sundhedsområdet. Ikke mindst takket være

sosu-hjælperes, sygeplejerskers og lægers fantastiske arbejde.

Men vores sundhedsvæsen er også under et voldsomt pres.

Vi danskere er ikke lige så sunde som borgere i andre rige lande. En

dansker har udsigt til at leve to et halvt år kortere end en svensker.

Og uligheden i vores sundhed er alt for stor. En buschauffør kan

forvente af leve fire år kortere end en jurist.

Derfor er forebyggelse så vigtigt. Vi skal have modet til at påvirke

danskernes levevis. Til at sige til de unge, at de ikke bør ryge. Til at

hjælpe de udsatte med bedre sundhed. Til at gøre det dyrere at vælge

det usunde.

Regeringen vil føre en fair sundhedspolitik, hvor alle sikres fri og lige

adgang til sundhed. I dag kan patienter med privat sundhedsforsikring

komme foran i køen. Regeringen vil afskaffe skattefradraget for

sundhedsforsikringer.

Samtidig siger jeg åbent: Vi kan ikke få opfyldt alle vores ønsker. Vi må

vælge, hvad der er vigtigst.

Livstruende hjertesygdomme skal behandles hurtigst muligt. Men mindre

alvorlige lidelser, som et hængende øjenlåg, kan godt vente.

Vi skal have størst fokus på de alvorligt syge. Jo hurtigere behandlingen

kan komme i gang, jo bedre er muligheden for at blive helbredt og

vende tilbage til sit normale liv.

Det gælder ikke mindst kræftpatienter. Vi har næsten alle sammen haft

kræft tæt på, hos familie eller venner. Og oplevet, hvordan en

kræftsygdom med et slag kan ændre livet. Kræft er en folkesygdom.

Heldigvis sker der fremskridt. Flere patienter overlever. Det er godt.

Men det går for langsomt. Vi er fortsat langt bag vores nordiske naboer.

Det er ikke godt nok.

Vi skal blive bedre til at forebygge kræft. Og vi skal forbedre vores

kræftbehandling. 

Der er en gruppe af mennesker, som ofte bliver overset, fordi deres

lidelser er mindre synlige. Fordi deres sygdom kan virke mindre

håndgribelig. Fordi de desværre stadig bliver mødt med fordomme. Men

hvor det at holde sammen på hverdagen er en så overvældende byrde,

at selve livsgnisten er i fare for at gå ud.

Denne regering vil tage psykiske sygdomme lige så alvorligt som

fysiske.

Vi vil forbedre psykiatrien. Og vores allerførste indsats vil være hurtig

hjælp til børn og unge, der rammes af psykiske lidelser. En dreng, der

lider af tvangshandlinger, eller en pige, der kæmper med depressioner,

skal have hjælp hurtigst muligt.

Syge børn skal ikke miste vigtige år af deres barndom. Syge unge skal

ikke holdes uden for fællesskabet. De skal fastholde kontakten til skole,

kammerater og familie.

* * *

Vi er hele Danmarks regering. Alle danskere skal have mulighed for at

deltage i samfundets udvikling. Ingen skal holdes udenfor.

I Danmark er der relativt få fattige. Vi har ikke dybe sociale skel. Det

Danmarksbillede er jeg stolt af.

Derfor kan jeg heller ikke acceptere den tidligere regerings

fattigdomsydelser. De er et brud med et halvt århundredes socialpolitik.

Hvor vi netop gjorde op med fattighjælp og skel mellem mennesker. Og

indførte tryghed og værdighed.

Vi skal behandle alle mennesker ordentligt. Og da især dem, der har det
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sværest. Vi skal have værdigheden tilbage.

Familier skal kunne leve et almindeligt familieliv. Hvor børnene kan

holde fødselsdag. Og gå til fodbold. Og komme med på udflugt. Det er

ikke svært at forestille sig, hvordan det er at være det barn, der som

den eneste får nej, når alle de andre i klassen får ja.

Væk med fattigdomsydelserne. Væk med kontanthjælpsloftet. Væk med

starthjælpen.

Starthjælp fremmer ikke integrationen. Den fremmer fattigdom og

isolation. 

Børn arver ofte sociale problemer fra deres forældre. Sådan bør det

ikke være. Vi har en særlig forpligtelse til at værne om børns

rettigheder. Ingen børn og unge skal svigtes. Vi skal gribe ind i de

familier, hvor børnene vanrøgtes. Og vi skal forbedre tilsynet med

anbragte børn, så vi er sikre på, at de trives.

Vi skal behandle samfundets mest sårbare anstændigt.

* * *

Vi er en regering for hele Danmark og for alle danskere. Uanset, om din

familie har rødder i den anatolske højslette eller den jyske hede.

I Danmark skal vi have en robust og retfærdig udlændingepolitik. Men vi

skal også have en ny balance i udlændingepolitikken. 

Vi skal møde udlændinge uden fordomme. Med ordentlighed. Med

respekt.

Vi skal integrere, ikke udelukke. Mennesker med forskellig social og

etnisk baggrund skal bo dør om dør.

Vi skal have en politik, der virker. Ikke en symbolpolitik.

Derfor skal vi af med pointsystemer.

Men vi skal også turde stille krav. Vel at mærke krav, der motiverer til

at yde en indsats for Danmark – ved at uddanne sig, ved at arbejde,

ved at lære sproget. Rimelige krav, ikke urimelige barrierer.

En udlændingepolitik i balance betyder også, at vi behandler dem, der

har brug for beskyttelse, med omsorg og respekt. Det gælder ikke

mindst børnene.

Det ødelægger et menneske at bo i årevis på et asylcenter. Det skal vi

ikke byde mennesker, som allerede er mærket af mareridt, som de

færreste af os kan rumme. Det kan vi ikke være bekendt.

Regeringen vil give asylansøgere mulighed for at bo og arbejde uden for

centrene, hvis deres sag trækker i langdrag. Vi skal bygge mennesker

op. Ikke bryde dem ned. Det gælder uanset, om de skal blive eller

tilbage til deres hjemland.

Vi ønsker en ny tilgang til udlændinge og integration. Og vi ønsker, at en

bred kreds af partier i Folketinget vil stå bag en ny balance i

udlændingepolitikken.

* * *

Danmark har fået en ny regering. En regering, som vil skabe et nyt

samarbejde for Danmark.

For kun i samarbejde kan vi føre Danmark gennem den svære tid, vi

står foran.

Kun ved at bøje os mod hinanden, kan vi sikre velfærden for vores børn

og børnebørn.

Kun i samarbejde kan vi nå det, som, andre troede, var uopnåeligt.
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Vi har gjort det før.

Og derfor er Danmark et fantastisk land.

Med fri og lige adgang til sundhed. Med gode uddannelser til vores børn.

Med respekt for mennesker uanset baggrund. Hvor vi behandler de

svage anstændigt. Og hvor mangfoldigheden blomstrer. Et land for de

mange og ikke kun for de få.

Jeg er stolt af det Danmark, som generation efter generation har bygget

op. Fordi de forstod, at jo flere, der er med til at bygge, jo stærkere står

huset.

Vi er nået langt sammen. Vi skal igen nå langt sammen. Jeg vil invitere

hele Danmark med i et nyt samarbejde.

Vi har brug for et Danmark, der står sammen. Det er grundstenen i det

regeringsprogram, vi har fremlagt. Det mest offensive og

gennemarbejdede regeringsprogram nogensinde.

Vi er hele Danmarks regering. Og derfor vil vi gå ydmygt til vores

opgaver.

I dag vil jeg række en hånd frem til de partier her i Folketinget, som

ikke er en del af det nye flertal.

Danmark har brug for, at vi står sammen.

Lad os indlede det nye folketingsår med at udbringe et leve for

Danmark.

DANMARK LEVE.

Hurra! Hurra! Hurra! 
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Denmark has a new Government.

A Government which will use the exceptional qualities of Denmark to lift

up our nation. Our welfare, our education, our solidarity. We must think

about the entire country, not about special interests.

We will implement a modern holistic solution. Where we all contribute in

solidarity. So that we can afford welfare.

We will once again put Denmark in the position where we belong: In first

place with regard to green technology.

We will assume a responsibility in the world. For peace and democracy.

From Africa to Afghanistan.

We will assume a responsibility in Europe. For growth and a strong

European voice in the world.

We will assume a responsibility at home. For those who are poorest. For

those who are most vulnerable.

Our way of working is to involve many people. And to build bridges

between differences. For decisions taken together are the strongest

decisions.

I will reintroduce broad cooperation. We are all of Denmark’s

Government.

* * *

Let me be frank: It is not going to be easy. We are going to have to

work hard. We are going to have to make difficult choices.

The Government is taking office at a difficult point in time.

Danish companies have lost tens of thousands of jobs. It is extremely

hard for those people who are without work. It is hard for the families.

And it is expensive for society.

Throughout the country, houses are staying on the market for months.

Families are hesitant to spend money because they feel insecure about

the future. Young people are finding it difficult to find jobs. There are not

enough practical training placements.

We must stop this negative development. We must restore faith in the

future. We can do it when we stand together.

No one must doubt that the necessary and difficult decisions will be
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made. After stagnation, the time has come for progress and change.

* * *

Our first major task is to lead Denmark responsibly out of the crisis. The

economic problems in Europe do not make this task any easier.

As its first major initiative, the Government will kick-start the Danish

economy. In an effective and targeted way.

We will push forward investments totalling DKK 10 billion. Those projects

which were scheduled to get underway in one, two or three years, we

will now set in motion as quickly as possible.

This will provide many new jobs right now.

And through the same process, a number of jobs that need to get done

will get done.

We will get new roads. We will be quicker at starting to lay down new

rails.

Schools will be able to have modern class rooms. And run-down

residential areas will be able to have new facades or new roofs.

The kick-start will create new jobs in the private sector. And we must

also use it in a determined way to effect change.

When public works projects are undertaken, one condition must,

therefore, be that the contractors take on trainees. Enterprises must

shoulder their share of the responsibility for educating the young.

We will provide subsidies so that private homes can receive a boost in

energy efficiency. It could, for example, be new windows that conserve

heat. It could be geothermal heating or improved insulation. Things

which will reduce the home owner’s heating bill. And which will improve

our shared environment. And which will create jobs.

The Government will kick-start the Danish economy. So that we

generate new growth and new jobs.

* * *

The challenges are enormous. We are facing a huge task – even after

we manage to work our way out of the crisis.

The Government is taking over an extremely large deficit in the public

finances. It looks like it will be DKK 85 billion next year. That is equal to

our expenditures for hospitals and general practitioners put together.

That is how big the overdraft is.

And it must be covered at a time when more and more people must be

taken care of. There are fewer and fewer people to work. And revenues

from the North Sea are falling.

The pressure on the public finances is great.

The Government will count the till and see how bad things are. On the

basis of our “till check”, we will present a new and responsible plan for

the Danish economy up to 2020.

Our goal is that, at a minimum, the public finances must balance in

2020. It is an ambitious goal. But it is necessary. The economy must not

spin out of control again.

It is, therefore, also absolutely crucial that we live up to the EU’s

recommendation regarding the public balance in 2013.

Balanced public finances are the foundation for a Denmark in growth.

And for a Denmark without great social divisions. Therefore, a

responsible economic policy is absolutely crucial for the Government.

We must reduce the great deficit. It is necessary to move forward.

The Government will develop and modernise Denmark. We will deliver
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secure welfare to Danes. We will spend more money on health care. We

will improve education. We will prioritise research. We will invest in a

green restructuring.

This requires that we aim high. The Government aims to increase the

labour supply by around 135,000 people up to 2020.

Let us just remember why we need to increase the labour force. Why it

is so important. It is not to make the economics professors and

economic advisers happy. It is to ensure welfare and security for the

ordinary citizen.

That is why we need a modern holistic solution for Denmark. A holistic

solution in which we take responsibility. In which we work more. And

which means that we can afford a good society.

It is a solidary solution in which we take care of the weakest people in

society.

It is a shared solution in which everyone contributes. We must all pay

the price. Not just particular groups.

The Government’s modern holistic solution consists of four points: 

1. First, we will increase the state’s revenues. 

2. Second, we will implement a tax reform that lowers the tax on earned

income. 

3. Third, we will implement a series of reforms of, among other things,

the state education grant and loan scheme, cash benefits and disability

pensions. 

4. Fourth, we will enter into a tripartite agreement on increasing the

labour supply. 

Allow me briefly to review the four points in the holistic solution.

Point 1: The Government will generate DKK 7 billion over the next two

years: By increasing taxes and duties – specifically on unhealthy goods.

By eliminating the tax credit for private health insurance. And by

restructuring a long range of aid schemes in the corporate sector.

We will start by restoring the areas that need it the most: social welfare,

education and the green sector.

And we will delay the expiration of the unemployment benefit period for

up to six months for those benefit recipients whose current benefit

period was shortened due to the Recovery Package. The extension

applies to the second half of 2012.

Point 2: The Government will implement a tax reform which lowers the

tax on earned income. So that more people will work more. The tax

reform must be completely financed. And socially balanced.

Point 3: The Government will present a series of reforms with the

common purpose of ensuring a greater workforce.

We want, therefore, for young people to complete their education and

training programmes at a faster pace. So that both the young people

themselves and all the rest of us may reap the benefits of their

education and training for many years.

We want, therefore, for more immigrants to have jobs in our nursing

homes, in our schools and in our businesses. For we need each and

every one.

We will, therefore, reform the disability pension and flexi-job scheme.

So that everyone has a chance to contribute what they are able to.

We will, therefore, reform the cash benefits scheme and the activation

programme. We must train the unemployed for jobs, not to find their

inner owl.

Finally, the fourth point:

We have a shared task. The Government will enter into a tripartite

agreement with the employers and wage-earners. A tripartite agreement
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on increasing the labour supply.

We have previously shown that we can assume a shared responsibility

when we have to.

Without the tripartite agreements in the 1980s, we would not have had

one of the most robust and broad pension systems in the world. 

We need to do it again.

The Government’s holistic solution means that more people will work.

Thus, expenditures for social benefits will decrease, and we will generate

more money in taxes. This will ensure a solid economy. It will ensure

that we can afford to invest in continuing education and training; in the

primary and lower secondary school, and in health care.

And we will not spend one crown before we are absolutely certain that

we can raise the money.

Because, after a number of years of weak management of public

expenditure, the Government has adopted a precautionary principle: We

cannot create any new expenditures without decisions being made on

concrete initiatives that can generate at least an equal amount of money

through new revenues or savings .

It is not about numbers on a spreadsheet. It is about opportunities for

people. We will not put the security and safety of coming generations at

risk.

* * *

A proactive kick-start that helps us out of the crisis.

A modern holistic solution that generates money for welfare.

The next major task is to modernise our nation so that we can generate

growth for many years to come. We must create new growth together.

Our children and young people must have an education, a practical

training placement and a path into working life. We will focus heavily on

the coming generations. What else should we focus on?

The Government has set ambitious goals:

• 95 per cent of all young people must complete an upper secondary

education programme. 

• 6 out of 10 must complete a programme of higher education. 

• And 1 out of 4 must complete a long-cycle programme of higher

education.

We are setting the bar higher than the previous Government. We will

build an alliance with young people. You must be quicker at finishing

your education, getting a job and contributing to society. In return, we

will work hard to make the Danish education programmes some of the

best in the world.

I will say to all the young people in Denmark:

You are the future. Now is the time for you to take responsibility for it.

The Government has great ambitions for the primary and lower

secondary school. We must have an academically strong primary and

lower secondary school. A primary and lower secondary school with

room for all children. The primary and lower secondary school must be

the school for all of Denmark.

We must, therefore, develop the future primary and lower secondary

school in a real partnership. Teachers and school principals, parents and

pupils, municipalities and the Government – they all must commit each

other to ambitious requirements and to the way we can live up to them.

The Government will call for broad and real cooperation on a new start

for the primary and lower secondary school. Here in the Folketing as

well.
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Far too many young people do not have a practical training placement.

And do not manage to complete their training. It does not make sense.

The Government will strengthen the education guarantee and ensure

practical training placements so that everyone can complete their

vocational education and training.

We will strengthen education across the board, from day-care facility

and primary school to lower and upper secondary education. The

Government has, therefore, established a new Ministry for Children and

Education. Because old systems must not stand in the way of new

solutions.

This past summer thousands of qualified young people were not offered

a place in programmes of higher education. Despite the fact that we

very much need for them to get an education. It does not make sense.

The Government will establish more places in these programmes.

It is not only children and young people who need education and

training. We must ensure more training for those people who have the

least amount of education, the many unskilled adults.

Knowledge is the foundation for growth. It has been said before. The

Government will translate these words into action.

* * *

Denmark is still one of the richest countries in the world. Because of

successful enterprises and skilled employees.

But the emerging economies like China, India and Brazil are putting

pressure on Danish businesses. And our neighbours Germany and

Sweden are more competitive than us.

Denmark neither can nor should compete on low wages. We must

compete on knowledge, flexibility and cooperation. We will never be the

cheapest. We must always strive to be the best.

However, the fact that Danish wages have grown faster than in other

countries in recent years is a problem. It costs Danish jobs.

Exports to our neighbour countries are important. But we must focus

more on the emerging economies in Asia and Latin America. That is

where the markets are really growing.

When the world changes, Danish exports must change with it. Otherwise

we lose prosperity in Denmark. We have, therefore, appointed a new

Minister for Trade and Investment. We will translate our words into

action. We need to gain a stronger foothold in those places where the

opportunities are greatest.

We must also target research and innovation. In areas such as energy

and welfare technology, the Government will enter into partnerships with

businesses and organisations.

And we must stimulate growth through prudent public procurements and

intelligent regulation.

If, for example, we require that the windows in public buildings be

energy efficient. And at the same time we design our legislation so that

it is expensive to consume too much energy. And at the same time

provide research funds for energy technology. Then it will give impetus

to the development of new and better windows.

The key to growth lies in cooperation and innovative thinking.

* * *

In the 1990s we made Denmark a leader in the climate and energy field.

The Government will put Denmark back in the lead. We must be

ambitious again. We must dare to reach high. We must set long-term

and clear goals. So that we have a clear path to follow.

The Government will set the ambitious goal that our entire electricity and

heat supply must come from renewable energy in 2035.
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We must speed up the pace of the green restructuring. We need to have

more wind turbines in the seas around Denmark. More biomass from our

agriculture. And we must be even better at saving energy.

It has been heard before.

The difference is that this Government will translate green words into

green action.

The green restructuring must occur through close public-private

cooperation. Like the test centre for wind turbines in Østerild. This is a

case where the state, in cooperation with the wind turbine industry and

the research community, created one of the best test centres in the

world. 

We will focus on stable green conditions for Danish energy companies.

These companies will have a home market where they can test out new

solutions before going out into the world.

However, Denmark also has companies where energy is first and

foremost something that costs money. We will take them into

consideration. Industry and other export enterprises must have time to

adjust to the new green times.

Energy consciousness is also about our daily lives. It must pay to be

energy conscious. It must, therefore, be cheaper to buy an

environmentally-friendly car, and more people need to use the buses

and trains.

In order for it to work, we need to use new solutions.

The queues of cars on the roads into Copenhagen are getting longer and

longer. Green promises about more public transport will not do it alone.

The words must be translated into action. Action that reduces the

congestion and the pollution.

The Government will, therefore, put forward a concrete proposal for a

toll ring. It is an important part of the overall solution for how Denmark’s

capital is to get a modern and competitive system of transport.

And we will present a comprehensive energy initiative. We will negotiate

with all the parties in the Folketing for a broad and long-term energy

agreement. Danish enterprises, for example the wind turbine industry,

must have a clear signal as to which direction we intend to go.

The Government will once again place Denmark in the position we

belong: In first place with regard to green technology. As a country that

provides solutions to important global problems.

* * *

I am proud that Denmark assumes a responsibility that stretches far

beyond our borders. The Government seeks a Denmark that has a

global outlook. A Denmark that is open to the world on which we are so

deeply dependent.

We must actively influence the surrounding world. We must dare to

voice our opinion and make our positions clear. We must promote a

peaceful and just world in alignment with our positions and national

interests.

But the world is rapidly changing. We must become even better at

safeguarding and promoting our interests in relation to the countries and

regions that are increasingly setting the international political and

economic agenda.

These are difficult and uncertain times for Europe. There is need for

action. In this regard, the EU is a particularly important framework for

Denmark. We must pursue a policy that strengthens Europe’s role in the

world. And Denmark’s role in Europe.

In less than three months, Denmark will assume the Presidency of the

EU.
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The primary task for the Danish EU Presidency will be to ensure that we

in Europe take joint action to put the economic crisis behind us. We must

strengthen the basis for responsible growth and employment. Economic

growth must go hand in hand with social considerations and

environmental considerations.

The Danish Presidency will set a proactive agenda in the field of green

and sustainable growth. The Single Market must be further developed.

We must improve our capacity for innovation and research. And a strong

European voice must be heard in the international climate talks and the

summit in Brazil next summer on sustainable development.

The Government will strive to ensure that the EU’s budget for the period

2014-2020 prioritises these areas. This is where our future lies.

The Government will conduct the Presidency with the utmost vigour. We

will make our contribution to strengthening the EU. An EU that effectively

addresses the problems that concern citizens in their daily lives.

In general, we will enhance Denmark’s involvement in the EU. I am

certain that we will get more out of cooperating with our neighbours on,

for example, cross-border crime than by building new inspection

facilities at the Danish border.

The Government also wishes to abolish the Danish opt-outs: the opt-out

on defence and the opt-out on Justice and Home Affairs.

The opt-out on defence prevents Denmark from participating in the

important contributions made by the EU to promote peace and security

in the world’s hotspots. The Government will therefore strive to abolish

the opt-out on defence through a referendum.

The opt-out on Justice and Home Affairs prevents Denmark from

participating in EU cooperation in the fight against organised crime,

terrorism, child pornography and human trafficking. This is about

protecting our society. And about protecting the weakest in our society

against gross exploitation. Denmark must assume responsibility in this

area together with the rest of Europe.

By means of a referendum, the Government will seek to replace the opt-

out on Justice and Home Affairs with an opt-in arrangement. An

arrangement that enables Denmark to decide for itself which elements

of the cooperation on Justice and Home Affairs we wish to participate in.

The Government will consult the parties of the Folketing . The goal is to

secure a broad majority for abolishing the opt-out on defence and

replacing the opt-out on Justice and Home Affairs with an opt-in

arrangement.

The broad collaboration must break the deadlock on EU policy of the last

ten years.

The Government wishes for the EU to strengthen its role as a global

actor working for a fairer and more peaceful world. But Denmark is also

ready to make our contribution.

Globalisation has lifted millions of people out of poverty, but

unfortunately also left many people behind. Denmark must assume a

special responsibility for helping the world’s poorest. As a nation, we

have a moral obligation to help. We have a Danish tradition for helping.

And we also have a clear interest in promoting sustainable development

and democratic societies.

Therefore, the Government will strengthen Danish development policy.

We must become even better at fighting poverty. We will strengthen

development assistance, so that over a period of years it returns to one

per cent of Denmark’s income.

The world’s poorest countries are hit particularly hard by climate

change. We wish to strengthen the efforts to secure a global climate

agreement that also takes into account the needs of poor countries.

I belong to the generation that was young in the 1980s, when the fall of
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the Berlin Wall gave new hope of democracy and freedom. This

happened in the autumn. But it felt like spring. Now we are experiencing

a new spring in the Arab countries , where democracy is blossoming. We

have a shared responsibility to ensure that this democracy is able to
flourish.

The Government will increase the political and economic support to the

countries in the region that choose the path of democracy. This also

applies to Libya, where Denmark has already made a special

contribution.

But lasting peace and stability in the Middle East requires a solution to

the conflict between Israel and Palestine. We will cooperate with the

other EU Member States regarding recognition and establishment of an

independent and viable Palestinian state. Similarly, we will defend

Israel’s right to live in peace and security. And through the EU, we will

press hard for the re-opening of peace talks.

Denmark must always be ready to make a contribution to promoting

peace and security in the world. We can only protect ourselves by

actively involving ourselves in the international cooperation. The UN is a

key framework for this involvement. It is the UN which must take action

if a state cannot or will not protect its citizens.

Denmark must continue to deliver a substantial contribution to

international missions. But we must not only contribute to the ‘hard’

military operations. We must also assume responsibility for ensuring the

‘soft’ security. In this area, Denmark has considerable expertise to offer.

Therefore, the Government will earmark resources to pursue a new

security policy that enables us to respond quickly and flexibly in

situations where there is a need to bring stability to fragile societies.

And it must be a clear principle that Danish troops may only be deployed

in international military operations with the support of at least two-thirds

of the Folketing. When we ask Danish men and women to fight in battle,

to put their lives at stake, they are entitled to the support of a united

Denmark.

This has been the case in Afghanistan. We must have broad-based

collaboration regarding foreign policy. I am therefore very pleased with

the broad support here in the Folketing for the Helmand Plan 2011-2012.

We are in agreement on the necessary transition from combat to

training and capacity building.

I would also take this opportunity to say to all of you who are deployed

abroad on behalf of Denmark – and particularly to our men and women

in Afghanistan:

Your contribution is outstanding and has impressed me deeply. You

represent what is best about Denmark.

* * *

Denmark assumes a responsibility in the world. This also applies to the

future cooperation regarding the Arctic region. Here, Denmark works

closely together with the other Nordic countries. And naturally also

closely together with Greenland and the Faroe Islands. Together we

must enhance the efforts in the Arctic region in a way that is mindful of

the environment and mindful of the indigenous people of the region.

The Government seeks a strong Danish Realm. But, of course, it is the

Faroese people and the Greenlandic people who determine the future

relations with Denmark.

The Faroe Islands and Greenland have an understandable need to build

their own democratic foundation for their society. The Government fully

respects the discussions taking place in the Faroe Islands and Greenland

regarding a wish to have their own constitution.

But we must also stress that as long as the Faroe Islands and Greenland

are a part of our community, a Faroese and a Greenland constitution

must be able to fit within the framework of the Danish Realm.
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* * *

We must build our future on strong community and solidarity. This

applies in the world around us. This applies here in Denmark.

A well-run public sector is a cornerstone of Danish community and

solidarity, of our welfare society.

I am proud of the small miracles that take place each day at our

hospitals, nursing homes, day-care facilities and social assistance

centres.

In the coming years, we must invest more in our welfare. In education

and training. In health. 

But the Danish economy is not in a situation where we can afford to fulfil

all wishes. It is no use longing for the good old days. The 2010s are new

times compared with the 1990s and 2000s. And we must use these new

times as a springboard for new opportunities. We must have the courage

to prioritise. We must have the courage to follow new paths.

We cannot afford to allow the public sector to overrun its budgets.

Exceeded budgets have been the norm year after year. Now it is

important they are kept within the framework set. Therefore, the

Government will introduce an expenditure ceiling for the state,

municipalities and regions.

And we cannot afford to allow the public sector to come to a standstill.

On the contrary, we must develop. We must weed out bureaucracy. We

must modernise.

I therefore say to all public sector employees – to employees and

managers in municipalities, regions and the state: We need you. We

need you for your professional knowledge and expertise. We need you

for your creativity. You must continue with your excellent work. You

must keep using new technology, getting new ideas and finding new and

more effective ways of performing your tasks.

So that we can free up resources for the primary task: delivering better

welfare to ordinary citizens. 

* * *

Free and equal access to health care is the crown jewel of the welfare

society. Everyone must have equal access to a good health system.

Regardless of the size of their wallet. This ensures fundamental security

and well-being for all of us together.

Progress has been made in the health care field. Particularly thanks to

the fantastic efforts of social and health care workers, nurses and

doctors.

But our health service is also under severe pressure.

We Danes are not as healthy as citizens in other affluent countries. The

life expectancy of a Dane is two and a half years shorter than that of a

Swede.

And inequality in terms of our health is far too great. A bus driver can

expect to live four years less than a lawyer.

That is why prevention is so important. We must have the courage to

influence the lifestyle of Danes. To say to young people that they should

not smoke. To help improve the health of those who are vulnerable. To

make it more expensive to choose to do what is unhealthy.

The Government will pursue a fair health policy in which everyone is

ensured free and equal access to health care. Today, patients with

private health insurance are able to jump the queue. The Government

will abolish the tax credit on health insurance.

At the same time, I say to you openly: We cannot have all our wishes

fulfilled. We must choose what is the most important.
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Life-threatening heart diseases must be treated as quickly as possible.

But less serious disorders, such as a drooping eye-lid, can wait.

We must focus primary attention on those who are seriously ill. The

faster their treatment can begin, the better the prospect of being cured

and returning to a normal life.

This applies in particular to cancer patients. Almost all of us have

experienced cancer near at hand, among family or friends. And

experienced how it can change your life in a single blow. Cancer is a

national disease. 

Fortunately, progress is being made. More patients are surviving. That is

good. But progress is moving too slowly. We continue to lag behind our

Nordic neighbours. That is not good enough.

We must become better at preventing cancer. And we must improve our

cancer treatment.

A group of people are often overlooked because their disorders are less

visible. Because their disease may seem less tangible. Because they

unfortunately continue to encounter prejudice. But where the struggle to

hold things together on a normal daily basis is such an overwhelming

burden that the spark of life is in danger of being extinguished.

This Government will take mental disease as seriously as physical

disease.

We will improve psychiatry. And our very first act will be to provide help

to children and young people afflicted by mental disorders. A boy who

suffers from compulsive behaviour or a girl who struggles against

depression must receive help as quickly as possible.

Sick children must not be deprived of important years of their childhood.

Sick children must not be kept outside the community. They must

maintain contact with school, friends and family.

* * *

We are all of Denmark’s Government. All Danes must have the

opportunity to participate in society’s development. No one must be kept

outside.

In Denmark, the number of poor people is relatively few. We do not

have deep social divisions. This is a picture of Denmark of which I am

proud.

Therefore, I cannot accept the former Government’s poverty relief. This

relief represents a break with half a century of social welfare policy.

Where we precisely did away with poor relief and social divisions

between people. And introduced security and dignity.

We must treat all people decently. And especially those who find life

hardest of all. We need to bring back dignity.

Families must be able to lead a normal family life. Where children can

celebrate their birthday. And play football. And go on picnics. It is not

difficult to imagine what it must be like for the child who always gets a

no when everyone else in the class gets a yes.

Away with poverty relief. Away with the cash benefit threshold. Away

with start assistance.

Start assistance does not promote integration. It promotes poverty and

isolation. 

Children often inherit social problems from their parents. That should not

happen. We have a particular responsibility to protect children’s rights.

No child or young person must be let down. We must intervene in

families where children experience neglect. And we must improve

supervision of children placed in care, so that we can be sure they are
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doing fine.

We must treat the most vulnerable people in society in a decent way.

* * *

We are a Government for the whole of Denmark and for all Danes.

Regardless of whether your family has roots in the plateaus of Anatolia

or the heaths of Jutland.

In Denmark, we must have a robust and fair immigration policy. But we

must also have a new balance in immigration policy.

We must meet foreigners without prejudice. With decency. With respect. 

We must integrate, not exclude. People with different social and ethnic

backgrounds must be able to live next door to each other.

We must have a policy that works. Not symbolic politics.

Therefore, we must get rid of point systems.

But we must also dare to make demands. Demands that motivate

people to make an effort to do something for Denmark – by educating

themselves, by working, by learning the language. Reasonable

demands, not unreasonable barriers.

An immigration policy in balance also means that we treat those who

need protection with care and respect. This applies in particular to

children.

Living for years in an asylum centre destroys a person. This is no way to

treat people who are already emotionally scarred by nightmares that the

fewest of us can comprehend. That is simply not good enough. Denmark

can do better than that.

The Government will give asylum-seekers the opportunity to live and

work outside the centres if their case drags on. We must build up

people. Not break them down. This applies regardless of whether they

are to stay in Denmark or return to their home country.

We wish to adopt a new approach to foreigners and immigration. And we

wish to see a broad group of parties in the Folketing stand behind a new

balance in immigration policy.

* * *

Denmark has a new Government. A Government that will establish a

new form of cooperation for Denmark.

For only through cooperation can we lead Denmark through the difficult

period that lies ahead.

Only by moving towards each other can we ensure welfare for our

children and grandchildren.

Only through cooperation can we achieve what others thought was

unachievable.

We have done it before.

And that is why Denmark is a fantastic country.

With free and equal access to health care. With good education and

training for our children. With respect for people regardless of
background. Where we treat the weak in a decent way. And where

diversity flourishes. A country for the many, not only for the few.

I am proud of this country that generation after generation have built

up. Because they understood that the more people there are to build,

the stronger the house.

We have a come a long way together. We must again come a long way
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together. I invite the whole of Denmark to engage in a new form of
cooperation.

We need a Denmark that stands together. That is the cornerstone of the

Government Programme we have presented. The most proactive and

thorough Government Programme ever formulated.

We are all of Denmark’s Government. And therefore we will approach

our tasks in a humble way.

Today, I extend a hand to the parties here in the Folketing who are not

part of the new majority.

Denmark needs us to stand together.

Let us commence the work of the new parliamentary session with three

cheers for Denmark.

LONG LIVE DENMARK

Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
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tale ved Folketingets åbning tirsdag
den 2. oktober 2012
Det talte ord gælder

Vi skal bringe Danmark godt og trygt gennem krisen.

Det har været regeringens vigtigste opgave, siden vi trådte til for ét år

siden. Og det er fortsat vores vigtigste opgave.

Det kræver en indsats på områder, der før blev forsømt. Det kræver

handling i stedet for stilstand. Det kræver samarbejde. Og det kræver

en ny kurs for Danmark.

I det første år har vi haft fokus på tre ting:

For det første har vi fået styr på de offentlige udgifter. Før skred

budgetterne år efter år. Nu sørger vi for, at pengene passer.

Vi værner om tilliden til dansk økonomi. For en høj troværdighed er

svær at opnå, men nem at miste.

For det andet sætter vi skub i Danmark med en lang række

investeringer. Boliger får nye tage. Der bliver anlagt veje og jernbaner.

Der bliver bygget vindmøller.

Vi er en af de regeringer i Europa, der har gjort allermest for at sikre

arbejdspladser.

For det tredje har vi hjulpet de mennesker, der har mest brug for hjælp.

Vi har afskaffet fattigdomsydelserne. Til gavn for næsten 16.000

mennesker. Børn har fået muligheder, de før var afskåret fra. Familier

er blevet styrket.

Vi giver de folkepensionister, der har allermindst, en større ældrecheck.

Den kommer ind på kontoen hos 260.000 pensionister fra den 1. januar.

Og vi har skaffet flere pladser til psykisk syge.

Midt i en økonomisk krise, hvor det er knapt med penge, har vi fået styr

på de offentlige udgifter, sikret arbejdspladser og forbedret hverdagen

for nogle af de mennesker, der behøver det allermest.

Det, tror jeg, er ret unikt i Europa. 

Det er en ny kurs. Det er regeringens vej. Det er sådan, vi kommer

godt gennem krisen sammen.

* * *

I Danmark har vi et stærkt fællesskab. 

Hvor de bredeste skuldre bærer de tungeste byrder. 

Hvor de, der bliver ramt af sygdom, bliver behandlet. 

Hvor man får hjælp, hvis man mister sit arbejde. 

Hvor uddannelse er den vigtigste vej til nye fremskridt.

http://stm.dk/_a_1578.html
http://stm.dk/_a_1587.html
http://stm.dk/_a_2371.html
http://stm.dk/_a_2480.html
http://stm.dk/_a_2987.html
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Det er det helt særlige og fantastiske ved Danmark. Det er det

fællesskab, som vi har bygget op generation for generation. Et

fællesskab, som gælder hele Danmark.

Men det kan slå revner, hvis den økonomiske krise får frit løb.

Det kan smuldre, hvis vi forsømmer at investere i uddannelse og

arbejdspladser.

Det kan falde fra hinanden, hvis vi ikke hver især yder det, vi kan.

Vores trygge Danmark er ikke en selvfølge. Det er vores opgave at

bringe fællesskabet sikkert gennem krisen.

* * *

Det er hårde tider for mange familier. Tusindvis af danskere har mistet

deres arbejde. Mange er usikre på fremtiden.

Vi skal hjælpe dem, der står uden arbejde.

Derfor gennemfører vi en akutpakke for de ledige, der har under et

halvt år tilbage med ret til dagpenge. Derfor giver vi tusindvis af unge

nye muligheder med jobrotation, brobygning til uddannelse eller som

voksenlærlinge.

Men det bedste, vi kan gøre for dem, der ikke har et arbejde, er at

skabe flere arbejdspladser.

Mange af de beslutninger, regeringen har truffet, har haft et dobbelt

mål: Konkrete forbedringer i danskernes hverdag. Og flere

arbejdspladser.

Vi renoverer de almene boliger. Med nye tage, termoruder og

legepladser i gården. Til glæde for dem, der bor der.

Og vi får flere arbejdspladser.

Vi har besluttet, at Danmark skal være et af de mest ambitiøse lande i

verden på energiområdet. Ud med kul i kraftværkerne. Ind med grøn

biogas. Og flere snurrende vindmøller.

Vi skåner klimaet. Vi får renere luft. Vi får grønnere virksomheder.

Og vi får flere arbejdspladser. 

Vi giver skattelettelser til alle med helt almindelige lønindkomster.

Vi trækker 275.000 danskere ud af topskatten. Det er metalarbejdere,

lærere, klinikassistenter og mange mange andre.

Og hvornår har en skatteaftale sidst givet en enlig mor knap 8.000

kroner mere om året?

Samtidig får virksomhederne større afskrivninger, når de investerer i

maskiner.

Og det giver flere arbejdspladser.

Alt sammen betyder det, at der i år vil være mere end 10.000 danskere

i arbejde, som ellers ville have været uden arbejde. Næste år er det

21.000.

Det er malere, vvs-ere, ingeniører og mange andre, der er i arbejde

som en direkte følge af regeringens beslutninger.

Det nytter at handle.

* * *

Jeg er overbevist om, at de samfund, der kommer bedst gennem krisen,

netop er de samfund, der handler.

De samfund, der formår at træffe de rigtige beslutninger. Og de rettidige

beslutninger.
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Men ikke nødvendigvis de populære beslutninger.

Mange steder i Europa bliver der skåret dybt i velfærden. Det må ikke

ske i Danmark.

Vi må ikke vågne en morgen og opdage, at gælden har taget

himmelflugt, at arbejdspladserne er i fuld fart på vej ud af landet, og at

velfærden er truet.

Derfor skal vi have modet til at forandre vores samfund i tide. Vi kan

ikke gøre tingene i morgen som i dag.

Jeg tror på fællesskabet. Jeg tror på vores velfærdssamfund. Jeg tror

på, at vi ved at stille rimelige krav til hinanden kan gøre det, som er

bedst for Danmark.

I det nye folketingsår vil vi ændre reglerne for kontanthjælp. Med det

mål, at mennesker ikke må hænge fast i offentlig forsørgelse år efter år

efter år.

Vi vil have de unge hurtigere gennem uddannelserne.

Og vi vil investere i uddannelser.

Når rekord mange unge – mere end 60.000 – blev optaget på de

videregående uddannelser i sommer, så sikrer regeringen, at der følger

penge med.

Når vi siger, at flere unge skal tage en erhvervsuddannelse, så vil vi

følge op og finde en løsning på praktikpladsproblemet.

Når vi siger, at vores børn skal være den bedst uddannede generation i

danmarkshistorien, så vil vi løfte folkeskolen.

Vi træffer de nødvendige beslutninger.

* * *

De, der har allermest brug for vores omsorg, er de børn, der er blevet

svigtet og misbrugt.

Men i de seneste år har vi set eksempler på børn, som langt fra har fået

den hjælp og støtte, som de burde have.

Det er tragiske sager, som, jeg er sikker på, har berørt os alle sammen.

Hvordan kan det ske?

Hvorfor blev der ikke grebet ind?

Hvorfor har man år efter år forsømt at rette op, med tragiske følger for

børnene?

Det skal vi gøre bedre.

Derfor kommer regeringen med en helt ny indsats for udsatte børn.

Vi stiller det krav, at ingen sager om børn bliver lagt over i en bunke.

Alle henvendelser, hvor der er en bekymring for et barn – for eksempel

om vold eller misbrug – skal vurderes inden for 24 timer.

Vi stiller det krav, at kommunen skal tale med barnet tidligt, når der er

mistanke om overgreb.

Vi slår fast, at anbragte børn aldrig må sendes alene tilbage til den

person, som er mistænkt for at have forgrebet sig på dem. Aldrig. Det

burde være en selvfølge. Det er det ikke i dag.

Med hele den indsats forbedrer vi hjælpen til udsatte børn. Ikke mindst

de børn, der bliver udsat for overgreb. Det er det første skridt i

regeringens nye politik.

Det næste skridt handler om døgninstitutioner, opholdssteder og

plejefamilier. Om de steder, hvor børnene kommer hen, når de ikke kan

være i familien.
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Steder, der burde være trygge, men som i tragiske tilfælde har føjet

endnu et svigt til den række af svigt, som børnene har levet med. Nogle

steder har man tilsyneladende kunnet åbne et opholdssted på sit glatte

ansigt og med tvivlsomme pædagogiske metoder i bagagen.

Her skal der også en helt ny indsats til.

For det første stiller vi nye krav til opholdssteder og institutioner. De

skal have en professionel ledelse.

For det andet skal mere end 5.000 døgninstitutioner, opholdssteder og

plejefamilier gennem en helt ny godkendelse. Og have et tilsyn mindst

en gang om året.

Vi skal have svigt frem i lyset. Vi skal lukke de dårlige tilbud. Og vi skal

holde skarpt øje med, at de gode tilbud bliver ved med at være gode.

For det tredje flytter vi både godkendelse og tilsyn fra 98 kommuner til

fem kommuner. De får den særlige opgave at godkende og føre tilsyn

med de sociale tilbud i nabokommunerne.

Vi samler ekspertisen. Det giver et stærkere fokus. Det giver en

stærkere faglighed.

Vi skal sikre os, at hvert enkelt anbragt barn har det trygt og godt.

Børn, der har været udsat for overgreb og misbrug har mere brug for

tryghed end nogen andre.

* * *

I det hele taget skal vores velfærdssamfund være der for dem, der har

brug for det. Velfærden bør ikke være en kampplads for ideologiske

eksperimenter.

Gennem ti år har sundhed handlet for meget om ideologi. Private

løsninger skulle fylde mere i forhold til fællesskabets tilbud. Og folk med

skattefri sundhedsforsikringer kom foran i køen.

Alt det har vi lagt væk.

Det vigtige er, at patienten får den rigtige behandling.

Regeringen vil ændre behandlingsgarantien, så de mest syge behandles

hurtigt, og de mindre syge venter lidt længere – men aldrig mere end to

måneder.

Men en behandlingsgaranti giver kun mening, hvis man har en diagnose.

Derfor indfører vi fra den 1. september næste år en helt ny patientret.

Målet er, at alle skal have stillet en diagnose inden for 30 dage.

Hvis lægerne ikke kan nå frem til en diagnose, så skal patienten i stedet

have en klar plan for det videre forløb.

Hvad vil den nye patientret betyde helt konkret?

Ja, for eksempel har de praktiserende læger en del ældre patienter med

symptomer på noget, der kunne være Parkinson.

Uden den nye rettighed risikerer den ældre at blive kastet rundt mellem

hospitalsafdelinger og læger i et længere forløb med scanninger og

blodprøver og en stadig venten på resultater. Imens hun bliver mere og

mere syg og mere og mere forvirret.

Med den nye rettighed skal lægen på sygehuset planlægge et forløb,

som skal være færdigt inden 30 dage. Så patienten hurtigt får den

rigtige behandling.

Vi stiller store krav til sygehusene. Men de kan opfylde dem, når de

indretter sig rigtigt.

I august besøgte jeg regionshospitalet i Silkeborg. De har oprettet et nyt

center, hvor de samler diagnostik fra alle specialer. Det giver et bedre

samarbejde mellem lægerne. Mindre ventetid for patienterne. Hurtigere
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diagnoser. Og dermed hurtigere behandling.

Til glæde for patienterne i Midtjylland. Og et eksempel til efterfølgelse

for sygehuse i resten af landet.

Vi skal alle sammen have hurtig og ordentlig behandling, hvis vi bliver

syge.

* * *

Natten til tirsdag den 21. august gik en flok mænd ind på en skadestue i

Odense bevæbnet med køller.

De truede patienterne. De truede personalet. De smadrede inventaret.

Det er kriminelle, hvis handling jeg ikke kan tage nok afstand fra.

Angreb på et sygehus. Det er en på alle måder grænseoverskridende

handling, begået af forbrydere, der lever i en helt anden verden end vi

andre – og med vi mener jeg det store flertal af danskere, uanset hvor

vores familie stammer fra.

Jeg vil understrege, at her skal der andet og mere til end en

udlændingepolitik, der blev trukket længere og længere væk fra midten.

Sindrige pointsystemer ville ikke have betydet noget som helst for de

kriminelle, der angreb et hospital.

Grænsebomme ville ikke have stoppet dem ved indgangen til

skadestuen.

Fattigdomsydelser ville ikke have forhindret dem i at true patienter med

køller.

Her skal andre midler til.

For det første er der tale om meget grov kriminalitet. Vi skal finde de

skyldige og straffe dem. Det er politiets opgave. Regeringen vil

fastholde en skærpet politiindsats i de udsatte boligområder.

For det andet skal vi sætte ind mod parallelsamfund. Det er en svær

opgave. Det tager tid.

Der findes familier, der vil bestemme, hvem deres børn skal giftes med.

Som sender deres børn på genopdragelsesrejser. Hvad skal de

genopdrages fra? Det danske samfund? Det giver ingen mening.

Der findes unge nydanskere, som kommer alvorligt i klemme mellem to

samfund.

Vi skal vise de unge, at vi er på deres side.

Regeringen vil skærpe straffen for tvang ved religiøse vielser. 

Det skal være lettere at bruge tilhold i sager om tvangsægteskaber. 

Børn og unge, der frygter at blive sendt på genopdragelsesrejse, skal

vide, hvor de kan få hjælp. 

Vi vil hjælpe dem, der kommer hjem fra genopdragelse. 

Og på krisecentrene vil vi oprette sikrede pladser til både mænd og

kvinder, der flygter fra tvangsægteskaber.

Vi har brug for en robust og retfærdig udlændinge- og

integrationspolitik, som alle ved, hvor de har. Også i morgen og til

næste år.

Og jeg vil sige til alle danskere, der har rødder i andre lande. Til de

ældre, der har knoklet hårdt gennem mange år. Til de unge, der er i

gang med en uddannelse. Til alle jer, der bruger de muligheder, vi har i

Danmark, til at få et godt liv.

I er en del af et Danmark, hvor vi alle sammen yder det, vi kan.

Vi er alle sammen danskere.

Det skal en flok kriminelle ikke ødelægge.
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* * *

Danmark er et fantastisk land. Tænk bare på en helt dagligdags ting

som at drikke et glas vand. Man åbner for hanen. Det klukker i glasset.

Det dufter af... ja ikke af noget specielt, bare rent. Og det smager af

vand.

Mange andre steder i verden lugter postevandet af de spandevis af

kemikalier, det er renset med. Det smager af klor. Og folk slæber tunge

flasker med vand hjem fra supermarkedet.

I Danmark har vi gennem hundreder af år passet så godt på vores

grundvand, at vi kan drikke det, som det er. Det skal vi også meget

gerne kunne de næste mange hundrede år.

Danmark er et af de få vestlige lande, hvor man kan drikke

grundvandet i hele landet.

Men der er et problem. Gennem de seneste ti år er brugen af

sprøjtegifte bare steget og steget. Vandboringer bliver lukket.

Den tidligere regering lovede at gøre noget ved problemet. Men de

gjorde langt fra nok.

Det gør den nuværende regering så.

Vi har skruet afgiften på sprøjtemidler sammen på en ny måde. De

midler, der belaster miljøet mest, bliver markant dyrere. De midler, der

belaster miljøet mindre, bliver billigere.

Og som det næste skridt vil vi give højere bøder til dem, der bruger

ulovlige sprøjtemidler. Vi vil trække penge fra deres landbrugsstøtte. Ja,

vi er klar til at tage retten til at bruge sprøjtemidler fra dem.

Vores børn, børnebørn og oldebørn skal også have frisk vand fra hanen.

* * *

Vi har meget at byde på i Danmark. Også for vores virksomheder.

Investeringer i uddannelse. En sund økonomi. Et godt velfærdssamfund.

Det er alt sammen vigtige byggesten for erhvervslivet.

Men vi skal gøre mere end det. Vi skal også fjerne de barrierer, der står

i vejen for, at virksomhederne kan skabe fremgang og arbejdspladser.

Danmark har mange små virksomheder. Og de skaber mange

arbejdspladser.

Derfor giver vi nu mulighed for nye lån til netop de mindre

virksomheder – nye lån, som kan nå op på omkring 12 milliarder

kroner. Så de kan købe nye anlæg og maskiner. Så de kan skabe endnu

flere job. 

Og vi skal ikke spænde ben for den teknologiske udvikling. Derfor har

regeringen afskaffet den multimedieskat, som den tidligere regering

indførte.

Vi skal ikke hæmme virkelysten. Derfor har vi afskaffet den

iværksætterskat, som den tidligere regering indførte.

Vi skal heller ikke belaste virksomhedernes konkurrenceevne unødigt.

Skatter betaler vores velfærd. Men de kan også være en omkostning for

virksomhederne.

Der skal naturligvis være plads til fornuftige omlægninger af skatter og

afgifter. Men regeringen har ingen planer om nye generelle forhøjelser

af afgifter, erhvervsskatter eller indkomstskatter.

Regeringen har også sat det mål, at vi vil øge handel med og

investeringer fra de nye vækstlande.

Vores virksomheder skal have de bedste vilkår for at klare sig i en

verden, der rykker tættere og tættere på.
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* * *

Verden rykker også tættere på Færøerne og Grønland.

For en måned siden mødte jeg mine kolleger fra Grønland og Færøerne

til det årlige rigsmøde. Mødet blev holdt i en hytte i Igaliku i

Sydgrønland.

Det er et sted, hvor man godt kan føle sig langt væk fra den buldrende

verden. Men det var vi ikke.

Der er en stigende international interesse for Arktis. Det kan få stor

betydning for Grønland og Færøerne, og dermed også for

rigsfællesskabet.

Derfor var udenrigspolitikken et vigtigt emne på rigsmødet. Vi vil

samarbejde mere om udenrigs- og sikkerhedspolitik.

Og derfor var klimaforandringer også et vigtigt emne på mødet. Vi

sætter nu et fælles forskningssamarbejde i gang. Det er forskning i

fiskebestande og i, hvordan klimaforandringer påvirker havmiljøet.

Vores rigsfællesskab er unikt. Det er livskraftigt og nødvendigt. Og det

kan rumme tidens udfordringer.

* * *

Også det europæiske fællesskab har vist, at det kan rumme tidens

udfordringer.

I dag den 2. oktober er det 40 år siden, danskerne sagde ja til det

europæiske fællesskab.

Dengang sagde daværende statsminister Jens Otto Krag de kloge ord –

og jeg citerer – ”Det er ikke et spørgsmål, om vi skal sige ja eller nej til

Europa. Vi tilhører under alle omstændigheder Europa og vil ikke kunne

unddrage os vores andel i Europas skæbne.”

Vores skæbnefællesskab med Europa er blevet bekræftet under den

økonomiske krise.

I en situation hvor mere end hver tiende europæer er arbejdsløs, har

Europa mere end nogensinde i vores nyere historie brug for at finde

fælles løsninger på fælles problemer.

Vi er nået langt det sidste år. Under det danske formandskab blev der

vedtaget en finanspagt, som styrker europæisk økonomi. Og en

vækstpagt, der skaber flere arbejdspladser. Vækstpagten var en dansk

mærkesag.

Men den europæiske krise er ikke slut. I de næste måneder skal EU

beslutte, hvordan man kan styrke det økonomiske og monetære

samarbejde endnu mere.

Vi vil involvere os tæt i forhandlingerne og i diskussionen om euroens

fremtid. For Danmark har en interesse i, at euroen fungerer - også selv

om vi står uden for.

Der er et konkret forslag på bordet om et fælles banktilsyn.

Forhandlingerne er først lige begyndt. Vi vil naturligvis deltage aktivt.

Men der er mange spørgsmål, som skal afklares, før vi kan vurdere,

hvad der tjener Danmark bedst.

Når vi har de endelige forslag, træffer vi naturligvis beslutningen her i

Folketinget.

Vi hverken kan eller skal unddrage os vores andel i Europas skæbne.

Det gjaldt for 40 år siden. Det gælder i dag.

* * *

Danmark er et rigt samfund og et stærkt fællesskab. Vi har råd – og

også en forpligtelse – til at hjælpe dem, for hvem sikkerhed, demokrati

og mad på bordet ikke er en selvfølge.
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Derfor har vi styrket vores engagement i de allermest fattige og

skrøbelige lande i verden.

Det gælder især i Afghanistan. Her er der på trods af mange fremskridt

stadig store udfordringer. Derfor vil Afghanistan de kommende år være

vores største internationale engagement. Også af hensyn til vores egen

sikkerhed.

Vi er i fuld gang med at diskutere rammerne for den danske indsats de

næste to år. Resultatet af forhandlingerne bliver en ny Afghanistan-plan.

Vi flytter vores indsats fra kamp til støtte og træning, så afghanerne selv

kan overtage det fulde ansvar for sikkerheden i deres land i 2014. Vi

øger bistanden, så uddannelse, arbejde og mad også bliver virkelighed

for mennesker i et af verdens fattigste lande.

En bred kreds af partier står bag den danske indsats i Afghanistan. Det

er godt for Danmark.

Det er mit stærke ønske, at vi også kan indgå et bredt forlig om et mere

slankt – men stadig skarpt forsvar. Det forhandler vi netop nu med

partierne bag forsvarsforliget.

Dygtige og modige danske soldater yder en kæmpe indsats for at

fremme sikkerhed og udvikling mange steder i verden.

Til jer soldater, vil jeg sige: I gør det muligt for Danmark at sætte

handling bag vores værdier om demokrati, sikkerhed og ligestilling.

I omsætter demokrati til et demokratisk valg i Libyen. I omsætter

sikkerhed til en mere tryg sejlads ud for Afrikas Horn. I omsætter

ligestilling til skolegang for piger i Afghanistan.

I disse uger ser vi nye eksempler på voldsomme overgreb mod

civilbefolkningen i Syrien. Massive overtrædelser af

menneskerettighederne.

Danmark har konsekvent bakket op om det internationale samfunds

utallige forsøg på at stoppe volden og indlede en demokratisk proces.

Desværre uden held. Derfor hjælper Danmark den syriske opposition.

Og ligesom vi hjælper i verdens brændpunkter, vil vi også hjælpe med

en varig fred og udvikling, når branden er slukket.

Og når en befolkning skal bygge deres land op, så er der én byggesten,

som er vigtigere end alt andet.

Når børnedødeligheden skal ned. Når fattigdommen skal ned. Når

ligheden mellem kvinder og mænd, rige og fattige skal op. Så handler

det basalt om én ting: Uddannelse.

Uddannelse til både piger og drenge.

Derfor er Danmark parat, når FN spørger, om vi vil hjælpe med

uddannelse i de fattige lande. Med at uddanne lærere. Med nye

skolebøger. Med at få børn fra de fattigste familier, og særligt flere

piger, i skole.

For det sætter gang i udviklingen, og det løfter velstanden, når

uddannelse er for de mange og ikke kun de få.

* * *

Uddannelse til mange. Det har også været drivkraften gennem de sidste

200 års danmarkshistorie.

Den danske folkeskole har generation efter generation gjort danskerne

dygtigere. 

Den har været helt central for de fremskridt, vi har opnået. Fra

enevælde til demokrati. Fra landbrugsland til moderne velfærdssamfund.

Folkeskolen har præget Danmark. Og den har udviklet sig undervejs.
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Fra den sorte skole til moderne undervisning. Med nye fag som engelsk

og samfundsfag. Fra syv års undervisningspligt til ni år – og i dag ti år.

Mange af os her i dag kan nok huske, da vi sendte vores egne børn i

skole. Da vi så vores 6-årige stå i skolegården med røde kinder og

forventningsfulde øjne. For det var et nyt eventyr, der begyndte.

Folkeskolen giver børnene et fagligt kompas, som styrer dem gennem

livet. Og mange lærer i skolen, hvad det vil sige at være en god ven, og

at alle fortjener en chance.

Vi kan være stolte af vores folkeskole. Den er god. Men den skal være

endnu bedre.

Rigtigt mange børn klarer sig godt i skolen. Men de kan blive endnu

dygtigere. Og det er nødvendigt. For samfundet, arbejdsmarkedet og

den globale verden stiller stadig større krav til os alle sammen.

Alt for mange børn har det svært i folkeskolen. I dag sidder der i de

ældste klasser tre eller fire elever, som ikke læser godt nok. Som ikke

regner godt nok. Og som derfor vil få svært ved at klare sig efter

skolen. Det går simpelthen ikke.

Og så skal vi ikke glemme de elever, som har let ved at lære. For

mange af de dygtigste elever bliver ikke udfordret nok. Sådan skal det

selvfølgelig ikke være.

Mit mål er, at vores børn skal være den dygtigste generation i

danmarkshistorien.

Min vision – og regeringens vision – er en folkeskole, hvor alle børn

lærer mere. Alle børn. En skole, hvor der er ro i timerne. Hvor ungerne

trives og har lyst til at lære. Hvor de udvikler deres personlighed og

bliver engagerede deltagere i et levende demokrati.

En folkeskole, hvor lærerne bruger deres store viden om deres fag og

anvender de bedste undervisningsmetoder, og hvor de nyder respekt og

tillid. Og hvor udbyttet af undervisningen ikke afhænger af, hvor man

bor, eller hvem der er ens forældre.

Det er visionen. Og så er det store spørgsmål naturligvis, hvordan vi gør

visionen til virkelighed.

Hjertet i vores folkeskole er lærerne. Det er lærerne, der får skolen til

at leve og børnene til at lære. De fortjener respekt for deres arbejde.

For fagligt stærke og motiverende lærere er afgørende for, at vores

børn bliver dygtige og bliver rustet til livet efter skolen.

Derfor er mit svar også, at børn og lærere skal tilbringe mere tid

sammen på skolen.

Kvalitetstid, der styrker undervisningen. Kvalitetstid, der gør skolen

endnu mere levende.

Vores børn skal have en mere sammenhængende skoledag.

Hvad betyder det for en helt konkret skoledag?

Jeg vil invitere jer med indenfor i fremtidens skole, som jeg forestiller

mig, den kunne se ud.

Lad os tage en dreng på 13 år, der går i 7. klasse. Han kan for

eksempel hedde Emil.

Og skoledagen kan for eksempel starte med matematik. Klassen lærer

om vinkler, grader og procenter. Matematikken er flyttet fra

klasselokalet til skolens værksted. Her er Emil i gang med at bygge et

fuglehus sammen med tre andre fra klassen.

Lugten af træ, lyden af saven, den rette vinkel på fuglehusets tag – det

får Pythagoras sætning til at hænge bedre fast.

Og så er det tid til sport for flere af de store klasser. Her er lærere og

pædagoger sammen om aktiviteterne.
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De næste timer har Emil dansk. Der er ro i klassen, for alle har været

ude og i gang i løbet af dagen. Nu fordyber de sig i grammatik og

tekstanalyse. De arbejder i grupper, hvor de laver boganmeldelser som

podcast.

Emil glæder sig til næste time, hvor han har medier som valgfag. Her

skal han i gang med at lave en hjemmeside sammen med

venskabsklassen i Manchester.

Sidst på dagen er der sat tid af til at lave de sværeste af lektierne. Og

de voksne har tid til at hjælpe.

Når Emil går hjem om eftermiddagen, har han haft en sjov og

udfordrende skoledag. Han har haft spændende undervisning, der giver

ham lyst til at lære. Han har været ude. Han har rørt sig. Og han har

lavet mange af sine lektier.

Alt sammen i løbet af én sammenhængende skoledag.

Nu har han resten af dagen til at gå til guitar og til at hygge med sine

venner og sin familie – og få klaret de sidste lektier.

Vi skal have en skoledag, hvor børn og lærere er mere sammen. Og

hvor børnene får mere undervisning – især i dansk og matematik.

Det vil være kernen i det udspil til et samlet løft af folkeskolen, som

regeringen kommer med sidst på året.

Vi skal udvikle folkeskolen, så den bliver endnu bedre.

Det vil kræve noget af os alle sammen. Elever, forældre, lærere,

skoleledere, kommunalbestyrelser og os her i Folketinget.

Jeg vil opfordre til, at vi – i den brede kreds af folkeskolepartier – står

sammen om at give folkeskolen et løft. Jeg er sikker på, det er, hvad

danskerne forventer af os.

Vi skal ikke kæmpe om skolen. Vi skal kæmpe for skolen. Sammen.

* * *

I det nye folketingsår er vores vigtigste opgave at investere i vores børn

og unge. I vores fremtid. Det er nødvendigt, når vi skal gennem krisen

med det samfund, vi holder af, i behold.

Uddannelse er vejen både til at få alle med og til at drive vores samfund

videre. Så vi kan sikre vores arbejdspladser. Forbedre hverdagen for

danskerne. Styrke fællesskabet.

Vi skal træffe de beslutninger, der er nødvendige for at få Danmark helt

og godt gennem krisen og ind i fremtiden. Og vi skal træffe dem

sammen her i Folketinget.

Jeg tror på brede beslutninger, som danskerne kan regne med i mange

år.

Det skaber tillid og tro på fremtiden. Og det har vi brug for.

Det er godt for Danmark.

Lad os indlede det nye folketingsår med at udbringe et leve for

Danmark.

DANMARK LEVE.

Hurra! Hurra! Hurra!
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We must bring Denmark safely through the crisis.

This has been this Government’s most important task since we came

into office one year ago. And it remains our most important task.

It requires action in areas that were previously neglected. It requires

action instead of doing nothing. It requires cooperation. And it requires a

new direction for Denmark.

This past year we have focused on three things:

Firstly, we have brought public spending under control. Before, the

budgets were overrun year after year. Now we are ensuring that

budgets balance.

We are safeguarding confidence in the Danish economy. Because high

credibility is difficult to achieve, but easy to lose.

Secondly, we are stimulating economic activity in Denmark through a

wide range of investments. Homes are having new roofs installed. New

roads and rail tracks are being laid. Wind turbines are being erected.

We are one of the governments in Europe that have done the most to

secure jobs.

Thirdly, we have helped the people who need help the most.

We have abolished poverty relief. A measure that has benefited almost

16,000 people. Children have been given opportunities that were

previously not open to them. Families have been strengthened.

We will give pensioners with the least income an increase in their

supplementary pension benefit. This will be paid out to 260,000

pensioners from 1 January.

And we have created more places for mentally ill people.

In the midst of an economic crisis, where money is tight, we have

succeeded in bringing public spending under control, in securing jobs,

and in improving the daily lives of some of the people who need it most.

I think that is quite unique in Europe. 

It is a new direction. It is the path chosen by this Government. It is the

path that will enable us to emerge successfully from the crisis together.

* * *
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In Denmark we have a strong sense of community and solidarity. 

Where the broadest shoulders bear the heaviest burdens. 

Where those who are struck by illness have access to treatment. 

Where those who lose their jobs are helped. 

Where education is the most important way towards progress and

development.

This is what is so special and fantastic about Denmark. It is this sense of

community and solidarity that we have built up generation after

generation. Community and solidarity that pervade Danish society.

But it could crack if the economic crisis is allowed to take its course

unchecked.

It could crumble if we fail to invest in education and jobs.

It could disintegrate if we, each and everyone one of us, do not do what

we can.

Our safe and secure Denmark cannot be taken for granted. It is our task

to bring our community and solidarity safely through the crisis.

* * *

Times are hard for many families. Thousands of Danes have lost their

jobs. Many are uncertain about the future.

We must help those who are out of work.

That is why we are implementing an emergency package for

unemployed people who have less than six months left of their right to

unemployment benefit. That is why we are giving thousands of young

people new opportunities in the form of job rotation, bridging to

education, or as adult apprentices.

But the best thing we can do for those who do not have a job is to create

more jobs.

Many of the decisions that this Government has taken have had a double

objective: To make tangible improvements in the daily lives of Danes.

And to create more jobs.

We are renovating council housing. Installing new roofs and insulating

windows as well as building playgrounds in the courtyards. For the

benefit of the residents.

And more jobs are being created.

We have decided that Denmark is to be one of the most ambitious

countries in the energy field. Out with coal in the power plants. And in

with green biogas. And more revolving wind turbines.

We protect the climate. We get cleaner air. We get greener companies.

And we get more jobs. 

We are reducing income tax for all those on ordinary salaries and

wages.

We are lifting 275,000 Danes out of the top-rate tax bracket. These are

metal workers, teachers, dental assistants and a great many others.

And when did a tax agreement last give a single mother almost 8,000

kroner more a year? 

At the same time, companies are able to write off investments in

machinery more substantially.

And this generates more jobs.

Altogether, this means that this year there will be more than 10,000

Danes in work who would otherwise have been out of work. Next year,

the figure will be 21,000.

These are painters, plumbers, engineers and many others who are
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economically active as a direct consequence of this Government’s

decisions.

It pays to take action.

* * *

I am convinced that the societies which emerge best from the crisis will

be precisely the societies that take action.

The societies that succeed in taking the right decisions. And timely

decisions.

But not necessarily popular decisions.

In many places in Europe, deep cuts have been made in welfare. This

must not happen in Denmark.

We must not wake up one morning to discover that public debt has

skyrocketed, that jobs are flying out of the country, and that our welfare

is in jeopardy.

Therefore, we must have the courage to change our society in time. We

cannot do things tomorrow in the same way as we do today.

I believe in our community and solidarity. I believe in our welfare

society. I believe that by making reasonable demands on each other we

can do what is best for Denmark.

In the new Parliamentary Session, we will change the rules for cash

benefits. With the aim of ensuring that people do not become dependent

on public welfare year after year after year.

We want to get young people to complete their education and training

more quickly.

And we want to invest in education and training.

When we see that a record number of young people – over 60,000 –

were admitted into programmes of higher education this summer, the

Government will ensure that money is allocated.

When we say that more young people must take a vocational education

and training qualification, we will follow up and find a solution to the

problems of finding practical training placements.

When we say that our children must be the best educated generation in

the history of Denmark, we will raise academic standards in primary and

lower secondary school education.

We take the necessary decisions.

* * *

The ones who need our care and concern most of all are children who

have experienced neglect and abuse.

But in recent years, we have seen examples of children who have far

from received the help and support they should have.

These are tragic cases, and I am sure that they have affected us all.

How could this happen?

Why was action not taken to intervene?

Why have measures not been taken to remedy the situation; a situation

that has had tragic consequences for the children concerned?

We must do better here.

Therefore, the Government will launch a totally new initiative to help

vulnerable children.

We will make it a requirement that no cases regarding children are put
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in a pile of other cases. Any instance where concern is expressed for the

safety of a child – for example as a result of violence or abuse – must

be assessed within 24 hours.

We will make it a requirement that the municipality must speak with the

child concerned when there is suspicion of abuse.

Let me be absolutely clear: Children placed in care must never be sent

back alone to the person suspected of having abused them. Never. It

should go without saying. Nevertheless, this still happens.

With this comprehensive initiative, we will improve the help provided to

vulnerable children. In particular children who are subjected to abuse.

This is the first step in the Government’s new policy.

The next step focuses on 24-hour care centres, refuge centres and

foster families. On the places where children come when they cannot

live with their family.

Places that should be safe, but which in tragic cases have added yet

another breach of trust to the list of breaches that the children have

experienced. In some places, it has apparently been possible to open a

refuge centre simply on the basis of the appearance of a person who

practises dubious pedagogical methods.

In this area, too, a completely new approach is needed.

Firstly, we will impose new requirements on refuge centres and

institutions. They must be run by professional management.

Secondly, more than 5,000 24-hour-care institutions, refuge centres and

foster families must undergo a completely new approval process. And

they must be subject to at least one inspection a year.

We need to have abuse of trust brought to light. We must identify and

remove poor social care provision. And we must keep a close watch to

ensure that high-quality provision remains so.

Thirdly, we will transfer responsibility for both approval and supervision

from 98 municipalities to five municipalities. They will be given the

specific task of approving and supervising the social care provision

offered in the neighbouring municipalities.

We will consolidate the expertise. This will enhance focus. This will

enhance professionalism.

We must ensure that each child placed in care feels safe and secure.

Children who have been subjected to abuse and harm have a greater

need to feel safe and secure than any others.

* * *

In general, our welfare society must be for those who need it. Welfare

should not be a battleground for ideological experiments.

For ten years, health has been too much about ideology. It was decided

that private solutions should fill more in relation to public health care

provision. And people with tax-free health insurance coverage were able

to jump the queue.

We have put all that away.

What is important is that patients receive the proper treatment.

This Government will change the treatment guarantee, so that those who

are most ill will be treated quickly, whilst those who are less ill will have

to wait a little longer – but never longer than two months.

But a treatment guarantee only makes sense if there is a diagnosis.

Therefore, from 1 September next year we will introduce a completely

new patient right. The aim is that every person must receive a diagnosis

within 30 days.
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If the doctors are unable to reach a diagnosis, the patient must instead

be given a clear plan regarding the next steps to be taken.

What will the new patient right mean in specific terms?

Well, for example, general practitioners have quite a number of elderly

patients with symptoms resembling Parkinson’s Disease.

Without the new right, an elderly person risks being bounced between

hospital wards and doctors in a lengthy process of scans and blood tests

and time spent constantly waiting for the results. In the meantime, the

elderly person becomes increasingly ill and increasingly confused.

With the new right, the doctor at the hospital is required to plan a

process which must be completed within 30 days. With the aim of

ensuring that the patient quickly receives the right treatment.

We are imposing substantial demands on the hospitals. But they can

fulfil these demands when they organise themselves in the right way.

In August, I visited Silkeborg Regional Hospital. They have set up a new

centre where they gather diagnostics from all specialisations. This

enhances cooperation between the doctors. Less waiting time for the

patients. Faster diagnoses. And thus faster treatment.

All of which benefits patients in Mid-Jutland. And an example to follow for

hospitals in the rest of the country.

We must all have access to fast and proper treatment if we become ill.

* * *

In the early hours of Tuesday 21 August, a gang of men entered the

emergency room of Odense Hospital armed with clubs.

They threatened patients. They threatened staff. They smashed up

furniture.

These are criminals whose actions I utterly condemn.

Attacking a hospital. This is in every sense an outrageous act,

perpetrated by criminals who live in a completely different world than

the rest of us – and by us I mean the vast majority of Danes, regardless

of where our families come from.

I would like to emphasise that something more and different is needed

than an immigration policy that was pulled further and further away from

the middle.

Intricate points systems would not have made any difference to those

criminals who attacked a hospital.

Border checkpoints would not have stopped them at the entrance to the

emergency room.

Poverty relief would not have prevented them from threatening patients

with clubs.

Other instruments are needed to combat this behaviour.

Firstly, very serious criminal acts were committed. We must find the

guilty perpetrators and punish them. This is a task for the police. The

Government will maintain a strengthened police presence in the

deprived housing areas.

Secondly, we must take action to eliminate parallel societies. This is a

difficult task. It will take time.

There are families who wish to decide who their children marry. Who

send their children on re-education trips. What are they to be re-

educated away from? Danish society? It makes no sense.

There are young New Danes who find themselves trapped between two

societies.
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We must show the young people that we are on their side.

The Government will raise the penalty in connection with forced religious

weddings. 

It must be easier to use restraining orders in cases concerning forced

marriages. 

Children and young people who fear being sent on a re-education trip

must know where they can find help. 

We must help those who return from re-education trips. 

And at crisis centres, we will create safe and secure places to stay for

both men and women fleeing from forced marriages.

We need a robust and fair immigration and integration policy that

everyone can count on. Not just today, but also tomorrow and next

year.

And I wish to say to all Danes who have roots in other countries. To the

elderly who have toiled hard over many years. To the young people who

are in the process of taking an education or training programme. To all

of you who use the opportunities that we have in Denmark to secure a

good life.

You are part of a Denmark where we all contribute what we can.

We are all Danes.

A bunch of criminals must not be allowed to destroy that.

* * *

Denmark is a fantastic country. Just think of an altogether everyday

thing like drinking a glass of water. You turn on the tap. Water pours into

the glass. It smells of... well, nothing in particular. It is just clean. And it

tastes of water.

In many places in the world, tap water smells of buckets full of

chemicals used to clean it. It tastes of chlorine. And people drag home

heavy bottles of water from the supermarket.

In Denmark, we have taken such good care of our groundwater for

hundreds of years that we can drink it the way it is. We also want to be

able to do so the next many hundred years.

Denmark is one of the few Western countries where people can drink

the groundwater throughout the country.

But there is a problem. Over the last ten years, the use of pesticides has

gone up and up. Boreholes for water have been closed.

The former Government promised to do something about the problem.

But they did far from enough.

That is what this Government is doing.

We have put together tax on pesticides in a new way. The pesticides that

impact most negatively on the environment will become significantly

more expensive. The pesticides that impact less negatively on the

environment will become less expensive.

And our next step will be to impose higher fines on those who use

unlawful pesticides. We will deduct money from their agricultural

support. Indeed, we are prepared to take away their right to use

pesticides.

Our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren must also be able to

drink fresh water from the tap.

* * *

We have much to offer in Denmark. Also for our businesses.

Investment in education and training. A sound economy. A good welfare

society. These are important building blocks for the business community.
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But we need to do more than this. We must also dismantle the barriers

that prevent companies from achieving progress and creating jobs.

Denmark has many small companies. And they create a great many

jobs.

Therefore, we will now open up for new loans targeted exactly at small

companies – new loans that may run up to approx. 12 billion kroner. So

that they can invest in new plants and machinery. So that they can

create even more jobs.

And we must not be a stumbling block to technological development.

Therefore, the Government has abolished the multimedia tax which the

former Government introduced.

We must not dampen the spirit of enterprise. Therefore, we have

abolished the entrepreneur tax which the former Government

introduced.

Nor must we burden the competitiveness of businesses unnecessarily.

Taxes pay for our welfare. But they can also be cost-consuming for

businesses.

Naturally, there must be scope for sensible restructuring of direct and

indirect taxes. But this Government is not planning to introduce any new

general increases in indirect, business or income taxes.

It is also this Government’s goal to increase trade with and investments

from the new emerging economies.

Our companies must have the best conditions for competing successfully

in a world that is coming closer and closer together. 

* * *

The world is also coming closer to the Faroe Islands and Greenland.

A month ago, I met with my colleagues from Greenland and the Faroe

Islands for the annual council meeting under the auspices of the Danish

Realm. The meeting took place in a hut in Igaliku in South Greenland.

It is a place where one feels far away from the madding world. But we

were not.

There is increasing international interest in the Arctic. It may become of

great importance to Greenland and the Faroe Islands and, consequently,

to the Danish Realm.

That is why foreign policy was an important subject at the annual council

meeting. We will cooperate more on foreign and security policy.

And that is why climate change was also an important subject at the

meeting. We will launch joint research collaboration. It will include fish

stocks research and research on how climate change impacts on the

marine environment.

The Danish Realm is unique. It is vigorous and necessary. And it can

respond to the challenges of today.

* * *

Also the European Community has proved able to respond to the

challenges of today.

Today on 2 October it is 40 years ago that the Danes voted yes to

joining the European Community.

At the time, the then Prime Minister, Jens Otto Krag, made the wise

statement – and I quote – “It is not a question of whether to say yes or

no to Europe. In all circumstances, we belong in Europe and we cannot

renounce our part in the destiny of Europe.”

Our common destiny with Europe has been confirmed during the

economic crisis.
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In a situation where more than every tenth European is unemployed,

Europe needs more than ever in our modern history to find common

solutions to common problems.

We have made good progress this past year. During the Danish EU

Presidency, a fiscal compact was adopted to strengthen the European

economy. And a growth compact to create more jobs. The Compact for

Growth and Jobs was a key Danish priority.

But the European crisis is not over. During the next few months, the EU

needs to decide how to strengthen economic and monetary cooperation

even further.

We will involve ourselves closely in the negotiations and in the

discussions on the future of the euro. For it is in Denmark’s interest that

the euro functions – that is so even if we stand outside the euro zone

cooperation.

A specific proposal for a single bank supervisory system has been

presented. Negotiations have only just started. Naturally, we will

participate actively. But there are many questions that need clarification

before we can make an assessment of what serves Denmark’s best

interests.

When we have received the final proposals, we will, naturally, make the

decision here in the Folketing.

We cannot and we must not renounce our part in the destiny of Europe.

That was true 40 years ago. And it is true today.

* * *

Denmark is a wealthy society and a strong community. We can afford –

and we also have an obligation – to help those for whom security,

democracy and food on the table are not a matter of course.

Therefore, we have strengthened our commitment in the very poorest

and most fragile states in the world.

This is particularly the case in Afghanistan. Significant challenges remain

there, in spite of much progress. Therefore, over the forthcoming years,

Afghanistan will be our most important international engagement. Also

out of regard for our own security.

We are already discussing the framework for the Danish effort over the

next two years. The outcome of the negotiations will be a new

Afghanistan plan.

We are shifting our focus from combat to support and training in order to

enable the Afghans themselves to assume full responsibility for security

in their country in 2014. We are increasing our development assistance

to Afghanistan so that education and training, work, and food become a

reality for people in one of the world’s poorest countries.

A broad cross-section of political parties support the Danish effort in

Afghanistan. This is good for Denmark.

It is my strong wish that we can also achieve a broad agreement on a

leaner – but still strong and robust defence force. We are, right now,

conducting negotiations with the political parties behind the defence

agreement.

Competent and courageous Danish soldiers are contributing a

tremendous effort to foster security and development in many places

throughout the world.

To you soldiers, I wish to say: You make it possible for Denmark to

translate into action our values of democracy, security and gender

equality.

You translate democracy into democratic elections in Libya. You

translate security into a safer passage off the Horn of Africa. You

translate gender equality into schooling for girls in Afghanistan.
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These weeks, we are seeing newexamples of violent attacks on the

civilian population in Syria. Massive violations of human rights.

Denmark has consistently supported the international community’s

countless endeavours to put an end to violence and initiate a democratic

process. Unfortunately, without success. That is why Denmark is helping

the Syrian opposition.

And in the same way as we help out in the world’s hotspots, we also

wish to help out in terms of securing lasting peace and development

once the fire has been extinguished.

And when a people want to build up their country, there is one building

block that is more important than anything else.

When they want to reduce infant mortality. When they want to reduce

poverty. When they want to increase equality between women and men,

rich and poor. Then there is basically only one remedy: Education.

Education for both girls and boys.

That is why Denmark is ready to assist when the UN asks if we will help

provide education in poor countries. Help train teachers. Help supply

new schoolbooks. Help get children from the poorest families, and

especially more girls, to attend school.

For it will boost development and it will boost prosperity when education

is for the many and not just for the few.

* * *

Education for the many. That has also been the driving force throughout

the last 200 years of Danish history.

Danish primary and lower secondary school has raised academic

standards in Denmark generation after generation. 

It has been altogether crucial to the progress we have achieved. From

absolute monarchy to democracy. From an agricultural country to a

modern welfare society.

Primary and lower secondary school has helped shape Denmark. And it

has developed along the way. 

From rote learning to modern teaching. With new subjects such as

English and social science. From seven years’ compulsory education to

nine years – and today ten years.

Many of us who are here today can remember when we sent our own

children to school. When we saw our six-year-old standing in the school

yard with red cheeks and expectant eyes. A new adventure was about to

begin.

Primary and lower secondary school gives children knowledge and skills

they can use as a compass to guide them through life. And many learn

at school what it means to be a good friend and that everybody

deserves a chance.

We can take pride in our primary and lower secondary school. It is

good. But it can become even better.

A great many children do well at school. But they can do even better.

And it is necessary. Because society, the labour market and the global

world make increasingly large demands on all of us.

Far too many children have difficulties in coping at primary and lower

secondary school. Today, there are three or four pupils in the senior

forms who lack adequate reading skills. And whose maths skills are also

inadequate. And who will, therefore, find it hard to cope after leaving

school. It simply cannot go on.

And then we must not forget the pupils who find it easy to learn.

Because many of our cleverest pupils are not sufficiently challenged. Of

course it must not be like that.
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My ambition is for our children to be the cleverest generation in Danish

history.

My vision – and this Government’s vision – is a primary and lower

secondary school where all children learn more. All children. A school

where there is peace and quiet in the classroom. Where children thrive

and are keen to learn. Where they develop their personalities and

become committed participants in a vibrant democracy.

A primary and lower secondary school where teachers use their large

knowledge of their subjects and apply the best teaching methods, and

where they are shown trust and respect. And where the outcome of the

education does not depend on where you live or who your parents are.

This is our vision. And the big question is, naturally, how to realise this

vision.

Teachers are at the heart of primary and lower secondary school. It is

the teachers who make the school come alive and make the children

learn. They deserve respect for their work. Professionally strong and

stimulating teachers are crucial to ensure that our children acquire the

necessary skills and knowledge for life after leaving school.

Therefore, my response is also that children and teachers must spend

more time together in school.

Quality time that strengthens education. Quality time that makes the

school even more vibrant.

Our children must have a more coherent schoolday.

What will this mean in terms of a specific schoolday?

I would like to invite you into the school of the future as I envisage it

might look.

Let us take a boy aged 13 in the 7th form. And let us call him Emil.

His schoolday could, for example, start with math. The class is taught

angles, degrees and percentages. The math instruction is moved from

the classroom to the school’s workshop. There, Emil is busy building a

birdcage together with three others from his class.

The smell of wood, the sound of the saw, and the right angle of the

birdcage roof – it makes it much easier to grasp Pythagoras’ theorem.

And then it is time for sport activities for several of the senior forms.

Teachers and social educators work together on these activities.

Emil’s next lessons are in Danish. The classroom is quiet because

everybody has been outside and busy in the course of the day. Now it is

time for grammar and textual analysis. They work in groups where they

prepare book reviews in the form of podcast.

Emil is looking forward to the next lesson, “media studies”, which is an

optional course. He is going to make a website together with the twin

class in Manchester.

Towards the end of the day, there is time scheduled to do the most

difficult homework. And the grown-ups have time to help.

When Emil goes home in the afternoon, he has had a challenging and

fun schoolday. He has received exciting instruction that makes him keen

to learn more. He has been outside. He has had exercise. And he has

done most of his homework.

All of it in one coherent schoolday.

The rest of the day he can spend learning to play the guitar, hanging out

with his friends and being together with his family – and finishing off his

homework.

We need a schoolday where children and teachers are more together.

And where the children receive more education – especially in Danish
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and maths.

This will be the core of the proposal for a general boost to primary and

lower secondary school which this Government will present at the end of

the year.

We must develop primary and lower secondary school to make it even

better.

It will make demands on us all. On pupils, parents, teachers, head

teachers, municipalities and on us here in the Folketing.

I wish to urge that we – in the broad group of political parties behind the

primary and lower secondary school agreement – stand together to give

the school a boost. I am sure that is what the Danish people expect from

us.

We must not fight over the school. We must fight for the school. And we

must do it together.

* * *

In the new Parliamentary Session, our most important task is to invest

in our children and young people. In our future. It is necessary if we

want to emerge from the crisis with the society we love intact.

Education is the path both to bring everybody on board and to drive our

society ahead. For us to keep jobs in Denmark. To improve everyday

life for the Danes. To strengthen our community.

We must make decisions that are necessary in order to bring Denmark

safely through the crisis and into the future. And we must make the

decisions here in the Folketing.

I believe in broad decisions which the Danes can count on for many

years.

It generates trust and confidence in the future. And we need that.

It is good for Denmark.

Let us commence the work of the new Parliamentary Session with three

cheers for Denmark.

LONG LIVE DENMARK.

Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
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Full text: Read Marie Krarup's translated
column

By Inger Mortensen

7:03 AM Tuesday Apr 9, 2013

By Marie Krarup (DF)

(Dansk Folkeparti is an ultra rightwing party in Denmark, which
sits on 22 of the 179 seats in parliament)

New Zealands natur er bjergtagende smuk og
befolkningen venlig og civil iseret. Sådan da.... På en
officiel tur med Forsvarsudvalget havde jeg fornøjelsen
af at deltage i besøg ved forskellige
forsvarsinstallationer i New Zealand. Og man må sige, at
der både var civil isation og det modsatte ti lstede.

New Zealand's nature is breathtakingly beautiful, and the population friendly and civilised. Sort of... On
an official trip with the Defence Committee, I had the pleasure of participating in visits at various
defence installations in New Zealand. And I have to say, there was both civilisation and the opposite
present.

Det lyder umiddelbart underligt, at danske politikere skal tage om på den anden side af
jordkloden for at studere forsvar. Men det viser sig, at der er mange ligheder mellem New
Zealand og Danmark. Befolkningens størrelse (4,4 mio i NZ), ønsket om at spare på
forsvaret,så det ikke udgør for stor en del af BNP, samt store opgaver i form af
overvågning af arktiske områder. New Zealand beskærer sit forsvar og er pt i gang med en
18 % reduktion af budgettet. Derfor har man fravalgt offensive kapaciteter - ingen
kampfly, ingen kampvogne og kun to fregatter. Forsvarets opgave er i høj grad også civil,
idet man er meget aktiv i forbindelse med hjælp ved humanitære katastrofer, søredning
og fiskerikontrol mm. New Zelands forsvarspolitik lyder i det hele taget som lidt af en
drøm for Det Radikale Venstre!

First off, it seems strange that Danish politicians should go to the other side of the Earth to study
defence. But it turns out that there are many similarities between New Zealand and Denmark. The size of
the population (4.4 million in NZ); the desire to save on defence so that it does not make up too large a
proportion of GDP; as well as big tasks in the way of monitoring of arctic areas. New Zealand is cutting
down on its defence and is currently in the process of reducing its budget by 18 per cent. Which is why
they have opted out of offensive capacities - no fighter jets, no tanks and only two frigates. The
defence (force) also has a lot of civil tasks, as they are very active in offering help during humanitarian
catastrophes, sea rescues, fisheries control etc. Altogether New Zealand's defence policy sounds a bit
like a dream for "Det Radikale Venstre" (Danish Social-liberal party).

Hvordan kan man have et forsvar uden en offensiv kapacitet?, det var et naturligt
spørgsmål for os. For man kan jo godt forstil le sig situationer, hvor man vil være nødt ti l
at forsvare sig med et angreb. Vores jagerfly er jo f.eks. garanten for hævdelsen af vores
suverænitet. En forsker ved en New Zealandsk tænketank svarede meget snusfornuftigt:
"Det l igger ikke til New Zealand at bruge penge på noget, der ikke bliver brugt. Så vil vi
hellere bruge penge på andre ting." Tankegangen om afskækkelse ligger åbenbart langt
fra New Zealand!

How can you have defence without an offensive capacity? This was a natural question for us. As you
could easily imagine situations where one would have to defend oneself with an attack. Our fighter jets
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for instance are our guarantee for the assertion of our sovereignty. A researcher at a New Zealand
think-tank answered matter-of-factly, "It's not like New Zealand to spend money on something that is
not being used. So we would rather spend money on other things". The idea of deterrents is obviously
far from New Zealand!

Under besøget fik vi gentagne gange at vide, at New Zealand træner og koordinerer med
Australien. Og de har masser af jagerfly! Kunne man forestil le sig, at New Zealand er en
slags gratister under en australsk sikkerhedsparaply? Lidt l igesom Danmark i NATO under
fodnotepolitikken? Eller har de opgivet at forsvare sig selv? Eller er der simpelthen ingen
trusler imod den fjerne østat? Jeg kan næppe give svaret, men jeg kunne undervejs
observere visse selvopgivende træk.

During our visit we were told repeatedly that New Zealand trains and coordinates with Australia. And
they have plenty of fighter planes! Could one surmise that New Zealand is a kind of free-riders under an
Australian security umbrella? A little like Denmark in Nato under the footnote-policy? Or have they
given up on defending themselves? Or are there simply no threats against this faraway island state? I
can hardly answer, but along the way I could observe certain defeatist characteristics.

New Zealand er blevet koloniseret af briter og har ikke altid behandlet det oprindelige
folk - maorierne lige pænt. De udgør i dag kun 12% af befolkningen, men får stor
opmærksomhed og har fået gennemtrumfet en kompensations-politik, hvor de kan få
erstatning for de skader, de er blevet påført siden en britisk-maori-aftale blev indgået i
1840. På det kulturelle område har de stigende indflydelse. Siden 2000 har der været øget
fokus på at genoplive deres sprog og kultur ikke blot blandt maorier, men i hele
befolkningen.

New Zealand was colonised by the British and has not always treated its original population - the
Maoris - all that nicely. Today they [the Maoris] make up only 12 per cent of the population but get a lot
of attention and have forced through a compensation policy through which they can get compensation
for the damages they have been expsed to since a British-Maori agreement which was made in 1840. In
the cultural area they have an increasing influence. Since 2000 there has been focus on reviving their
language and culture not just among the Maori but in the whole population.

Her kommer jeg til det mindre civil iserede indslag i Forsvarsudvalgets besøg. Da vi kom
til en flådebase blev vi nemlig ikke modtaget med håndtryk eller honnør af uniformerede
mænd som sædvanlig. Nej, vi blev modtaget med et maori-danseritual, med en halvnøgen
mand i bastskørt, der råbte og skreg på maori. Han udførte mærkelige ritualer og rakte
tunge, mens vi så ti l  og blev instrueret af en lokal om, at vi ikke måtte grine, og at vi
efter hans brølekoncert skulle gå ind i maori-templet, hvor søofficererne ventede på os.
Men de fik stadig ikke lov ti l  at give hånd til os. Vi skulle igennem et langt ritual, der
foregik på maori, hvor de nydelige, hvidklædte og europæisk udseende sø- officerer talte
på gebrokkent maori og sang en sang, der lød som "Mariehønen evigglad" på maori -
komplet med pædagog-guitar-akkompagnement. Jeg prøvede at fange søofficernes blikke
under udførelsen af ritualet, men de så ned i jorden! Efter ritualet fik vi endelig lov ti l  at
hilse på officererne - men med næsegnidning - ikke håndtryk. Jeg skal hilse og sige, at
man føler sig som en idiot, når man tvinges til at gnide næste med 10 europæisk
udseende søofficerer. Stor var min taknemmelighed imod den ene fyr, der gav mig et
smækkys på kinden i stedet for et næsetryk! Efter ritualet kunne vi slå over i engelsk og i
det hele taget gå i gang med et civil iseret besøg. Dog beså vi l ige maori-templet, der var
udsmykket med gudeskikkelser med vrede ansigter og store erigerede penisser. Det er
mig en gåde, at de stakkels søofficerer kunne udholde både ceremonien og omgivelserne.

Here I come to the less civilized part of the Defence Committee's visit. When we arrived at the naval
base we were not received with handshakes or salutes by uniformed men as usual. No, we were received
with a Maori dancing ritual by a half-naked man in a grass skirt, shouting and screaming in Maori. He
performed strange rituals and poked his tongue while we looked on and were instructed by a local that
we were not allowed to laugh, and that after his roar concert we should go into the Maori temple where
the naval officers were awaiting us. But they were still not allowed to shake our hands. We had to go
through a long ritual which was performed in Maori during which the neat, white-dressed and
European-looking naval officers spoke in broken Maori and sang a song that sounded like "Mariehønen
Evigglad" (Danish children's song about a happy ladybird) in Maori - complete with kindergarten-
teacher-guitar-accompaniment. I tried to catch the eyes of the naval officers during the performance of
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the ritual, but they were staring at the ground! After the ritual we were finally allowed to greet the
officers - but with nose-rubbing - not handshakes. I would like to point out that one feels like an idiot
when forced to rub noses with ten European-looking naval officers. I was very grateful towards the one
guy who gave me a big kiss on the cheek instead of a nose rub! After the ritual we could convert to
English and altogether start the civilized visit. However, we did see the Maori temple which was
decorated with God-figures and large erect penises. It is a mystery to me how the poor naval officers
could stand the ceremony and the surroundings.

Templet er et af flere og der planlægges endnu flere ti l  at modtage officielle gæster ti l
forsvarsinstallationer i New Zealand. Det er et led i programmer rettet imod " cultural
awareness"! Man kunne måske også kalde det kulturel selvudslettelse, eller grotesk
multi-kulti-dyrkelse. Men det havde tydeligvis haft sin virkning på de New Zealandske
søofficerer!

The temple is one of several and even more are planned for receiving official visitors to defence
installations in New Zealand. It is a part of programmes directed towards "cultural awareness"! One
could maybe also call it cultural self-annihilation or grotesque multi-culturism. But it has obviously
had its impact on the New Zealand naval officers!

Senere i besøget fik jeg oplyst af en bekymret konservativ politiker, at mellem 50.000 og
80.000 New Zealændere forlader landet hvert år. Men befolkningstallet falder ikke. De
udrejsende - mest af europæisk afstamning - erstattes af asiatiske indvandrere. "Der er
ikke lang tid ti l , vi er en brun befolkning", som han sagde. Farven kan jo være ligemeget,
- men hvordan vil kulturen være i fremtidens New Zealand? Næppe som den har været de
seneste 200 år. Det virker i det mindste ikke som om, New Zealand har viljen til at sætte
deres egen kultur igennem.

Later in the visit I was informed by a worried conservative politician that between 50,000 and 80,000
New Zealanders leave the country every year. But the population is not declining. The migrants - mostly
of European descent - are replaced by Asian immigrants. "It will not be long before we are a brown
population", as he said. Of course colour does not matter - but what will the culture be in New Zealand
of the future? Hardly as it has been in the last 200 years. At least it seems New Zealand does not have
the will to put their own culture forward.

Valdemar Rørdam skrev som bekendt, "at aldrig kan et folk forgå, som ikke vil det selv".
Det virker ikke, som New Zealand er et folk, der vil bestå. Hverken forsvarsmæssigt eller
kulturelt.

As we know, Valdemar Rørdam wrote "that never can a people die out which does not want to". It does
not seem as if New Zealand is a people that will remain. Neither with regards to defence nor culturally.

Lad aldrig Danmark komme dertil!

Let never Denmark come to this!

By Inger Mortensen
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